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Abstract
This thesis investigates methods for visual speech enhancement to support
auditory and audiovisual speech perception. Normal-hearing non-native
listeners receiving cochlear implant (CI) simulated speech are used as
‘proxy’ listeners for CI users, a proposed user group who could benefit
from such enhancement methods in speech perception training. Both CI
users and non-native listeners share similarities with regards to audiovisual
speech perception, including increased sensitivity to visual speech cues.
Two enhancement methods are proposed: (i) an appearance based
method, which modifies the appearance of a talker’s lips using colour
and luminance blending to apply a ‘lipstick effect’ to increase the saliency
of mouth shapes; and (ii) a kinematics based method, which amplifies the
kinematics of the talker’s mouth to create the effect of more pronounced
speech (an ‘exaggeration effect’). The application that is used to test
the enhancements is speech perception training, or audiovisual training,
which can be used to improve listening skills.
An audiovisual training framework is presented which structures the
evaluation of the effectiveness of these methods. It is used in two
studies. The first study, which evaluates the effectiveness of the lipstick
effect, found a significant improvement in audiovisual and auditory
perception. The second study, which evaluates the effectiveness of the
exaggeration effect, found improvement in the audiovisual perception of
a number of phoneme classes; no evidence was found of improvements
in the subsequent auditory perception, as audiovisual recalibration to
visually exaggerated speech may have impeded learning when used in the
audiovisual training.
The thesis also investigates an example of kinematics based enhancement
which is observed in Lombard speech, by studying the behaviour of
visual Lombard phonemes in different contexts. Due to the lack of
suitable datasets for this analysis, the thesis presents a novel audiovisual
Lombard speech dataset recorded under high SNR, which offers two, fixed
head-pose, synchronised views of each talker in the dataset.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The robustness of human speech perception arises from a listener’s ability to integrate
and evaluate information from multiple sources. ‘Audiovisual integration’ refers to a
listener’s ability to utilise auditory and visual speech information in order to interpret
the perceived message from the talker [204, 267]. The illusion of perceiving a new
audio signal when listeners are presented with an incongruent audiovisual signal –
known as the McGurk effect [211] – provides compelling evidence of the synergy of
audio and visual speech during perception. The talker’s face is a mine of valuable
information: the external articulators (i.e., the lips, teeth and tongue) can provide a
significant proportion of the overall visual speech information gathered from the face
[210, 297]. This complementary support is also evident in adverse listening conditions,
such as when listening to speech in noisy conditions, where visual speech cues can
improve speech intelligibility by 5–22 dB [85, 198, 221, 296].
Speech intelligibility, or the extent of how understandable the speech is, can
deteriorate for several reasons [19, 208]: external factors, such as competing sound
sources and reverberation [55], or internal factors, where listeners suffer limitations in
perceptual skills, such as in the case of non-native listeners and cochlear implant users.
When listening to native speech, non-native listeners’ perception deteriorates because
of several internal factors, including the non-native speaker’s limited experience with
the native language [93, 294, 319]. Although cochlear implants have revolutionised the
treatment of sensorineural hearing impairment, the amount of acoustic information CI
users can receive is a function of various physical and physiological factors, including
the number of implanted and activated electrodes and the severity of damage to the
inner ear and the auditory nerve [237, 246]. Such variability in non-native listeners’
and CI users’ perceptions may be regarded as a source of internal adversity.
The perception of both non-native listeners [106, 175, 209, 319] and CI users
[185, 226, 246] suffers increased deterioration under external noise conditions.
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Talker Hearing aids
V enhancement
+Naturally enhanced V
Auditory perception
Visual perception
Speech recognition
Audiovisual perception
AV
AV
V
AE
VEA
AVV
Talker V enhancment Audiovisual perception
Auditory perception
AV A,VE
A,VE
Figure 1.1: Schematic view of using visual speech in speech enhancement. Category
1 (purple): visual speech is used to enhance recognition by machines. Category
2 (green): visual speech is used to enhance perception by humans. The bottom
rectangle: the gap in the literature that the thesis addresses. Subscript E denotes
‘enhanced’, and A, V, AV denote audio, visual and audiovisual speech, respectively.
Naturally enhanced V: is hyper-articulated speech produced by the talker.
Fortunately, those who suffer internal adversity are known to be better audiovisual
speech integrators: non-native listeners [130–132] and CI users [153, 261, 295, 317]
alike are both very sensitive to visual speech cues, for example, and their perception
performance generally improves when they can see the talker’s face [74, 80, 130].
The significant role of visual speech in speech perception has inspired a body
of work that has utilised visual speech features for speech enhancement. Figure
1.1 classifies the main categories in the speech-enhancement literature that address
the use of visual speech. The first category (in purple) is the employment of visual
speech features to enhance speech recognition by machine [8, 16, 251, 252]; the second
category (in green), which has generally attracted less interest to date, uses visual
speech to enhance human perception, which is the focus of this thesis.
The second category includes the development of hearing-assistive technology
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that can ‘see’ [7, 143] – in other words, can improve the function of hearing aids
by incorporating visual cues that enhance the intelligibility of the speech signal. It
also includes enhancing the visual speech signal in videos to support lip-reading [309]
and enhancing audiovisual perception by combining the auditory speech signal with
a simulation of previously collected visual speech data that is naturally enhanced by
the talker [13] – in this case, the talker produces hyper-articulated speech to increase
speech intelligibility.
1.1 Thesis Aims
The role of visual speech in supporting the auditory and audiovisual perception
of those undergoing internal sources of adversity has provided the motivation to
investigate and propose several methods for visual speech enhancement in this thesis.
The proposed listener group of this enhancement are CI users. The best environments
in which CI users prefer to interact are those that provide both auditory and visual
speech signals [141]. A recent survey (Figure 1.2) conducted by Dorman et al. [77]
on 131 CI users (61% using bilateral CIs; 31.7% using single CI) has confirmed this
finding: the study showed that CI users preferred communication settings in which
the talker’s face was available (i.e., visual speech). In this thesis, the visual speech is
enhanced to support the target listener’s auditory and audiovisual perception. The
enhanced visual speech is combined with the original auditory speech signal to create
visually enhanced audiovisual speech.
One obstacle that CI researchers face is gaining access to a homogeneous user
group. The variability in CI outcomes observed in users complicates the finding of a
controlled group for testing [208, 281]. One approach some researchers have used is
to use a simulation of how a CI processes speech and then to present the simulation
to a normal-hearing listener as a listening model that predicts CI users’ listening
[78, 282]. Such models, however, do not consider the internal masking that CI users
cope with [65, 208]. For this reason, normal-hearing non-native listeners have been
used in this thesis as listeners who might better predict the performance of CI users
as both listener groups share the effect of internal adversity [19, 106, 175, 208, 209,
225, 226, 237, 246, 319], and a sensitivity to visual cues [74, 77, 132, 153, 261, 293].
The proposed enhancement methods in this thesis are based on natural effects
that have been found to be effective in supporting a listener’s visual perception.
For example, talkers become more visually intelligible when they wear lipstick,
since it adds more definition of the mouth’s shapes during speech production [173].
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Talkers also tend to change their speaking style by hyper-articulating (i.e., increasing
their articulation and vocal effort) to aid in communication [187]. Talkers may
enunciate more when their listeners undergo a source of adversity, such as among
hearing-impaired listeners or non-native listeners.
Inspired by these effects, two methods of visual speech enhancement are proposed
in this study. The first method, ‘appearance based enhancement’, creates a realistic
lipstick effect on a talker’s lips in a video using colour and luminance-blending
techniques. In the second method, ‘kinematics based enhancement’, the kinematics,
or motion, of the talker’s mouth movement is exaggerated in a video to create an
enunciation effect on the produced speech. This is achieved by amplifying the talker’s
mouth shapes (using an approach based on the Principal Components Analysis)
and then re-animating the video using image-warping techniques. These proposed
enhancement methods modify the talker’s visual speech data without using any
examples of intrinsically enhanced visual speech data that the talker has made to
guide the automatic enhancement, as in [13]. Hence, these enhancement methods
can be applied to any communication setting that involves the presentation of a
talker’s face.
The application that is chosen to test the visual speech enhancement method is
audiovisual or auditory training, in which the talker’s face is presented; this is a speech
perception training that CI users undertake to improve their listening skills. Recent
evidence has shown that audiovisual training can create long-lasting improvements
in subsequent auditory listening skills after the training [28, 250]. The visual speech
signal guides effective perceptual learning [98, 233, 312] which in turn induces the
re-organisation of the central auditory system’s neural map and then enhances its
response to auditory stimuli [28]. This thesis’s hypothesis is that using visually
enhanced audiovisual speech as training stimuli in audiovisual training may increase
visual speech support during the training (thus enhancing audiovisual perception),
thereby improving the post-training auditory-only skills (thus enhancing auditory
training). Figure 1.1 illustrates the gap in the literature this thesis addresses.
This thesis also explores an example of natural enhancement in visual speech by
investigating the visual modifications observed in speech produced in the ‘Lombard’
effect [192], which is an unconscious reaction that is regulated by self-monitoring
of the voice. The effect is typically induced by a noise masker that results in a
talker being unable to hear his or her own voice. As a response, talkers reflexively
increase their vocal effort. The Lombard effect is also driven by the need to maintain
intelligible communication during noisy conditions. Talkers in this case respond by
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Figure 1.2: Results of a survey about listening environments that CI users experience
(The figure is courtesy of Dorman et al. [77].)
increasing their intelligibility to aid in communication [193]. Lombard speech involves
a set of acoustic and phonetic modifications, including an increase in fundamental
frequency (F0), speech level and word duration [152], stronger articulatory gestures,
including mouth aperture and rounding; and pronounced jaw movements [63, 100].
The increased intelligibility in Lombard speech is not only linked to acoustic and
phonetic modifications in the auditory signal but also results from the articulatory
change in the visual speech signal [63, 90, 164]. This thesis will examine and
characterise the articulatory modifications in visual Lombard speech; doing so will
create a better understanding of visual speech enhancement cues for the support of
human perception, since these articulatory modifications are associated with Lombard
speech intelligibility. Among other speech examples that exhibit enhancement in the
visual domain such as clear speech [128], Lombard speech was chosen in particular
in this thesis due the ability to induce such speech under controlled and rigorous
experimental settings, given its reflexive nature. One primary issue in the study of
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visual enhancement in Lombard speech is the current lack of audiovisual Lombard
speech data that has been collected in a controlled setting. This lack of data has
provided the motivation to collect an audiovisual Lombard speech dataset with plain
(non-Lombard) references to each sentence to allow precise characterisation of the
speech enhancement made under the Lombard reflex. The collection was made with
careful consideration of the various communication factors that could mediate the
quality of the produced Lombard speech as well as the saliency of the visual signal. A
bespoke head mounted camera system is used to collect both front and profile views
of the talkers.
1.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis include the use of two enhancement methods:
an appearance based and a kinematics based enhancement method. The effects of
these enhancement methods on supporting auditory and audiovisual perception are
evaluated using an audiovisual training framework, a training framework which is
based on Bernstein et al.’s [28] methodology. Another contribution is the bi-view
audiovisual Lombard Grid corpus; this in turn serves the final contribution, the
analysis of visual Lombard speech. The following sections highlight each contribution
and the resulting publications.
Appearance Based Enhancement
The first enhancement is an appearance-based enhancement method that modifies the
appearance of the talker’s mouth, since the mouth provides a significant proportion
of the overall visual speech information gathered from the face [210]. The aim of
such an enhancement is to increase the saliency of the visual speech signal. This is
achieved by simulating the talker wearing lipstick. An experimental study conducted
by Lander and Capek [173] on talkers who wore real lipstick found that the use of
lipstick supports lip-reading. The talkers in that study, however, may have been
influenced by certain physiological factors that resulted from wearing lipstick, which
could have regulated their speech production.
In this thesis, the lipstick effect is applied automatically to the talker, which
allows for precise comparison between the intelligibility of speech with and without
the lipstick effect. The evaluation of this effect is conducted using the audiovisual
training framework designed in this thesis to support the evaluation of the effect of
visual speech enhancement in support of the audiovisual perception of CI-simulated
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speech during training; the post-training effect on improving the auditory perception
of CI-simulated speech is also examined. The study was published as:
 Alghamdi, N., Maddock, S., Brown, G.J. and Barker, J. ‘Investigating the
impact of artificial enhancement of lip visibility on the intelligibility of
spectrally-distorted speech’. 1st Joint Conference on Facial Analysis, Animation
and Auditory-Visual Speech Processing (FAAVSP), 11–13 September, 2015,
Vienna, Austria.
The study was also presented as a poster at:
 UK Speech Conference, University of East Anglia, 2015.
A further study on the use of the audiovisual training framework to evaluate the
performance of non-native listeners compared to native listeners was published as:
 Alghamdi, N., Maddock, S., Brown, G.J. and Barker, J. ‘A comparison of
audiovisual and auditory-only training on the perception of spectrally-distorted
speech’. International Congress of Phonetic Sciences (ICPhS), 10–14 August
2015, Glasgow, UK.
Kinematic Based Enhancement
The second enhancement is a kinematic-based enhancement approach that
exaggerates the speaking style of a talker. This is achieved by following (with
modifications) Theobald et al.’s method [309], which tested the effect of automatic
exaggeration of mouth shapes in videos on the visual perception of lip-readers. In the
current study, the audiovisual training framework is used to structure the evaluation
of the exaggeration effect in support of audiovisual perception during training as
well as auditory perception after the training. The subjects’ ability to adapt to the
conflict between the articulation energy in the visual signals and the vocal effort in
the acoustic signals (because the acoustic signals remained unexaggerated) is also
investigated.
The study was published as:
 Alghamdi, N., Maddock, S., Barker, J. and Brown, G.J., 2017. ‘The impact
of automatic exaggeration of the visual articulatory features of a talker on the
intelligibility of spectrally distorted speech’. Speech Communication (available
online, 13 Aug 2017).
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Posters on this study were presented at:
 L’Ore´al–UNESCO For Women in Science: PhD poster competition, 2016.
 UK Speech Conference at the University of Sheffield, 2016.
The Bi-view Audiovisual Lombard Grid Corpus
An audiovisual Lombard dataset has been collected in order to investigate real-life
examples of visual speech enhancement. Lombard speech was selected in particular
among other examples of naturally enhanced speech, as such speech can be induced
under a controlled setting. To facilitate a precise analysis, the talkers’ head poses
in this dataset were controlled, which was achieved by using head-mounted cameras
fitted to a helmet designed for this purpose. The dataset includes 55 talkers who
uttered 8,250 utterances (4,125 Lombard and 4,125 plain utterances). It offers two
views of the talkers (front and side) to facilitate future analysis of speech from different
angles. This dataset is an extension of the highly cited audiovisual Grid corpus [54]
as it follows the same sentence format as that corpus, although the sentence sets used
in this dataset are unique and have not been utilised by the Grid. The plan is to
make the audiovisual Lombard Grid dataset available for other researchers.
Visual Lombard Speech Analysis
This thesis characterises visual Lombard phoneme behaviour in different contexts,
both within and across talkers. Plain and Lombard utterances collected from eight
talkers in the audiovisual Lombard grid dataset (see previous section) were selected
for this analysis. A data-visualisation tool was developed to facilitate the extraction
of phonemes and word contexts for the talkers’ data. The thesis presents a study of
visual Lombard speech by considering a number of accounts that provide explanations
of visual phoneme behaviour, such as the Hyper-Hypo speech (H&H) theory [187].
1.3 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is presented in Chapters 2 to 8. The content of these
chapters can be summarised as follows:
 Chapter 2: Speech Perception and Production. This chapter uses
the notion of a ‘speech chain’ to present the processes that underlie speech
perception and production from anatomical and behavioural perspectives; it
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also presents examples of speech perception chains when undergoing adverse
conditions. Doing so will highlight the perception models of CI users and
non-native listeners and the characteristics of Lombard speech.
 Chapter 3: Auditory Training. A review of auditory and audiovisual
training is presented in this chapter. The key factor in training, perceptual
learning, is also presented in this review.
 Chapter 4: Visual Speech Enhancement. This chapter presents the
framework for visual speech enhancement used in this thesis. The chapter
presents a review of appearance-based and kinematic-based enhancement
methods as well as the design of the audiovisual training framework. Chapter 4
also demonstrates an experimental evaluation of the training framework, which
compares the performance of non-native listeners with native listeners.
 Chapter 5: Appearance Based Enhancement. This chapter presents the
appearance-based enhancement known as the lipstick effect. The chapter starts
with a review of facial landmark extraction tools, followed by an elaboration on
the technical implementation of the lipstick effect. The experimental evaluation
of the lipstick effect using the audiovisual training framework is then presented.
 Chapter 6: Kinematic Based Enhancement. This chapter presents the
kinematic-based enhancement: the exaggeration effect. The chapter starts with
a description of the technical implementation of the exaggeration effect, followed
by an experimental evaluation of the effect using the audiovisual training
framework.
 Chapter 7: Visual Lombard Speech. First, the chapter illustrates
the collection of a bi-model audiovisual Lombard grid dataset, covering the
equipment used, the collection procedure, and the post-processing of the
collected data. An analysis of the visual Lombard speech is then presented
by illustrating the selection of the data and the analysis methodology, followed
by a presentation of the results and a discussion.
 Chapter 8: Conclusions. The final chapter presents the conclusions of the
thesis and highlights possible directions for future work.
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Speech Perception and Production
2.1 The Speech Chain
A speech chain, introduced by Dense and Pinson [72], is a linear feed-forward system
that describes the processes of speech perception and production [112]. These
processes, illustrated in Figure 2.1, are initiated by the talker’s thoughts, which are
converted into a linguistic format and articulated by the vocal tracts’ resonances,
in conjunction with the external articulators’ movements, to produce an acoustic
signal [112]. The talker can adapt the speech production given auditory feedback
from the produced acoustic signals. The listener receives the acoustic signal by the
process of hearing, which involves brain activities associated with perception that
convert the acoustic signal into a linguistic format and then into meaning [112]. Gick
et al. [112] revised the speech chain to include one component that has a significant
influence on speech perception and production: multi-modality. Speech is intrinsically
multi-modal, in which more than one sense contributes in speech production and
perception. The revised speech chain is presented in Figure 2.2. Adaptation to the
speech chain can also occur under adverse conditions which could affect the clarity
of the communication message. Listeners may follow different techniques to recover
Talker Listener
Linguistic
Level
Articulatory
Level
Acoustic
Level
Auditory
Level
Linguistic
Level
Figure 2.1: The stages of the speech chain.
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Talker Listener
Brain Ear Ear Brain
Acoustic Eye
Mouth Visual
*
Figure 2.2: Multi-model speech chain with feedback loops, where the * indicates
auditory feedback. (Adapted from Gick et al. [112].)
the degraded message, while talkers adapt their production in order to increase the
intelligibility of their speech.
This chapter presents a review based on the revised speech chain model under
normal and adverse conditions. This model is used in particular as it illustrates
the interaction between perception and production of audiovisual speech, the
communication setting of interest in this thesis. The chain is broken down into the
production chain and the perception chain, and key points in both chains that are
relevant to the scope of the thesis are addressed. Section 2.2 reviews the anatomy
of the brain regions associated with the speech chain, with an emphasis on the role
of visual speech in auditory perception. Section 2.3 covers the speech production
system and the characteristics of speech; Section 2.4 reviews the speech perception
system and the role of visual speech cues in enhancing auditory perception (Section
2.4.1). Section 2.5 addresses possible sources of adversity in the speech perception
chain. Two examples of speech perception chain model under adverse condition
are selected for this review: the cochlear implant user’s perception model (Section
2.5.1) and the non-native listener’s perception model (Section 2.5.2). The aim of
this review is to highlight evidence from the literature that suggests similarities
in audiovisual perception (Section 2.5.3) in these perception models. Section 2.5.4
provides an example of a speech production chain model that acts to counter adversity
in perception and offers a real-life example of visual speech enhancement: Lombard
speech.
2.2 Language Areas in the Brain
The language zone is the area in the brain that is associated with speech production
and perception. Speech perception and production areas in the brain are therefore
11
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Figure 2.3: Speech and language areas in the brain. (Source: Wiki Commons- released
to the public domain.)
interconnected, and thus presented together in this section. The speech and language
function in the brain is associated with the Perisylvian zone which is the area of
Sylvian fissure that includes the auditory cortex, Wernicke’ s area, Broca’ s area, the
Supramarginal Gyrus and the Angular Gyrus (Figure 2.3)1 [112]. Other areas in the
brain associated with language include the visual cortex, the primary somatosensory
cortex and the primary motor cortex [112]. The following briefly describes the
function of each part according to Gick et al. [112]:
 The auditory cortex processes acoustic information and performs basic and
high-level functions of audition [248]. The auditory cortex also responds to
somatosensory information including facial visual cues [46, 95, 274], suggesting
that visual speech cues might be fed to early stages of acoustic speech processing
[29].
 Wernicke’ s area and Broca’ s area are located in the posterior and inferior
parts of the left temporal lobe and are connected to each other via a nerve
fibre called the arcuate fasciculus. Wernicke’ s area is responsible for conscious
speech comprehension, while Broca’ s area is specialises in conscious speech
production [112].
1By James.mcd.nz [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC BY-SA
4.0-3.0-2.5-2.0-1.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0-3.0-2.5-2.0-1.0)], via Wikimedia
Commons. Text on the image is added by the thesis author.
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 The Supramarginal Gyrus and the Angular Gyrus are located in the partial
lobe. Both areas are responsible for processing high-level information of speech
such as phonological processing and emotional responses. The Angular Gyrus
also plays a role in multi-model integration of speech [112].
 The visual cortex, located in the occipital lobe at the posterior of the brain,
is responsible for processing visual speech information, and shows a stronger
response to visual speech when the acoustic speech is compromised by noise
[277].
 The primary somatosensory cortex, located at the partial lobe, plays a role
in the processing of tactile information during speech perception and in the
feedback system in speech production. This cortex shows a strong response
when audiovisual speech integration fails [29].
 The primary motor cortex, located parallel to the primary somatosensory
cortex, is responsible for sending the speech production plan processed by
the Broca’ s area to the lower parts of the brain and then to the body limbs
associated with speech production [112].
2.3 The Speech Production Chain
The organs involved in speech production include the brain and the associated
parts of the nervous system, the respiratory system (diaphragm, lungs, ribcage
and trachea), the larynx, and the pharynx (laryngeal, nasal and oral parts) [112].
Figure 2.4 illustrates parts of this system. Speech production involves four processes:
respiration, phonation, resonance and articulation. The following briefly explains
each process according to Williams [330] and Fernando [314]:
 In respiration, the air is exhaled by the lungs. The manner of respiration is
language dependent, for example, English speech sounds result from a ‘pulmonic
egressive air stream’ (i.e., outward-flowing air-stream) while in other languages,
such as Scandinavian languages, speech sounds are formed by ingressive sound
[113].
 In phonation, the air pressure from the lungs through the trachea is modulated
by the closing and the opening of the vocal folds at the larynx. The state of the
glottis (i.e., the gap separating the vocal folds) can regulate the frequency of the
folds’ vibrations and hence the voicing of the produced sound: voiced sounds
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Figure 2.4: Part of the speech production system. (Source: Arcadian [Public domain],
via Wikimedia Commons).
are produced when the glottis is slightly opened (increased vibration); voiceless
sounds are produced when the the glottis is widely opened (reduced vibration).
Other acoustic features that are associated with the vocal cords’ movements
are the Fundamental Frequency F0 – defined as the vibration rate of the folds,
Intensity (or loudness) – defined as the energy of the folds movement, and the
Quality, which is associated with the movement patterns of the folds.
 In resonance, some acoustic properties of the output sound from the phonation
process are further improved by the pharynx system, in particular by the
nasopharynx and oropharynx. F0 that is produced by the vibration of the
vocal folds is resonated in the vocal tract. The resonance of the vocal tract
produces the formants (harmonic frequencies).
 In articulation, speech sounds become more distinguished; the configuration of
the articulators (lips, teeth, and tongue) can define the manner and the place
of articulation.
2.3.1 Speech Segments
The phoneme is the basic unit in speech, and can be one of the following
categories [254, 263] (phoneme representation here follows Arpabet [168], a phonetic
transcription scheme used by the speech recognition CMU dictionary):
 Vowel : a sound that features an open larynx and a clear exit to the air pressure
with no obstruction imposed by the tongue or teeth. A vowel can be a basic
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# MPEG-4 Phonemes (Arpabet)
1 /P/, /B/, /M/
2 /F/, /V/
3 /DH/, /TH/
4 /D/ , /T/
5 /G/, /HH/, /K/, /W/
6 /CH/, /JH/, /SH/, /ZH/
7 /S/, /Z/
8 /L/, /N/, /NG/
9 /R/, /Y/
10 /AA/, /AE/, /AH/, /AO/, /AY/
11 /EH/, /ER/, /EY/
12 /IH/, /IY/
13 /OW/, /OY/
14 /AW/, /UH/, /UW/
Table 2.1: Phoneme to viseme mapping. (The table is adapted from Deena [68]).
sound (monophthongs) such as /AA/ and /UW/, or a composite of two vowels
(diphthongs) such as /AY/ and /OW/.
 Consonant : a sound that features a closed or semi-closed larynx. A consonant
can be nasal, such as /M/ and /N/, when the velum directs the produced
air towards the nasal passage; or fricative, such as /F/ and /S/, when the
produced air flow passes through a constricted exit to produce a friction sound;
or affricative, such as /CH/ and /JH/, when the produced air flow is constricted
then released to produce friction sound; or plosive, such as /B/ and /D/, when
the airflow is completely blocked then released, which creates an explosive
sound.
 Semi-vowel, or a ‘vowel-like’ consonant: a sound that shares the phonetic nature
of the vowels but appears within word levels at consonant positions. Examples
of semi-vowels are /W/and /Y/.
In connected discourse, the brain organises speech sounds (consonants and
vowels) into streams, or speech units, such as syllables. During this process, the
articulation of a corresponding phoneme is influenced by the adjacent phonemes.
This phenomenon is called co-articulation. Co-articulation can be either backward or
forward, depending on the position of the influencer phoneme neighbour. Backward
co-articulation when the influencer phoneme occurs before the target phoneme, and
forward is when it occurs after the target phoneme [124]. This phenomena suggests
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that speech has a dynamic nature rather than being static: a plan for each speech
segment is made even before it occurs [330].
Given a phoneme signal that spans over a number of visual frames (video or
animation frames), a viseme [89] is a unit of visual speech that describes the
articulatory configuration in a frame of that phoneme. The notion of viseme was
proposed by Fisher [89] who clustered the visually perceived consonants into viseme
categories by grouping confusions in the listeners’ responses. In computer animation,
the use of the phoneme-to-visime mapping is one technique to produced animated
visual speech, where each animation key-pose is associated with a viseme.
Modelling the effect of the co-articulation has received a considerable attention in
the literature [43, 53, 87, 180, 245]. One example is the Cohen-Massaro model [53]
that uses dominance functions defined for each articulator. Each dominance function
simulates the impact of the corresponding viseme on speech production. To define
the final shape of the mouth, dominance functions are blended by computing their
weighted sum. This generates a curve that represents the final speech trajectory
[53, 73].
There are 14 categories of viseme defined by the MPEG-4 standard [119, 231]
(Table 2.1). In these categories, there is no one-to-one correspondence between
phoneme and visemes. This means that each viseme can be associated with more than
one phoneme. There is also no consideration to visual co-articulation (the influence
of the surrounding visemes on the mouth shape of the current viseme). Another issue
in a phoneme-to-viseme mapping is the natural asynchrony between the auditory and
the visual speech signals (i.e., the onset of the mouth movement and the onset of the
acoustic production of speech are not aligned). The use of dynamic visemes [307] was
proposed to solve the phoneme-to-viseme mapping issues by modelling co-articulation
and audiovisual asynchrony using a data-driven method.
2.4 The Speech Perception Chain
Auditory speech perception is carried out by the auditory system, which is composed
of the ears and the auditory parts of the sensory system. The human ear (Figure
2.52) consists of the external ear, the middle ear, and the inner ear. The following
briefly illustrates the main parts of this system:
2By Iain at English Wikipedia [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BY-SA-3.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)], via Wikimedia Commons
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Figure 2.5: Anatomy of the ear. (Source: Wiki Commons – released to the public
domain.)
 The external ear is the visible part, which includes the pinna, the external
auditory canal and the outer layer of the eardrum. The pinna acts as a funnel,
which collects, amplifies and then directs sounds to the ear canal that connects
the pinna with the eardrum in the middle ear. The pinna plays an important
role in sound localisation by adding directional cues for the perceived sounds
[81, 248].
 The middle ear spans from the eardrum to the oval window of the cochlea. It
contains the eardrum and the three ossicles (small bones) that are responsible
for converting the vibration of the eardrum when sounds are perceived into an
amplified pressure energy [81].
 The inner ear comprises the cochlea and the vestibular system, performing the
functions of sound detection and balance [311]. The cochlea has a spiral shape:
its base is located near the oval window and the other end of the spiral is
called the apex. The basilar membrane in the cochlea vibrates in response to
the pressure energy that is transmitted to the cochlea fluid from the ossicles.
A topographical mapping3 of frequency (or frequency-to-place) is applied to
the basilar membrane surface, starting with high frequencies at the base and
graduating to low frequencies at the apex (Figure 2.64). Hence, when the
pressure energy arrives, it will travel from the base until it reaches the region
3Topographical mapping refers to the spatial organisation of different frequencies processing
points in the brain.
4By By Kern A, Heid C, Steeb W-H, Stoop N, Stoop R [CC BY 2.5
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)], via Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 2.6: Uncoiled cochlea with basilar membrane showing frequency regions.
(Source: Wiki Commons – released to the public domain.)
for the corresponding frequency of the perceived sound. Sound transduction is
performed by hair cells (sensory cells) that cover the basilar membrane. They
respond to the movement of the cochlea fluid by increasing/decreasing the firing
rate to the auditory nerve to send sound information to the brain [248].
 The encoded sound information travels from the cochlea to the Central Auditory
System (CAS). The CAS represents the auditory pathway from the cochlea to
the auditory cortex which is responsible for processing auditory information
(Section 2.2). The main functions of the CAS are layered and include sound
localisation, pitch processing and multisensory information integration [248].
2.4.1 Audiovisual Speech Perception
In face-to-face communication, speech perception is carried out by both ear and
eye (Figure 2.1). Audiovisual (AV) integration refers to a listener’ s ability to
utilise available sensory information to interpret the perceived message from the
talker [172, 204, 267]. The development of AV integration starts in early childhood;
Schorr et al. [278] found that children develop this ability from birth to 2.5 years
of age. This ability is then subject to adaptation and attenuation by the perceiver
during communication in adverse listening situations [206]. The importance of visual
speech becomes apparent in difficult listening situations (Section 2.5), however, this
contribution is also reported during the perception of perfect audible signals. The
McGurk effect [211] is vital evidence of multi-sensory cortical processing that occurs
during speech perception [28]: it is the illusion of perceiving a new audio stimulus
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when in-congruent audiovisual stimuli are presented. Listeners reported receiving
‘ada’ when audio ‘aba’ visual ‘aga’ were presented, and ‘ata’ when audio ‘apa’ visual
‘aka’ were presented. The McGurk effect suggests that the visual speech signal is not
just an addition to the auditory signal; they both complement each other [265, 299].
Indeed, cortical areas in the brain associated with speech show responses to both
visual and auditory speech signals [46, 95, 274] (see Section 2.2). Subsequent studies
to McGurk and MacDonalds’ [211] provide accounts for audiovisual speech integration
[181, 186, 202, 205, 244, 299]. For example, Massaro [202] proposed the Fuzzy
Logical Model of Perception (FLMP) in which acoustic and visual speech features
are evaluated by listeners before being integrated.
The role of the visual speech signal in enhancing speech perception is sourced from
the strong correlation between the auditory and the visual signals. Visual information
extracted from a talking mouth is found to correspond to the temporal envelope of the
speech signal (the plotted visual and acoustic data make compatible shapes) [77, 244].
Also, visual speech information can enhance phoneme recognition: Summereld [299]
hypothesised that acoustic and visual speech information are complementary in speech
perception in which visual cues inform the place of articulation and the acoustic cues
inform the manner of articulation [244]. Section 2.5.3 presents further review of
audiovisual speech processing.
2.5 The Speech Chain Under Adverse Conditions
Adaptation to the speech chain occurs when the produced acoustic speech signal
becomes unintelligible due to adverse conditions. According to Mattays et al. [208],
adversity can be external or internal to the listener. External adversity originates from
source (talker) related factors such as when the talker produces accented, disfluent,
or impaired speech. It can also be due to environmental factors that reduce the
intelligibility of the acoustic speech signal such as energetic or informational masking.
Internal adverse conditions are due to listener-related factors such as when the
listener experiences sensorineural hearing impairments, reduced non-native linguistic
knowledge, or cognitive load.
This section focuses on the effect of adverse conditions on the speech chain. The
perception models of CI users with sensorineural hearing impairments and non-native
listeners with reduced non-native linguistic knowledge is reviewed. These two models
are of interest in this thesis as they share similar characteristics, including:
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 An impact on perception: According to Mattays et al. [208] both adversities
cause:
– Failure in speech recognition due to a failed mapping between the low level
acoustic and phonetic cues to the high-level representation of speech; and
– Reduced memory capacity;
 The change in behaviour under external adverse conditions: CI users
and non-native listeners’ perception suffers increased deterioration when
experiencing external adverse conditions compared with native listeners; and
 Audiovisual speech perception benefit: both seem to benefit from the
introduction of visual speech cues.
This section also focuses on a speech production model example that demonstrates
phonetic, acoustic and articulatory enhancement to counter external adverse
conditions such as background noise. This example of speech is produced under
the Lombard effect. It is driven by an unconscious reaction to noise, and by the need
to maintain intelligible communication in adverse conditions. The following sections
review each model separately.
2.5.1 Cochlear Implant Users
In the case of sensorineural hearing loss, some or all hair cells that stimulate the
auditory nerve are non-functional. A cochlear implant is a surgically implanted
prosthesis that stimulates the auditory nerve by firing electrical pulses, performing
the function of the damaged hair cells [185]. The main components of a CI are (Figure
2.7):
 The internal part, which consists of a receiver/stimulator, and an array of
between 12-22 electrodes that are implanted next to the basilar membrane in
the cochlear to stimulate the hearing nerve. The placement of the electrodes
corresponds to a topographical mapping where each electrode covers a band of
frequency [185].
 The external components, which consist of a speech processor and a radio
frequency coil with a magnet. The magnet joins and aligns the external coil
4By BruceBlaus (Own work) [CC BY-SA 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)],
via Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 2.7: Cochlear implant (CI). Source: Wiki Commons – released to the public
domain.
with the coil in the receiver/stimulator package. The external speech processor
also includes a microphone and other front-end signal processing parts [82].
The stimulation process used by CI processors has a significant role in generating
sounds. The following summarises the categories of the stimulation processes used
by different makes of CI, based on a review by Choi and Lee [52]:
1. Stimulating by using a fixed number of channels. Examples of such processes
include the Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CIS) method [331] and the
Advanced Combinational Encoder (ACE) [158]. Both CIS and ACE use a fixed
number of channels (16-22) to generate sound by filtering the perceived sound
into a number of frequency bands equal to the number of implanted electrodes
and map frequencies that are important for speech to each electrode. In ACE,
eight to ten frequency bands with the largest amplitudes are selected to be
stimulated, whereas in CIS all frequency bands are stimulated.
2. Stimulating strategy using virtual channel. The process in this category uses
the virtual channel technique [76] in which an intermediate virtual channel is
created between two active electrodes to compensate for the missing frequencies
between those electrodes. An example of such a strategy is the HiRes120 [169].
3. Hybrid stimulating strategy. The process in this category uses the virtual
channel technique with more than two adjacent electrodes in order to direct
the stimulating current to the target region in the auditory nerve. An example
of such a strategy is the Four-Electrode Current Steering Scheme (FECSS).
Despite the effort to compensate for the limited number of electrodes, low spectral
and temporal resolution is still an outstanding issue for a CI. As a consequence, the
perception of the CI user deteriorates when experiencing background noise and when
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listening to music or to lexical tone [185]. For example, CI users show a higher
speech reception threshold (SRT5) in noise by (10-25 dB) compared with normal
hearing listeners [290]. The loss of the important spectral cues is driven by the speech
processing method used by the CI processor; extracting the envelope and discarding
the fine structure that informs the harmonics can negatively affect the perceived pitch
content [225, 226]. As a result, the frequency region that an electrode stimulates in
the basilar membrane does not always match the frequency content received from
the sound processor. An overlap between electrode stimulation areas might also
occur, making discrimination between different sounds a challenging process for CI
users [136, 185]. Temporal cues responsible for informing pitch are also difficult
to acquire. Although temporal cues can be informed by pulse rates fired by the
electrodes, the pulse rates are always fixed and too high to be utilised for gleaning
pitch information. Alternatively, temporal cues could be derived from the envelope of
the pulses, however, they appear to be very weak and only noticeable in pulse trains
that originate from apex electrodes, the region of low-frequency sounds [136, 185].
The amount of acoustic information CI users can receive is a function of
various physiological, neurobiological and neurocognitive factors, including the age
at implantation, the severity of damage to the hearing nerve, the degree of the
neuroplasticity change pre- and post-implantation, residual hearing, and the number
of implanted and activated electrodes [237, 246]. This has resulted in a significant
variability amongst CI users [281]. Such variability constitutes an internal adversity
in CI users, which hinders the full utilisation of a CI’s benefit [208]. Given that,
having a homogeneous CI user group is a key obstacle facing CI researchers. An
alternative route is to use CI simulation that performs the function of the CI front-end
processing, and normal hearing listeners as subjects. Shannon et al. [282] and Drorma
and Loizou [78] reduced the spectral information of speech by extracting the temporal
envelopes from different frequency bands and used them to modulate either noises of
the same bandwidth (noise vocoder) or sine waves selected from the centre of each
band (sine-wave vocoder). The simulated speech is then equal to the sum of the
modulated noise or sine waves. Dorman and Loizou [78] found no difference in the
intelligibility of two groups of sentences: the first distorted using a noise vocoder and
the second using a sine-waver. The sine wave vocoder, however, may better simulate
the CI processing compared with the noise-vocoder since the fluctuation of noise in
the noise vocoder is not present in a real CI [24, 289]. CI simulation, however, does
not necessarily reflect the hearing experience of an actual CI user, whose hearing
5SRT is the SNR at which 50% of the spoken words are intelligible.
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may be worse than the simulation, due to the internal adversity that CI users may
experience [65].
After the implantation, CI users undergo Auditory training. This is rehabilitative
therapy that aims to optimise the listening experience of acoustic signals perceived by
the CI user. It is worth mentioning that the stimulation provided by a CI contributes
to CAS plasticity [313]. It modifies the physiological response to auditory stimuli and
enhances the perception. Auditory training has a similar impact too [313]. Chapter 3
will present a review of auditory training and its impact on auditory system plasticity.
2.5.2 Non-native Listeners
A person is considered a non-native talker/listener of a language when s/he is ‘not
having spoken that language from early childhood’ [238]. Speech produced in a
non-native language is known to be less intelligible than speech produced in the
listener’s native language [93, 294, 319]. Moreover, the intelligibility of non-native
speech is known to deteriorate in background noise [106, 175, 209, 319], even for
bilingual listeners [209, 261]. For example, Lane [175] found that word recognition of
accented speech dropped by 50% in -20 dB SNR; Gat et al. [106] found a significant
deterioration in non-native word discrimination at 0 dB SNR by non-native listeners
who showed comparable performance to native listeners in baseline conditions;
Wijngaarden et al. [319] found that non-native listeners need better SNR quantified
by 1-7 dB in order to achieve 50% in sentence recognition compared with native
listeners.
Mattys et al. [208] surveyed different accounts that provide an explanation
for the effect of ‘non-nativeness’ in speech perception. First, reduced linguistic
knowledge in non-native listeners may contribute to speech recognition failure; a
high potential for mapping failure between acoustic/phonetic features and high level
representation might occur, as acoustic and phonetic features might deviate from the
non-native listeners expectations. Non-native listeners also seem to be more sensitive
to distractors, such as competing talkers, which in turn can reduce their attention
capacity [56, 178]. They also experience an additive memory load [94] emerging from
the normalisation process of linguistic cues across talkers6 [239] and the complexity
of the perception task [177].
There are many factors that can regulate the effect of non-nativeness in speech
perception. These include the age at when the non-native language is acquired
6Talkers normalisation is a process initiated by listeners to identify words spoken by different
talkers despite the acoustic variation across talkers [149].
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[209], the relationship between the phonemic inventories in native and non-native
languages [319], the experience in the native and non-native language [212], the type
of background noise (if present) [56, 177], and the perception task [177].
One important perception adaptation strategy utilised to counter internal adverse
conditions is audiovisual speech perception. Under such adversity, listeners assign
more weight to the visual speech cues under noisy conditions than in clean conditions,
since visual cues remain unaffected by the acoustic adversity. This is proven
anatomically as the visual cortex shows a stronger response to visual speech cues
when acoustic adversity is experienced [29]. The next section covers audiovisual
speech perception under adverse conditions.
2.5.3 Audiovisual Perception in Adverse Conditions
The importance of visual speech becomes apparent in adverse conditions [45, 266].
The pioneering research by Sumby and Pollack [296] showed that the introduction
of the talker’s face in low SNR conditions significantly improved word recognition
by normal hearing listeners from zero to 70–80%. They estimated the effect of
introducing the visual signal on speech intelligibly to be the equivalent of increasing
the SNR by 15 dB. They also found that the contribution of the visual signals becomes
stronger as the SNR levels drop. Subsequent research [36, 85, 198, 210, 221, 224, 266,
297, 298, 324] and more recent research [27, 47, 48, 134, 196, 269, 288] has reported
similar findings in normal hearing listeners.
The external articulators (lips, teeth, and tongue) can provide a significant
proportion of the overall visual speech information gathered from the face [210, 297,
298]. Summerfield compared the impact of different presentations of visual speech
on the recognition scores: full face, mouth only, and points highlighting the centres
and the corners of the lips. They found improved accuracy by 43%, 31% and 8%,
respectively, indicating that the mouth can only account for 72% of the recognition
accuracy in full face mode. McGrath [210] also found that the recognition accuracy
of monophthongal vowels reached 56% by lipreading the external articulators only.
By visualising these external articulators’ kinematic information using a point-light
technique, Rosenblum et al. [266] found that such visualisation can substantially
enhance the intelligibility of speech in noise. Compared with other facial movements
that provide temporal cues only, kinematic information from the mouth can provide
both speech information and temporal cues [162].
Visual speech cues from external articulators can provide important cues about
the place of articulation for consonants, monophthongal vowels, and diphthongs
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[48], which can provide significant support when missing phonetic features are
compromised by acoustic adversity [134]. This is supported by studies that found
a correlation between the physical characteristics of the mouth and the accuracy
of lip-reading of vowels [147, 224]. For example, Montgomery et al. [224] found a
correlation between the accuracy in the identification of the monophthongal vowels
and the degree of the horizontal mouth aperture and the rounding of the lips, and
the accuracy in the identification of the diphthongs and the degree of the vertical lip
aperture and the rounding of the lips.
The perception of CI users substantially improves in face-to-face communication
[18, 74, 77, 80, 141, 153, 261, 271, 317] (a recent review is provided in [293]). Also,
CI users are better multi-sensory integrators [153, 261] and show a stronger McGurk
effect [271, 295] than normal hearing listeners. They are also more biased toward
visual information than acoustic information in audiovisual integration [271, 295].
Recent evidence suggests that seeing the talker’s face can activate the auditory cortex
response in CI users [295]. The introduction of visual speech facilitates CI users’
perception of visually distinguished phoneme categories such as anterior consonants
like bilabials, and posterior consonants. Some phoneme categories, however, such as
/b/,/p/ and /m/, dental, and velar consonants are more challenging for CI users. This
is because they require voicing and manner of articulation in order to be identified
[74, 291]. The visual speech signal also improves CI users’ recognition of syllables
and hence enhances lexical segmentation [77].
Individual differences between CI users in utilising visual signals have also been
reported [153, 204, 205]. Factors that regulate the benefit of the visual signal for
CI users include the duration of deafness and duration of CI usage [74], the onset
of deafness (pre- or post lingual) [25], the degree of cross-modal plasticity7 acquired
during deafness [12, 174, 216], and the perceptual and cognitive abilities of CI users
[148, 198].
Non-native listeners also benefit from the introduction of a visual signal in the
perception of native speech [130–132, 146, 280, 327, 335, 336]. Listeners from different
languages showed a stronger McGurk effect when listening to a non-native language
than when listening to their own language [66, 130, 280]. There are many factors
that can regulate the non-native listener’s sensitivity to visual speech cues, including
the level of native linguistic abilities (native language proficiency) [125, 240], the
correlation between the phonemic inventory in the native and non-native language,
the visual saliency of the non-native phonemic contracts, the degree of compatibility
7More information about neural-plasticity is provided in Chapter 3.
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between visemes in the native and non-native language [131, 132, 327], and the
utilisation of visual cues in the native language [130]. In addition to these factors,
audiovisual language training can help improve the utilisation of visual cues by
non-native listeners as it increases the exposure to the native language and hence
increases native language proficiency [131, 132, 327].
2.5.4 Production Under Adversity
According to Lindblom’ s hypo- and hyper-articulation (H&H) theory [187] of
speech production, speakers make articulatory energy modifications from hypo- to
hyper-articulated speech in order to adapt to a listener’s commutation needs or to
environment conditions [41, 55, 91, 128, 164, 194]. Clear speech is one example of
hyper-articulation which results from addressing a listener’s needs, such as limited
linguistic knowledge (for example, when the listener is an infant or a non-native
listener), hearing impairment, or when the listener is situated in external adverse
conditions [128]. For example, Hazan and Baker [128] found evidence of acoustic
and phonetic modification of talkers’ clear speech when listeners experience adverse
conditions such as vocoded speech (CI simulated speech) or babble speech, even
when the talkers remained unaffected by the adversity [121, 128, 129]. Acoustic and
phonetic speech adaptation techniques observed in clear speech include increased F0
and speech level, and decreased speaking rate [35, 55, 128, 193]. Evidence of visual
articulatory adaptations in clear speech is also found which involve larger lip and jaw
movement and wider inter-lip area [129, 306].
Hyper-articulation is also observed in noise-induced speech, i.e., Lombard speech
[101, 192, 283]. The Lombard effect, named after E´tienne Lombard, is the
reflexive adaptation to speech production with the aim of countering reduced speech
intelligibility under noisy conditions [41, 192]. The mechanism of Lombard speech
is driven by two loops: a private loop in which the Lombard speech is regulated
in response to the auditory feedback in the speech chain (Figure 2.1); and a public
loop in which Lombard speech is regulated in accordance to the listener’s needs [176].
Lombard speech is characterised by a collection of acoustic and phonetic modifications
including [17, 55, 62–64, 151, 152, 161, 161, 164, 193, 194, 260, 283, 286]:
 An increase in F0;
 An increase in the signal energy;
 A shift in the first and the second formant (F1 and F2);
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 A tilt of the speech spectrum that boosts higher frequencies;
 An increase in vowel duration; and
 Energy shifts amongst different classes of phonemes.
In the visual domain, a body of literature has considered visual articulatory
changes in Lombard speech [62–64, 100–103, 121, 140, 161, 163, 164, 283, 284, 320].
For example, by analysing motion data elicited from markers placed on a talker’s face,
greater face and head motion was observed in visual Lombard speech [320]. In a series
of studies on French talkers, a greater global change in the movement of the jaw and
the lips were found by analysing the amplitude and the velocity for lip spreading, lip
aperture, inter-lip area and lip pinching elicited from recorded videos of the talkers
[100–102]. Studies on English-Australian talkers also found increased jaw and lip
motion and protrusion after analysing the Principal Components (PC) of motion data
acquired from motion sensors placed on the talkers’ faces [63, 163, 164]. The degree
of visual modification in Lombard speech, however, is not uniform across articulators
[320]. For example, jaw movement and lip spreading and opening were found to
be greater than lip protrusion [100, 163]. Huber and Chandrasekaran [140] found
greater displacement and velocity of the lower lip movement. Simko et al. [283, 284]
analysed articulatory trajectory data tracked from sensors placed on the lips, jaw
and the tongue of Slovak talkers and found that the movements of the lips and jaw
were greater than the tongue, a similar finding to Garnier et al. [103]. Correlations
between acoustic and visual features of Lombard speech have also been reported. For
example, a correlation was found between RMS speech intensity and the PCs of jaw
and mouth [63], and RMS speech intensity and face and head motion [320].
The Lombard effect has a significant impact in improving the intelligibility of
acoustic speech produced in adverse conditions. This is driven by the acoustic and
phonetic adaptation induced by the Lombard effect [55, 193, 194, 301]. An increased
benefit of visual speech was also reported [91, 92, 164, 321]. Although Vatikiotis et
al. [321] found no difference between the visual benefit of plain speech and Lombard
speech, Kim et al. [161, 162, 164], Fitzpatrick et al. [90–92] and Davis et al. [62–
64] reported an increased benefit of visual Lombard speech in supporting speech
intelligibility.
Although studies on mammals have shown that the neuronal circuits responsible
for inducing the Lombard effect are situated in the brain stem, indicating that it
could be a physiological reflex, it has been found that the Lombard effect can be
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controlled and regulated [41]. This is evident in studies that report how the Lombard
effect on acoustic, phonetic, and articulatory adaptations of speech is a function
of communication environment variables, including masker type [62, 63, 193, 194],
masker immersion method [63, 102], masker level [223, 284] communication task
[63, 102], communication modality [91, 92, 103], and words and utterance segments
[101], as well as inter-talker variables such as gender and language [152]. For example,
audiovisual speech modifications are found to be more intense under a ‘cocktail
party’ masker than a white noise masker [63], when the masker was presented via
headphones compared with loudspeakers [63, 102], and in the last syllable of the
target word than other syllables [101]. Audiovisual speech modifications when the
talker is involved in a communication task have also been found to be amplified
and include more information than audiovisual speech modifications made when the
talker is reading sentences [102]. The impact of communication modality remains
contentious, as some studies found a greater saliency of visual Lombard speech in
face-to-face communications [91, 92], while Garnier et al. [103] suggested that visual
modifications are just correlates to the acoustic adaptations that are greater in the
audio-only modality. By studying the impact of masker levels, Simko et al.[284] found
a non-linear effect of masker level on articulatory movement.
A number of enhancement algorithms have sought inspiration from the acoustic,
phonetic and articulatory features of Lombard speech to enhance the intelligibility of
the acoustic speech [6, 116, 133, 139, 286], and to synthesise acoustic Lombard speech
[227, 236, 247]. The only research found that aimed to synthesise visual Lombard
speech was done by Alexanderson and Beskow [13]; they made video recordings of a
talker uttering short sentences in Lombard and plain conditions, and used facial
motion data elicited from that talker to animate a 3D avatar. They tested the
intelligibility of two types of animations: type 1 – congruent animation in which
visual Lombard animation is coupled with Lombard speech; and type 2 – in-congruent
animation in which visual Lombard speech is integrated with plain speech. In the
in-congruent animation case, the Lombard videos were time-warped in order to be
aligned with the plain audio. The audio part of the animation and the original videos
were then acoustically degraded using a noise vocoder to reduce their intelligibility
prior to a subjective intelligibility test. The test revealed an increased intelligibility in
both animation types that were driven from the Lombard video against the animation
driven from normal video. Type 1 animation attained comparable intelligibility to
the Lombard video and they were both more intelligible than plain videos. Type 2
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animation attained similar intelligibly to plain videos but was less intelligible than
the Lombard videos.
The collection of modifications in acoustic and articulatory features of speech
triggered by the Lombard effect has major implications in speech processing research,
in particular, in automatic audiovisual speech recognition (AVSR) systems. Such
systems are usually trained on clean speech datasets such as the Grid [54], however,
their performance can deteriorate under Lombard conditions [5]. The main barrier
that faces such research and any Lombard-oriented research is the limited access
to Lombard data. Despite the existence of a large body of literature addressing
the analysis of auditory and visual characteristic of visual speech, data used in such
research is not available. Very limited resources for Lombard speech data are available
to the public. One example is AVICAR [1, 179], which is an audiovisual speech corpus
recorded in a car environment. It features 100 talkers reciting in English 10 isolated
digits, 26 isolated letters, 20 phone numbers, and 20 TIMIT [342] sentences under
five driving scenarios. Noise conditions in AVICAR, however, are characterised with
low SNR conditions (-10 dB to 15 dB), with no clean reference for the utterances
recorded in the noisy conditions. Despite the clear importance of this issue, until now
there have been no audiovisual Lombard datasets recorded in a controlled setting
with consideration of the communication environment variables.
In this thesis, visual Lombard speech will be considered as an example of visual
hyper-articulation. It was favoured over clean speech as a convenient case study to
study visual hyperarticulation adaptation, because it can be induced in a controllable
manner [284]. In Chapter 6, a Lombard-inspired visual exaggeration method for visual
plain speech is presented. The collection of a Lombard speech dataset and analysis
of that data are addressed in Chapter 7.
2.6 Summary
This chapter presented a review of speech perception and production in plain and
adverse conditions. The review started by addressing the relevant language areas
in the brain that showed the interconnectivity between perception and production
and the multi-sensory nature of speech. This was followed by an overview of the
main processes that are involved in the production of speech and how each process
is associated with certain acoustic and articulatory characteristics of speech. The
main units of speech were also reviewed as well as the dynamic nature of speech
represented in the co-articulation phenomena. An overview of the main components
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of the speech perception system was then presented with a focus on audiovisual speech
perception in normal conditions. Adversity in the speech chain was then addressed
by reviewing the possible sources of adversity and their impact on perception and
production. Examples of adversity in perception that are relevant to this thesis can
be found in CI users and non-native listeners. Both make use of audiovisual speech
perception in order to improve the intelligibility of the perceived message. Lombard
speech was then addressed as an example of speech production adaptation to counter
adverse conditions by highlighting the collection of acoustic, phonetic and articulatory
adaptations that accompany Lombard speech and the variables that can regulate these
adaptations.
Although CIs have revolutionised the treatment of hearing loss, they do not
provide an optimal hearing experience for CI users. CI users still need to undergo
auditory training to shape their listening abilities after the implantation. This is
expected since CIs only recover hearing, but not listening, which is a vital requirement
for a successful communication. Auditory training is covered in the next chapter.
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Auditory Training
3.1 Introduction
Hearing aids and implants show promising outcomes in restoring recipients’ audition,
yet audition is just one step in a series of events that form an adequate communication
experience [302]. Figure 3.1 shows the key communication elements, proposed by
Kiessling et al. [159] and refined by Sweetow and Sabes [304], in which the listening
stage is a key step towards successful communication. The listening stage interacts
with the comprehension and communication stages and creates a positive influence
on the communication process when linguistic and acoustic features are utilised
effectively at that stage. In contrast, it has a negative impact if it fails to do so,
even when listening is accompanied by good hearing skills [302]. Therefore, it is
essential for recipients of hearing aids and implants to undergo Auditory Training.
Auditory training is a speech perception training that helps to optimise the
listening experience for hearing aid and CI users. Auditory training utilises Auditory
Perceptual Learning (APL), which enables training subjects to generalise the learning
experience they acquire from the training to new auditory/speech stimuli and listening
environments after the training. A correlation between APL magnitude and Central
Auditory System (CAS) plasticity has been found, which reflects the significant role
of auditory training in improving listening skills [97]. Recent evidence suggests that
audiovisual speech in auditory training, or Audiovisual training, can enhance APL
outcomes [28].
This chapter presents a review of perceptual learning, auditory training and its
relation to auditory perceptual learning, as well as the impact of introducing visual
speech in auditory training (audiovisual training). Audiovisual training is the context
chosen to apply visual speech enhancement in this thesis, as it facilitates access to both
auditory and audiovisual perception of listeners. Section 3.2 presents a general review
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Hearing
Access to acoustic information
Listening
Hearing with attention and intention
Comprehension
Interpretation of information
Communication
Effective use of information
-+
Figure 3.1: Elements of a communication feedback model. (Adapted from Sweetow
et al. [302].)
of perceptual learning by demonstrating evidence from the literature on its impact
on neuroplasticity. Section 3.3 covers auditory training by exploring its processes,
and evidence from the literature that describes the benefits of auditory training to CI
users. The section covers evidence that reports auditory training impact on inducing
the auditory perceptual learning, and the increased effectiveness of the computerised
auditory training. Section 3.4 looks at evidence for the increased effectiveness of
auditory training when visual speech is presented, i.e., audiovisual training, and also
explores works that explain the role of visual speech in guiding effective perceptual
learning.
3.2 Perceptual Learning
Perceptual learning contributes to the robustness of speech perception [328]. The
theory of perceptual learning [111] refers to ‘a practice-induced improvement in
the ability to perform specific perceptual tasks’ [9]. Perceptual learning aims to
enhance sensorial receptors by creating a long-lasting change that optimises the
target perception through an intensive and iterative training process [117]. The target
outcome of perceptual learning is to generate a perceptual experience that helps the
learner to gain sufficient discrimination skills to be able to interpret ambiguous and
novel stimuli during the perception process [9, 117].
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The mechanism of perceptual learning involves a series of processes, including
attentional weighting, stimulus imprinting, differentiation, and unitisation. In
attentional weighting, the perception adaptation is induced by increasing the learner’s
attention towards the important aspects of the perceptual task, and decreasing the
attention elsewhere. In stimulus imprinting, perception adaptation can be initiated
through the development of receptors associated with certain stimuli. Receptors in
this process can be developed for the entire stimulus category, for parts that feature
the stimulus, or for the space and position of that stimulus within the global space. In
differentiation, stimuli categories that were previously blended become distinguishable
and separable. Similar to imprinting, differentiation may occur at stimulus level or
feature level. Unlike differentiation, a perceptual task that is intrinsically viewed as
a set of parts is viewed in unitisation as a whole unit or category [117].
Perceptual learning is found to induce an interesting phenomena of the human
brain: Neuroplasticity [44, 49, 114, 184]. Neuroplasticity is the brain’s ability to
change and to be re-organised by forming new synapses or modifying old ones [218].
Merzenich et al. [217] found evidence of enlargement to limbs’ neural maps due to
extensive limb movement, and shrinking in such maps when these limbs were not
used [138]. This suggests a plastic and dynamic nature of the human brain, which
promotes alteration and adaptation to neural representation when required. One
example of neuroplasticity is in the case of brain injury, in which the brain has the
capacity to initiate re-mapping of the neural representation in the damaged part of
the cortex in order to compensate for the missing functions. For example, in hearing
impaired patients, Central Auditory System (CAS) plasticity has been observed at
the event of the deprivation of hearing, and at the acquisition of a hearing aid or
cochlear implant [233].
Another event of neuroplasticity is associated with learning and experience [44,
268]. Brain areas associated with certain skills tend to grow as experience in such skills
increases. Micgelon’s survey [220] provided some examples of this effect. An example
is London taxi drivers. MRI shows that they have a larger hippocampus – the brain
region responsible for the acquisition of spatial information necessary for navigation
– than London bus drivers [200]. Such finding links between spatial knowledge and
experience acquired from navigating within a large city and the increased volume
of the hippocampus [200]. Bilinguals have also been found to have a larger inferior
parietal cortex – the brain region associated with language – than mono-linguals [213].
A difference was also reported in motor, auditory and visual brain areas between
musicians and non-musicians [105]. Moreover, neuro-plastic changes detected by EEG
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signals have been observed following extensive training [11]. For example, changes in
event-related brain potentials (ERPs) has been reported following auditory training
[312] and in visual evoked-potentials (VEPs) following visual training [253].
Perceptual learning has two phases. The first phase is rapid or fast perceptual
learning that occurs within the first hour of training. The second phase is a more
gradual and slow learning process that spans several training days, which can result
in more improved perceptual skills. Although slow learning is more effective in
inducing brain plasticity and enhancing stimuli response [312], evidence has shown
that neuroplasticity also occurs during rapid perceptual learning [11, 127].
Evidence provided in this section suggests that perceptual learning can be used
as a powerful tool in rehabilitative training. The next section focuses on auditory
training and its correlation to perceptual learning.
3.3 Auditory Training
Auditory training is an auditory perception training that helps individuals with
degraded hearing abilities to use their residual hearing effectively [42]. Three main
patient-therapist practices that constitute a typical auditory training process are:
1. Listening : patients are exposed to a repetitive presentation of an adequate
number of acoustic stimuli;
2. Response: patients provide responses to the presented stimuli; and
3. Feedback : patients receive corrective feedback upon their responses from the
therapist/therapy provider.
For cochlear implant (CI) users, auditory training is offered during post-implant
rehabilitation in order to optimise CI users’ speech perception. The required amount
of therapeutic intervention is determined according to different variables, including
the onset of the hearing loss (i.e., pre or post-lingual hear loss), the age of a CI
recipient when receiving the implantation, type of implantation (uni- or bi-lateral),
and the residual auditory/lingual abilities [234].
Erber [86] proposed auditory training practices that aim to improve listening
skills for hearing aid and CI users. These practices are: sound detection, sound
discrimination, sound identification, and sound comprehension. The sound detection
phase transfers the training subjects from a situation where they are unaware of the
sound to a position of being able to detect it. In the discrimination stage, the training
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subjects learn to distinguish and discriminate between fine acoustic features, such
as temporal and spectral features, which are responsible for differentiating between
speech and environmental sounds. Auditory stimuli used in these early stages involve
non-speech stimuli such as music and Ling sounds (aa, oo, ee, ss, sh, mm) that offer
multiple frequency ranges. The training subjects in the discrimination stage are also
trained in pre-lexical/phonological levels such as syllables in order to assimilate the
blending of speech sounds. At the identification stage, the subjects are trained in
the lexical level of auditory stimuli, in which they learn to associate speech stimuli,
in closed and open sets, to their meaning. Lastly, the sound comprehension stage
trains the subjects to interpret the utterance message. Utterances are introduced
in progressively complex levels by different talkers in different environments utilising
different conversational cues such as prosodic and contextual cues. [303, 305, 316,
337].
Auditory training practices can be introduced in one of two main approaches:
Analytic (bottom-up) or Synthetic (top-down). The analytic approach uses speech
elements as the training stimuli with the aim of improving the discrimination skills
of the speech, and hence the performance of the peripheral auditory processing.
The synthetic approach uses more complex speech stimuli such as sentences with
lexical and contextual cues presented in different listening conditions with the aim of
improving communication skills such as attention, perception in adverse conditions
and use of context, and hence improving the functions of the auditory central
processing [270, 302]. The selection of the training approach is dependent on the
training goal. For example, the synthetic approach has been widely used in training
under adverse conditions [65] while the analytic approach is usually used for training
in quiet settings [97].
Evidence from the literature suggests the effectiveness of auditory training in
improving speech perception for hearing aid/CI recipients or normal hearing listeners
listening to a CI simulation. Improvements in the perception of different speech
stimuli reportedly include vowel and constants [97], syllables [333], and words and
sentences [65, 135, 291, 303]. Intensive auditory training that involves repetitive
exposure to a larger set of training stimuli and immediate feedback can create
Auditory Perceptual Learning (APL) [98, 233, 312]. Elector-physiological evidence
of cortical reorganisation, i.e., neuroplasticity, following auditory training has been
found [20, 33, 120, 170, 215, 233, 242, 258, 312]. For example, Menning et al. [215]
found an increased activity of slow auditory evoked and mismatch field, which are
associated with the auditory discrimination process in the brain, following auditory
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training on frequency discrimination. An increase in the mismatch negativity – an
event-related cortical response that correlates to the auditory discrimination – elicited
from subjects after undergoing voice onset time (VOT) discrimination training has
also been reported [312]. A similar change in the mismatch negativity response was
reported by Kraus et al. [170] following auditory speech discrimination training, and
by Atienza et al. [20] following complex auditory patterns discrimination training.
These findings suggest the substantial impact of APL resulting from auditory training
in inducing cortical plasticity.
A review by Wright and Zhang [334] reported evidence of slow and rapid
perceptual auditory learning gained by auditory training. For example, slow
perceptual learning of pure tone discrimination [69, 71], Fundamental Frequency (F0)
discrimination [71], temporal interval discrimination [155], relative timing task [230]
and spatial hearing [334] was reported when subjects were exposed to a number of
stimuli ranging between 750 to 1800 stimuli in multi-day training (4-12 days) [334].
Rapid perceptual learning was also reported in pure tone discrimination [70] and
spatial hearing [272] after an exposure to a minimum of 200 stimuli in a single day of
training. This suggests that APL magnitude can be regulated given the training task
and approach [107], the training stimuli [222, 326] and the training frequency [334].
APL outcomes were also found to be generalised and transferred to novel stimuli that
were not experienced during the standard training [334]. For example, frequency
discrimination learning and stimuli duration learning can be generalised to untrained
stimuli [69]. Furthermore, even when learning was conducted at the speech level, it
was found that learning generalised to non-speech and environmental sounds [334],
which indicates that APL can occur at both phonetic and lexical levels [65, 135, 291].
The use of computerised auditory training is promoted as it provides extensive
one-to-one interaction, and a customised protocol in a cost-effective way. A
computerised training platform can provide the main auditory perceptual learning
principles [303] including the presentation of a large set of stimuli in a repetitive
manner, providing immediate feedback for subjects responses, adjusting the task
difficulty based on subjects responses, the provision of different listening conditions
and speaker variability, tracking patients’ performance, and the provision of remote
monitoring to therapists [42, 303, 304]. Additional logistics and social benefits include
the accessibility of the training in accordance with patient time, and the involvement
of patients’ significant others in the training, which is a vital factor in rehabilitation
success. It is not a surprise that computerised training is now replacing traditional
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therapy1. Examples of computer-based auditory training include LACE [304], Rannan
[10, 122] Fu et al. [97] and MOGAT [340]. Higher training gain by computer-based
training subjects than those attending classical therapy has been reported, which
indicates the provision of a more robust auditory perceptual learning by computerised
training than with classical training [122, 304].
Another useful application of auditory training has also been reported in
improving the perception and the production of speech in a language by learners
of that language [132]. Auditory perceptual learning gained from auditory training
helped to improve the perception of non-native phonemic contrasts that do not exist
in a learners’ native language (for example the English /l/-/r/ contrasts for Japanese
and Korean learners) [34, 125, 131, 132, 189, 191]. An improvement has also been
reported at the speech production level [34, 132]. A greater improvement in the
auditory perceptual learning outcomes was found when the associated visual speech
(the talker’s face) was coupled with the acoustic stimuli and presented in the training
[125, 131, 132]. Such learning was also generalised to novel talkers and new stimuli
after the training, and to speech articulation by listeners [125, 132]. There are some
factors that could regulate the benefit of visual cues for a language learner during
the training, including the visual saliency of the non-native phonemic contrasts,
the correlation between the phonemic inventory in the native and the non-native
languages, and the level of native linguistic abilities [131, 132]. All this evidence leads
to an important finding: Exposure to audiovisual speech can improve auditory-only
speech perception. These findings have encouraged researchers to investigate the
impact of using audiovisual speech in rehabilitative auditory training, i.e., Audiovisual
training (AV). The next section presents AV and its role in improving auditory
training outcomes.
3.4 Audiovisual Training
Until recently, the use of AV training, with natural or synthetic 3D audiovisual
stimuli, in the rehabilitation domain was restricted to speech-reading and speech
training [84, 88, 203]. A popular example is Baldi [203], which is a general-purpose
speech/language tutor embodied in a 3D talking head with synthetic and natural
speech that has been used in speech training for CI users. A recent line of research
has demonstrated another potential rehabilitative application for AV training:
1As an example, the cochlear Implant centre in King Saud University Hospital in Saudi Arabia
has reduced the use of the clinical auditory training therapy by offering auditory training software
to CI recipients [122].
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evidence shows a link between AV training and an improved post-training auditory
perceptual learning of audio-only CI simulated speech by normal hearing listeners
[28, 156, 250, 264, 328]. One of the early studies that reported this effect was
done by Rosen et al. [264], in which subjects seated inside a booth were asked to
listen-to-then-repeat CI simulated connected speech, distorted using a four-channel
noise vocoder and produced by a talker sitting outside the booth and facing a subject
through a glass window. Pre- and post-auditory-only test results showed a significant
improvement in recognition scores (1% to 40%, respectively). The main limitation
of this study, however, is the absence of a baseline or control group (AO group)
to evaluate the results [250]. With the provision of control groups, subsequent
studies [28, 156, 250, 328] (summarised in Table 3.1) featuring different training
methodologies, stimuli type, and CI simulation methods, suggest the impact of
AV training in boosting the auditory perceptual learning of CI simulated speech.
Evidence of generalised learning to novel stimuli that were not presented in the AV
training was also reported [156].
Bernstien et al. [28] used the Reverse Hierarchy Theory (RHT) of perceptual
learning to explain how multi-sensory stimuli, audiovisual in this context, can
facilitate uni-sensory perceptual learning, such as auditory perceptual learning.
The RHT of perceptual learning states that immediate perception in a sensory
pathway (Figure 3.2) depends on high-level information, in which a mapping between
the high and low level information of the perception task exists. If not, then
perceptual learning is initiated to establish this mapping [21, 28]. In the case of CI
simulated speech, higher-level information in the auditory pathway is compromised
due to the vocoding process, therefore, an external support is required to guide
the perceptual learning. Evidence has shown that a higher-level representation in
a sensory perception pathway can be utilised to support the acquisition of a low-level
representation in another sensory perception pathway (Figure 3.2) [28, 108, 278].
To achieve this, remapping is done via a backward search initiated by a sensory
path that was not affected by the distortion, i.e., the visual path. For example,
in the visual pathway, the phonetic cues can provide an access point to the
corresponding articulatory features, and consequently to the acoustic cues in the
auditory pathway, given the natural correlation between the acoustic and articulatory
features. Therefore, a mapping between the auditory phonemic features and acoustic
features can now be re-formed and auditory perceptual learning for this task is hence
achieved [28].
2 Bamford-Kowal-Bench (BKB) sentences [23].
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Auditory Visual
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Input
Figure 3.2: A higher-level representation in a sensory perception pathway can be
utilised to support the acquisition of a low-level representation in another sensory
perception pathway. (Adapted from Bernstein et al. [28].)
Many factors may control the AV benefit in enhancing subsequent AO perception
of CI simulated speech. For example, Kawase et al. [156] found that the provision
of feedback contributed to improving the training outcome in both modalities – AO
and AV – with a greater enhancement for those doing the AV training. Wayne et
al. [328] tested several training modalities in which CI simulated stimuli were either
presented alone, or after a plain presentation of that stimuli, and with and without
the provision of feedback. Consistent with [156], AV training subjects outperformed
the other training groups only when feedback was offered in the training. The training
methodology can also affect the impact of AV training. Although Bernstein et al. [28]
found enhanced auditory perceptual learning for subjects trained by AV training
(Table 3.1), in a subsequent experiment, they varied the AV training methodology
such that alternating AV and AO training blocks were presented, and measured
the impact of this variation against AO training. The results suggested that the
introduction of AO training blocks within the AV training impeded the development
of auditory perceptual learning.
The above evidence suggests the great potential of AV training in improving
auditory only-listening skills. As reported in Section 3.3, Hazan et al. [131, 132]
found that audiovisual training became more beneficial when subjects trained on
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discriminating visually salient phonemic contrasts (such as /b/,/p/ and /v/) than
when trained on less salient contrasts (such as /l/ and /r/). This may suggest
that increasing the visual saliency of visual cues in audiovisual training may help to
increase its benefit. To the best of our knowledge, enhancing the visual cues in order
to increase their saliency in audiovisual training aimed at enhancing post-training
audio-only listening skills has not been previously addressed. This has provided the
motivation to investigate the effect of visual speech enhancement in the domain of
audiovisual training, as will be presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
The perceptual learning phase that will be examined in this thesis is the rapid
phase that occurs within the first hour of the training (Section 3.2). Therefore, a
shortened version of auditory training conducted in one day will be examined in this
thesis. To examine slow perceptual learning, longer training regimes are needed to be
undertaken. In practice, CI users may require longitudinal training process (6 months
or more) to cope with their devices [126, 201].
3.5 Summary
Perceptual learning can be achieved via extensive exposure to perception tasks. It
induces neuroplasticity, which can modify the neural map of the sensory cortex,
and hence create a long-lasting effect that can be utilised to optimise perception
of trained and novel stimuli. The application of perceptual learning has found its
place in rehabilitative training which aims to optimise the listening experience of
those receiving hearing aids or cochlear implants. Auditory training has proven to
be effective in improving the perception of a variety of speech stimuli presented to
hearing aids and CI recipients, and normal hearing listeners using CI simulation. The
use of computerised auditory training has helped to implement the basic principle of
auditory training and deliver improved auditory perceptual learning compared with
classical training. A recent line of research promotes the use of audiovisual speech in
auditory training, as evidence has been found for improved perceptual learning when
visual signals were introduced in the auditory training. A link between the saliency
of visual cues and improved outcomes of the audiovisual training has been found in
the language training literature. Such links provide the motivation to investigate
the impact of automatically increasing the saliency of visual speech presented in
audiovisual training on improving audio-only listening skills. As a first step in this
investigation, a roadmap to visual speech enhancement in this thesis needs to be
drawn. Chapter 4 will introduce the visual speech enhancements as well as the
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Audiovisual Training Framework that will be used to structure the evaluation of
the impact of visual speech enhancement in audiovisual training.
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Chapter 4
Visual Speech Enhancement:
Methods and Evaluation
Framework
4.1 Introduction
In a face-to-face speech chain model (Figure 2.1) in which a CI user is acting as a
listener, the visual signals originating from the mouth (or visual speech) are highly
weighted [295] and have a greater contribution to speech perception, since the auditory
signal is degraded due to internal and/or external conditions (See Section 2.5.3). The
question that arises in this context is: would increasing the saliency of the visual
speech signals sourced from the corresponding production chain produce a consequent
increase in their contribution to the CI perception chain? In other words, in an
analogous way to auditory volume increase, is it possible to increase the intelligibility
of the visual signal for CI users? A road-map to answer this question should consider
the following:
1. For a given video in which audiovisual speech (i.e., the talker is being heard
and seen) is presented, what are the enhancement methods that can be applied
to the visual part of the speech, and to what extent can we enhance the visual
signals, given that the corresponding auditory signals remains unenhanced?
2. As mentioned in Section 2.5.1, it is difficult to find a homogeneous CI
user subject group for testing purposes, due to the variability in CI speech
perception amongst users. Given that, is there an alternative speech perception
chain model that can be used to predict CI users’ reactions to visual speech
enhancement?
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Listener [ear
and eye]
Audio
Visual
Talker
[mouth]
AV signal (video)
Figure 4.1: Perception speech chain of CI users. Green: A strong bias to the visual
signal [295]; Red: distorted due to internal or/and external adversity.
3. What is the application/context in which visual speech information plays a
special role and can be employed to test the enhancement effect?
In this chapter, a framework for visual speech enhancement is presented by
addressing these points. Section 4.2 will present a review of visual speech
characteristics. Based on this review, two visual speech enhancement methods are
proposed: an appearance based method that improves the appearance of the external
articulators, and a kinematics based method that increases the saliency of the mouth
kinematics during speech production. Both methods will be demonstrated in detail
in Chapters 5 and 6. In Section 4.3, non-native normal-hearing listeners will be
considered as an alternative perception chain model to the CI users. This subject
group will be treated as ‘proxy’ listeners that could predict the performance of the
CI users when the proposed enhancement methods are applied. Section 4.4 will
introduce the audiovisual training framework that is used in this thesis to evaluate
the effectiveness of visual speech enhancement. This framework will be adapted in
Chapters 5 and 6 to provide the intended evaluation for each method. Lastly, a pilot
study that evaluates the effectiveness of the framework is presented in Section 4.4.1.
4.2 Visual Speech Enhancement
Although visual speech signals are not masked by external noise sources, they can be
affected by a range of talker-dependent factors including lip emphasis [47, 173, 279],
facial hair [166], speaking style [154, 279], and talker’s gender [60]. For example,
the size of the talker’s lips can affect the clarity of lip movements; facial hair, such
as a moustache or beard, can mask lip movement and alter facial configuration; an
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unfamiliar accent, and a lack of non-verbal cues and facial expressions can restrict
the benefits of visual speech [154].
Evidence from the literature has also shown that increasing the visibility of the
articulators can increase the benefit of visual speech. For example, Lander and Capek
[173] compared the lip-reading performance of sixty normal-hearing listeners of a
talker wearing bright red lipstick, no lipstick (natural), and concealer on the lips.
Results showed that both applying lipstick and concealer, i.e., colouring the lips,
improved the lip-reading performance of words and sentences compared to natural
lips, indicating that increasing lip emphasis can improve the saliency of visual speech.
Lips, tongue, and teeth visibility can also increase the benefit of visual speech [279]:
Rosenblum et al. [266] and McGrath [210] found an increase in performance accuracy
of 6% in listeners who were lip-reading a talking head when the teeth were added to
the head.
The ability to regulate the effects of visual speech suggests the potential for
investigating visual speech enhancement to aid audiovisual perception in adverse
conditions. Given an audiovisual signal presented in a video format featuring a
single talker with a frontal view of his/her full face, the notion of visual speech
enhancement in this thesis refers to: an (off-line) process that aims to aid a listener’s
perception of receiving an audiovisual signal under adverse conditions by enhancing
some articulatory aspects of the talker’s speech production, so as to improve the visual
signal’s saliency. It is an off-line process, as the video of interest is post-processed
in order to implement the enhancement technique. The proposed visual speech
enhancement methods will be applied to the visual speech signal received by a
perception chain in which the listener is experiencing adverse conditions (Figure 4.1).
The enhanced visual signal is then coupled with the degraded audio signal (vocoded
speech) to create visually-enhanced audiovisual signals to support the audiovisual
perception of that listener.
It is vital to understand what constitutes visual speech in order to enhance it.
According to Rosenblum [267], there are two classes of visual speech primitives
that make visual speech cues: static cues and time-varying dynamic, or kinematic
cues. Examples of static cues include the physical features of the articulators, such
as lip spreading/rounding and tongue height [224] and the degree of lip opening
[205]. These features can be considered pictorial, defined by ‘demarcating of facial
features’ using the articulators’ appearance characteristics [267]. For example, the
articulators' texture colours [205, 224, 300] and luminance variations can help listeners
to distinguish between mouth shapes. Shadow can also help to enhance the perception
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of the facial contours [50, 150], and shading provided by differences in illumination
can inform depth cues [256]. The second class of visual information is kinematic cues
such as lip and jaw motion trajectories [39]. Rosenblum et al. found that kinematic
information that is derived from a point light technique can enhance the intelligibility
of speech in noise [266].
Based on Rosenblum’s classification, two enhancement methods will be explored
in this thesis: an appearance based enhancement method that enhances the static
cues of visual speech, and a kinematics based enhancement method that targets
the dynamic aspects of visual speech. Using these methods, the extent of visual
speech enhancement is also explored by investigating two extremes of visual speech
enhancement: first, when the correlation between the auditory and the visual signal
post enhancement is preserved, resulting in congruent audiovisual stimuli; second,
when the congruency between audio and visual speech might be compromised due
to the enhancement itself, resulting in mismatched audiovisual speech stimuli. The
following sections will introduce each enhancement method.
4.2.1 Appearance Based Enhancement
In this method, the effect of automatically enhancing the appearance of the mouth
on increasing the benefit of visual speech is tested. Since such an enhancement will
target the appearance of the mouth, the correlation between the auditory signal
and the visual speech will remain unaffected by the enhancement. Although the
behavioural studies reviewed in Section 4.2 suggested a great potential for visual
speech enhancement, computer-based methods are required to verify the effectiveness
of these effects, especially for studies that involve testing talkers under different
conditions in which psychological and environmental variables might interact and
affect the speech production of those talkers. For example, although Lander and
Capek [173] found that a lipstick effect increases the benefit of visual speech, they
argued that talkers wearing lipstick may have produced some exaggerated gestures
while talking, driven by the psychological impact resulting from wearing lipstick.
The proposed enhancement method uses the work of Lander and Capek [173] as a
theoretical base. The method tests the effect of applying lipstick on the visibility of
the mouth by automatically simulating a talker in audiovisual stimuli wearing lipstick.
The effect of this enhancement is then evaluated against the unaltered-audiovisual
and audio-only stimuli. Chapter 5 will cover the appearance-based enhancement (the
simulated lipstick effect) in detail.
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4.2.2 Kinematics Based Enhancement
Speech kinematics, or speech motion cues, is an aspect of speech that can be
enhanced. Prospective enhancement techniques can either visualise or augment the
kinematics cues. Ideas for visualisation are illustrated in Figure 4.2. For example,
the magnitude of the facial change relative to the produced sound might be visualised
using heat-maps superimposed on the talker’s face; Richoz et al. [259] used a similar
concept to visualise the emotional states of a talker on 3D heads for analysis purposes
(Figure 4.2a). The articulatory movements can also be tracked using optical flow
techniques (e.g. the Lucas-kanade optical flow method [195]) and then visualised
to aid the identification of the produced sound (Figure 4.2b). Alternatively, the
articulatory movements can be visualised based on knowledge of the produced sound
by highlighting the muscle movements associated with that sound, irrespective of
the movement made by the talker. This is to aid the perception of talkers with
unintelligible speaking style (Figure 4.2c).
However, the introduction of artefacts on the talker’s face might obscure some
useful natural cues. It also requires training to learn to integrate these artefacts with
the speech cue. Augmenting the kinematic cues by exaggeration is an alternative
technique that may produce a more natural effect (Figure 4.3).
The exaggeration of kinematic cues is a type of motion signal processing, which
is an established field that combines signal and image processing techniques to
implement motion curves manipulation in a given scene [40, 188, 325, 332]. For
example, Unuma et al. [318] interpolated and extrapolated motion data to animate
a 3D character; Wang et al. [325] convolved the motion signal with an inverted
Laplacian of a Gaussian filter to exaggerate the motion in a given scene (e.g. a
walking character) and then applied a deformation technique on the video to show the
exaggeration effect; Theobald et al. [309] addressed speaking-style exaggeration in 2D
videos in order to support forensic lip-reading of surveillance videos; they exaggerated
the lip movements of a talker in a video by amplifying the talker’s mouth shapes
and appearance. They found improved lip-reading performance among inexperienced
lip-readers (the effect was not tested when combined with the audio signal). Without
any manipulation to the speech signal motion, Alexanderson and Beskow [13] used
an intrinsically exaggerated speech signal (visual Lombard speech) to animate a 3D
avatar. They found increased intelligibility in visual Lombard animations combined
with auditory plain speech, and when combined with Lombard speech. This is
compared with animations driven from visual plain speech data and combined with
auditory plain speech (See Section 2.5.4).
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Figure 4.2: Alternative visualisation approaches of speech kinematics: (a) A
heat-map is superimposed on the talker’s face; inspired from visualising emotion using
heat-maps, image by Richoz et al. [259] (permission to use the figure is granted); (b)
Using optical flow to track changes in face movements (c) Labeling the movement
of the mouth that is associated with the produced sound. The 3D head model is
generated by using FaceGen [145]. 48
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Figure 4.3: Speech kinematics augmentation: a prototype for exaggerating facial
movement. The 3D head models generated by using FaceGen [145].
Based on the ideas from the previous work, this thesis will investigate the
exaggeration of kinematic visual speech cues. Its impact on the visual benefits of
audiovisual speech will be tested. The main challenge in such an enhancement
is that exaggerating only the visual signal in audiovisual speech could create
conflicting, incongruent audiovisual inputs for listeners. The impact of exposure to
conflicting inputs has been widely investigated in the behavioural-studies literature
[26, 30, 67, 211, 273]. These impacts can be classified as immediate biases or
after-effects [30]. An example of immediate biases may be observed in spatial conflict
(such as the ventriloquism effect), where visual stimuli can influence sound localisation
[26], and in identity conflict (i.e., the McGurk effect) [211]. Another study also
found that exposure to mismatched inputs can create an after-effect on perceptual
modalities used for adapting to this conflict. For example, visual speech has the
ability to recalibrate auditory perception after exposure to the conflicting audiovisual
stimuli observed in the McGurk effect [30]. Audiovisual recalibration has also been
observed in temporal audiovisual conflicts (such as in live broadcasts) to help adapt
to time lags [99, 323].
Given these factors, the kinematic-based enhancement method has two aims:
first, to investigate the after-effects of listeners’ exposure to the conflict between
the articulation energy in the visual signal and the vocal effort in the acoustic signal
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(as well as determining whether the listeners will acquire the ability to adapt in
order to overcome the audiovisual mismatch); and second, to study the impact of
such modifications to audiovisual speech on improvements to audiovisual speech
perception.
The exaggeration method that is of interest in this thesis is described as follows:
for a given audiovisual speech video, the speaking style of the talker is exaggerated
using limited knowledge of his/her speaking style (i.e., motion data of the talker
from that video), and without any prior knowledge of the exaggeration style of that
talker (i.e., motion data of real exaggerated speech produced by that talker). To
achieve these goals, a similar exaggeration method to Theobald et al. [309] will be
used to model mouth shape variation. Theobald et al. used the principal components
analysis to model the shape and the appearance of the talker’s mouth shapes. In the
proposed method in this thesis, the mouth motion is exaggerated by extrapolating
the PCs of a talker’s mouth shapes in a given video. 2D image warping is then
applied to reanimate the video using the new exaggerated mouth motion. 2D image
warping, which involves the geometric transformations that define a relationship
between two images’ pixels [51], is a well-known technique for facial modifications
that is used for visualising plastic-surgery outcomes and in various entertainment
platforms [167, 183, 214]. Chapter 6 will present the kinematic based enhancement:
the exaggeration effect. A combined enhancement of the lipstick effect (Section 4.2.1)
and the exaggeration effect will also be examined.
This thesis also examines a real-life case study of visual speech enhancement
observed in a hyper-articulated speech (the Lombard speech). Lombard speech
features a collection of acoustic, phonetic, and articulatory modifications resulting
from speech production modifications in order to counter adverse conditions.
Increased intelligibility in Lombard speech is not only sourced from the acoustic and
phonetic adaptations, but also from the articulatory adaptations [13, 63, 92, 161] (a
detailed review of Lombard speech is presented in Section 2.5.4). Visual Lombard
speech is addressed in this thesis as an example of visual hyper-articulation; it was
chosen since it can be induced in a controllable manner [284].
The global change in visual Lombard speech adaptations has received much
attention from researchers (see Section 2.5.4)); however, little attention has been
paid to changes at the phoneme level [100, 102]. Moreover, such studies have
addressed phoneme production adaptations in very limited contexts. In this thesis,
the visual Lombard speech adaptations at the utterance-level and phoneme-level, and
under different contexts, will be examined and characterised. As the literature lacks
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Figure 4.4: Perception models for CI users and non-native listeners. Red rectangle:
internal adversity; gray rectangle: external adversity.
Lombard speech datasets suitable to carry out the intended analysis, a novel dataset
of audiovisual Lombard recordings will be collected. The dataset, which is based
on widely used audiovisual Grid corpus [54], will be recorded under high SNR level,
whereas listeners are exposed to background noise through headphones presented
at 80 dB SPL, and will offer a plain reference to each recorded Lombard sentence.
It will also feature two synchronised views of the talker: a front view and a side
view, which offers the chance to characterise visual Lombard speech from different
angles. The video recording will be made using head-mounted cameras to stabilise
the talker’s head throughout recording, therefore allow precise comparison of the
Lombard and plain utterances. The collection of the audiovisual Lombard dataset
and the subsequent analysis will be presented in Chapter 7.
4.3 Alternative Perception Chain Model:
Non-native Subjects as Listeners
The target users for the visual speech enhancements are hearing impaired people, in
particular, CI users. As mentioned in Section 2.5.1, the main obstacle that faces CI
researchers is the limited access to a homogeneous subject group for testing. This
is due to the wide variation in implant outcomes amongst users, which hinders the
full utilisation of the CI benefit. Such variation is also regarded as internal adversity
in CI users. To form a more controlled group, many CI researchers in the literature
have used normal hearing listeners in conjunction with CI simulation, i.e., test normal
hearing listeners’ reactions to speech processed using CI processing techniques. Yet,
this doesn’t reflect the hearing experience of CI users who also cope with internal
adversity.
A possible way to model the effect of internal adversity in CI users is to look for an
analogous group of normal hearing listeners whose perception chain model is affected
by a source of internal adversity. One such group is non-native, normal hearing
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Table 4.1: English vs. Arabic IPA chart. (Adapted from Binturki [31]).
listeners, who a number of researchers have found a source of internal adversity that
affects this group [93, 294, 319]. As mentioned in Section 2.5, the perception of both
CI users and non-native listeners is a function of internal adversity [93, 181, 208, 237,
246] external adversity [106, 175, 290], and visual speech [74, 80, 131, 132]: increased
levels of internal and external adversity deteriorate the intelligibility of the perceived
speech, and the introduction of visual speech can aid perception. Figure 4.4 illustrates
the perception chain models for CI users and non-native listeners that are of interest
in this thesis: the existence of the internal adversity in CI users (hearing impairment
factors [237, 246]) and non-native listeners (linguistic ability factors [209, 212, 319]),
and the external adversity represented in the vocoded speech (CI simulated speech).
Non-native subjects can therefore be considered as analogous to CI users, since both
types of listeners cope with internal and external adversity in their perception of
CI-processed speech.
Unlike CI users, the provision of an adequate number of non-native listeners for
testing is feasible as well as offering control of the subject group’s homogeneity. In this
thesis, the non-native listeners are non-UK-native, female Saudi-Arabian nationals
attending the Department of Information Technology at King Saud University in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Table 4.1 shows the overlap between Arabic and English
phonemes indicating a shared number of phonemes between the two language [31].
The Arabic language, however, lacks /p/ and /v/ phonemes, which, in consequence,
results in a language transfer effect on audiovisual perception of the phonemic contrast
under those categories [144].
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The effect of the linguistic knowledge is controlled by considering a number
of measures; one is by using the IELTS [International English Language Testing
System] test score (in particular the listening band aspect) as a measure to select
subjects. Another measure is taken in Chapter 6, in which a pre-listening test is
used to divide listeners into balanced subgroups. Moreover, subjects share a similar
educational background (all attend the Information Technology Department where
textbooks, examination, and teaching materials are in English) and received the same
level of English education in schools (all attended a government school in which
English teaching starts in year seven, and there is a foundation year in English
at university). Controlling the effect of linguistic ability is not only important for
auditory perception, but also to control the sensitivity and the weighing of visual cues
by non-native listeners [125]. To control gender differences in audiovisual perception,
female subjects were chosen; females have been found to be more sensitive to visual
speech than males and are better speech-readers [61].
After selecting the enhancement methods and the subject group, the next step
to address is the application in which the visual speech enhancement is applied. An
example of an application that can facilitate access to both auditory and audiovisual
perception of a CI user is audiovisual training. Audiovisual training can shape the
listening experience of CI users [97], and the provision of visual speech during the
training can improve auditory and audiovisual perception [28, 130]. Moreover, a
link between visual speech saliency and improved training outcomes was reported by
Hazan et al. [131, 132] in which they found an increased learning gain by language
learners in visually-salient phoneme categories among other phoneme categories (see
Chapter 3). This evidence suggests that there is an impact from audiovisual training
in improving perception. In this thesis, audiovisual training is used in assessing the
impact of visual speech enhancement on improving the benefit of visual speech in the
training stimuli, and the impact on auditory-only perception after the training. The
following section will introduce the Audiovisual Training Framework.
4.4 The Audiovisual Training Framework
The theoretical framework that guides the audiovisual training introduced in this
thesis is inspired by the work of Bernstein et al. [28], who found a link between
introducing visual speech in auditory training (AV training) that aims to improve
auditory skills and inducing CAS plasticity. Bernstein et al. [28] used vocoded speech
to train two groups of normal-hearing native listeners, where each was assigned to a
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AO post-test
Analysis
Figure 4.5: The audiovisual training framework. AO: auditory only.
different training modality (auditory or audiovisual), and then underwent three blocks
of training bounded by audio-only pre- and post-tests. These tests aimed to quantify
the training gain on improving audio-only skills, or auditory perception. This thesis
adapts Bernstein’ s framework with some modifications, listed as follows:
 Training duration: Bernstein et al.'s framework repeated the training over four
days with the aim of testing slow perceptual learning. In this thesis, the training
process was shortened to be a one-day experiment addressing the rapid impact
of perceptual learning on improving auditory perception (See Chapter 2 for
more information about types of perceptual learning impact).
 Subjects group: Bernstein et al. used native listeners, while this thesis uses
non-native listeners, as described in Section 4.3, to evaluate the effect of the
training.
 Stimuli type: in Bernstein et al.'s framework, ‘nonsense’ training stimuli were
employed to control the impact of lexical information on guiding perceptual
learning [28, 65]. However, in order to activate the effect of using non-native
listeners in the experiments in this thesis, the nonsense stimuli are replaced with
meaningful sentences that convey lexical information.
 Training milestones : short audio-only tests following each training sessions are
introduced. These assess the speed of learning and mark training milestones for
each training group.
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command colour preposition letter digit adverb
bin blue at
A-Z excluding W 1-9, zero
again
lay green by now
place red in please
set white with soon
Table 4.2: Sentence syntax for the Grid corpus. (Adapted from Cooke et al. [54].)
This framework evaluates the impact of using visually-enhanced audiovisual
speech in the audiovisual training of CI simulated speech. Figure 4.5 summarises
the main processes in the training framework. According to Erber’s classification
of the auditory training process [86], this audiovisual training framework is in
the discrimination and identification categories and follows the synthetic training
approach (see Section 3.3).
The baseline training modalities that will be used to guide the evaluation
comparison are the audio-only and the un-enhanced audiovisual training modalities.
The training framework can therefore be adapted to provide auditory training under n
training modalities to n subgroups where n > 2. Before using the audiovisual training
framework in the following chapters, it is important to evaluate the effectiveness of
this framework. In the following section, a pilot study that evaluates the impact of
using a visual signal on the audiovisual training results using the proposed audiovisual
training framework is presented. The evaluation will address two main points:
 The effectiveness of the proposed audiovisual training framework. As
mentioned, the framework replicates, with adaptations, Bernstein et al.’s
framework [28]. Thus, the effect of the adaptations on the audiovisual training
gain needs to be examined.
 An evaluation of the alternative perception chain model (i.e., the non-UK native,
Saudi listeners). This is done by comparing responses from normal hearing
native and non-native listeners to the audiovisual training framework.
4.4.1 Evaluation
Training Stimuli
Training sentences were extracted from the Grid corpus [54]. The Grid is an
audiovisual database designed for computational-behavioural research, and originally
inspired by the auditory-only coordinate response measure (CRM) corpus [228]. The
format of a CRM command is READY [call sign] GO TO [colour][digit] NOW. The
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Figure 4.6: The spectrogram of (a) original and (b) vocoded Grid sentence: Bin red
at G 1 again. Red lines: formants, blue lines: pitch contour (Generated by Praat
[32]).
CRM corpus was populated by eight call signs, four colours, and eight digits, which
resulted in 2048 stimuli of multiple talkers. The Grid corpus modifies the format of
CRM’s stimuli with richer high-level semantic details, by including four commands,
four prepositions, 25 letters, ten digits and four adverbs (Table 4.2). Accordingly, the
possible permutations generated from these keywords are 64,000 sentences; the corpus
includes audio and video recordings of 34,000 sentences from these permutations,
collected from 18 male and 16 female talkers (34 total, i.e., each talker uttered 1000
sentences). Experiments on Grid corpus sentences have shown high intelligibility
in quiet and noisy environments [54]. There are many audiovisual speech corpora
that can be used to provide training stimuli with high level lexical information such
as CUAVE [243], XM2VTSDB [219], and VidTIMIT [275]. The Grid, however, was
considered a convenient source for training stimuli since the structure of the sentences
features the following:
 Consistent syntax in all sentences;
 The provision of keywords (i.e., the colour, the letter, and the digit) that can
be used as the identification task;
 Rich phonetic features due to the inclusion of the alphabet;
 Simple sentences in a short format, which helps to diminish the effect of using
memory, and a lexicon of familiar words.
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Session1:
20 X, 6 AO
Session2:
20 X, 6 AO
Session3:
20 X
24 AO
post-test
Figure 4.7: The training method consists of an audio-only pre-test followed by three
training sessions then an audio-only post-test session for determining the training
gains.
A pool of 250 Grid sentences of a selected talker (ID= 1) were randomly chosen
to ensure that listeners provided coverage of the same sentences. This pool was then
randomly split into ten sets of twelve sentences, ten sets of ten sentences, and five
sets of six sentences to be used in the training framework.
Two sets of training stimuli were created to be used in the audiovisual training
framework evaluation: audio-only (AO) and audiovisual (AV). To create the AO
stimuli, the audio tracks of the selected sentences were altered using an eight-channel
sine wave vocoder (AngelSim [96]). The sine wave vocoder was used instead of a
noise vocoder as it simulates the output from a CI processor without introducing noise
[24, 289]. Eight channels were used in the simulation, as normal hearing listeners when
listening to an eight-channel simulation and users with an eight-channel CI were found
to achieve a comparable level of speech understanding [79]. The vocoding process
started by applying a bandpass filter that divided the input signal into eight-channel
between 200 to 7,000 Hz (slope = 24 dB). Each channel was then low-pass filtered
by 160 Hz (slope = 24 dB) to obtain the envelope. The envelope of each channel
then modulated a sine wave that replaced the signal frequency. Figure 4.6 shows the
spectrogram of the vocoded and original grid sentences. The vocoded spectrogram
features vertically compressed and horizontally expanded formants and a flattened
pitch contour compared with the normal recording. Such modifications are likely to
affect the intelligibility of vowels, as well as the accessibility to voicing and intonation
cues [289]. To create AV stimuli, the Grid videos (showing the talker's face) of the
selected sentences were processed using FFMPEG [22] to replace the audio Grid
sentence in each video with the vocoded ones (AO stimuli).
Procedure
Prior to conducting the training, the hearing of a subject was screened using an on-line
pure tone audiometric test [249]. The tones used in the test were calibrated against
an audiometer and are based on the international standard ISO3897:2005 (which
specifies a reference threshold of hearing for the calibration of audiometric equipment
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[37, 38, 235]), recommended by the British Society of Audiology. The screening
threshold was 25 dB HL for frequencies between 125 Hz to 8 kHz. The subject
viewed their screening results using an audiometer printout provided by the test.
The researcher explained to the subject how to read the results from the audiogram.
The subject continued the experiment but their data was excluded if she failed to
attain the minimum threshold for all frequencies. In this case the subject was also
advised to have a hearing test conducted by a professional audiologist.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the training procedure. In order to set a baseline level for
each subgroup, all subjects took an audio-only pre-test of 24 AO stimuli (12 stimuli
repeated twice), presented in random order. Subjects then underwent three training
sessions. Each session consisted of a training block that used ten X stimuli (X = AO
or AV), repeated twice, then presented in a random order to give 20 X, and a test
session of six AO stimuli (except for session 3, which preceded the post-test). The two
sets of six AO presented in sessions 1 and 2 were used to track learning milestones for
all subgroups. After completing all training sessions, all subjects took an audio-only
post-test using 24 AO stimuli (12 stimuli repeated twice and presented in a random
order) to assess their training gain.
A training tool, developed in C#, was used to present training and testing stimuli
and collect responses from the subjects. A profile for each subject was created first by
the training tool, which contained demographic information such as age band, gender,
the subject's first language and English proficiency level. The tool then generated
a unique identification number for the subject, and assigned him/her randomly to
a training modality. Also, the tool assigned to each subject seven random sets of
sentences: two sets of twelve sentences, three sets of ten sentences, and two sets of six
sentences in order to be used in the testing and training sessions. The sets of twelve
were used in the pre- and post-tests, while the three sets of ten and the two sets of
six were used in the training process.
The interface of the training consists of a stimuli viewer, a track bar for AO
stimuli or a media viewer for AV stimuli. The subject task was to identify three
keywords: colour, letter and digit, that conform to the played stimulus. The subject
used a keyboard to enter the keywords in three text-boxes specified under the stimulus
viewer. Four colour-coded keys on the keyboard were allocated for colours, as well
as the number keypad for digits, and the alphabet keys for letters. During training
(i.e., 20 X in sessions 1, 2 and 3), after the subjects submitted their input for a given
stimulus, that stimulus was then replayed with added subtitles to show the correct
words, whether or not the input was correct. No such feedback was provided during
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testing (i.e., during the 24 A pre-test, the 6 A in session 1 and 2, and the 24 A
post-test). A response was considered correct if the subject successfully entered all
the required keywords; however, the system kept track of the successful responses
for each keyword. All subjects’ responses were recorded and saved by the tool. The
training tool hence provides the two main principles for perceptual learning: the
repetitive exposure to stimuli, and the provision of feedback (See Chapter 3).
Subjects
Two groups of normal hearing participants were recruited in two different geographic
locations. The first location was the female campus of King Saud University in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (12 non-native Saudi listeners, IELTS score ∈ [5.5,6]). The
second location was the Department of Computer Science, University of Sheffield
(9 native English listeners). All subjects were in the age range 18–30 (M = 24
years, SD = 4.5 years). The Saudi participants were subgrouped into equal groups,
As and Vs, and the English participants were sub-grouped into groups of 4 and 5
participants, Ae and Ve. Where A and V denote audio-only training and audio-visual
training, respectively, and the subscripts s and e denote Saudi and English listeners,
respectively. Ethics permission for this study was obtained by following the University
of Sheffield Ethics Procedure.
Results
Figure 4.8a shows the sentence recognition scores during the training for all subgroups.
These scores were used to provide a subjective intelligibility assessment [292] of the
speech used in the training. A clear gap is observed between the Saudi and the
English subgroups in recognition scores across sessions, except for session 2 in which
the Ae and the Vs subgroups showed comparable results. There was no significant
difference between the Ae and the Ve subgroups; this is perhaps due to the impact
of the lexical cues presented in the training stimuli that might have served the same
supplementary role as the visual cues [28]. The lexical cues support, however, was not
evident within the Saudi group; the Vs subgroup outperformed the As subgroup in
the recognition scores, possibly due to the role of the visual cues for this population.
Figure 4.8b compares the pre- and post-training scores for the auditory only tests.
The V (Vs and Ve) subgroups achieved a higher training gain than the A (As and
Ae) subgroups. Moreover, the Vs subgroup's performance in the post-test reached a
comparable level to the baseline level of the English subgroups (Ae and Ve). Whilst
the As subjects improved, they were not close to the baseline levels of the English
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Figure 4.8: Results for the As, Vs, Ae, and Ve subjects: (a) Sentence recognition during
training; (b) Audio-only pre- and post-test mean identification scores and training
gains (post-test results and pre-test results); (c) Training impact on audio-only
sentence recognition (learning milestones). Errors bars =/- standard error.
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Figure 4.9: Confusion matrix of letter-recognition scores during training (top)
and audio-only post-testing (bottom) for As, Vs, Ae, and Ve. Column: actual
letter; row: listeners’ response; Diagonal: letter recognition mean rates; Elsewhere:
confusion mean rate for respective row-column pairs. Colour shades: the scale of
recognition/confusion mean rate, the darker the shade, the higher the response to
this cell.)
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subgroups. One point to mention is that the Vs subgroup performed better than the
As subgroup in the pretest, suggesting that they were a better subgroup of listeners.
This makes the post-test harder to interpret since the Vs subgroup might have shown
greater improvement because they started with better performance in the first place.
Figure 4.8c shows the scores for the stimuli used in the 6 AO test of sessions
1 and 2 for all subgroups. These scores were used as learning milestones to track
the audio-only skills for all subgroups throughout the training. Unlike the other
subgroups, the Vs subgroup showed significant difference between milestones 1 and
2. This could be an indication of the impact of using a visual signal in accelerating
the perceptual learning of auditory skills.
Confusion matrices (Figure 4.9) were also produced in order to understand the
possible sources of confusion the subjects experienced in letter keywords recognition
during the training and audio-only post-testing. Letter recognition was found to be
the most challenging task for all subjects due to the need to select from a larger
set with high variance (25 letters). Letters also have shorter duration in terms of
phonemes, and thus less information, as opposed to colours (4) and digits (10). The
diagonal represents the recognition mean rates for letters. Scores elsewhere represent
the confusion mean rate for respective row-column pairs. Colour shades represent
the scale of recognition/confusion mean rate (the darker the shade, the higher the
response to this cell). The strong main diagonal pattern in Figure 4.9, observed for
the Ve and the Ae subgroups, clearly illustrates that the English subgroups were less
confused than the Saudi subgroups.
For the English subgroups, no significant difference was spotted between Ve
and Ae. For the Saudi subgroups, Vs showed better overall performance in letter
recognition, especially in the post-test results. This was confirmed by t-test result
that showed a significant difference in letter recognition during post-test (T = 2.63,
P = 0.013) between Vs and As. The Vs subgroup achieved higher scores in the
identification of letters that are constructed from diphthongs (a, e, i, u) with a
significant difference (T = 3.12, P = 0.02). Since vowels differ in the frequency of the
first formants (F1 and F2), and given that F1 and F2 are correlated with jaw height
and tongue position [190], visual signals may contribute to enhance the intelligibility
of diphthongs by the Vs subgroup, while the As subgroup showed high confusion
between A and E (confusion mean= 31%) and I and O (confusion mean= 13%). The
Vs subgroup also outperformed the As subgroup with a significant difference (P =
0.002) in identifying the nasal sound in N and voiceless plosive sound. On the other
hand, the Vs subgroup showed confusion between visually similar letters, for example
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G and D, and P and B, compared with the As subgroup. In these letters, visual
signals may have impeded learning the invisible sounds (such as postalveolar and
velar) that were bounded by visible ones (such as vowels and alveolar), for example,
the invisible sound /Z/ in G /dZi:/.
As the voicing information is generally affected by the vocoding process, all
subjects reported difficulty in discriminating between voiced B and voiceless P. The
Saudi subjects were more affected due to a language specific factor, given that the
Arabic phonemic inventory lacks the voiceless sound P. However, in the Vs subgroup,
the confusion rate was higher (confusion mean = 44%), indicating that visual cues
may have impeded the learning of voicing discrimination of the pair B and P.
Discussion
This pilot study has evaluated the audiovisual training framework’s impact on
enhancing auditory only speech perception. It has also examined the nativeness effect
as a source of internal adversity by comparing the training effect on two groups of
normal hearing listeners: native and non-native. The main observation and discussion
points are as follows.
The Audiovisual Training Framework is Effective The audiovisual training
framework was effective for all subgroups, but, in different magnitudes. V subgroups
attained higher training gain than A subgroups, consistent with previous studies
that confirm the effectiveness of audiovisual training [28, 250]. The effectiveness of
audiovisual training was also reflected in the fast learning pace observed for the Vs
subgroup.
Speech Intelligibility During the Training A prominent difference between the
native and non-native listeners' responses to the vocoded speech during the training
is noted, an observation that aligns with the reported literature on the effect of
nativeness in speech perception under adverse conditions [106, 175, 209, 319]. The
benefit of introducing the visual speech was significantly higher in the Saudi listeners
than in the English listeners; using Sumby and Pollacks' [296] metric, the visual
contribution to speech recognition under noisy conditions can be quantified as follows:
CV =
CAV − CAO
1− CAO (4.1)
where CAO and CAV is the normalised recognition scores of AO and AV,
respectively. Therefore, the benefit of introducing the visual signal on the Saudi and
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English listeners’ speech perception (using scores from the last training session) is 0.39
and 0.00, respectively. Visual signals also seemed to slightly improve the transfer of
some nasality and voicing information as reflected by the letter confusion matrices.
These observations are consistent with previous finding on the benefit of visual speech
to non-native listeners [130–132]. These observation, the increased deterioration
in perception under external adverse conditions and the increased benefit of visual
speech, are also observed in CI users [74, 226] (see Section 2.5.1). This may support
the hypothesis that using non-native subjects as listeners might help to consider the
difference between the native normal hearing individuals and CI users’ responses to
CI processed speech.
Vs Achieved Higher Gain Than Ve In the case of native listeners, the lexical
cues provided within the training stimuli are possibly responsible for guiding the
perceptual learning [28]. Non-native listeners, however, may have had limited access
to the lexical cues due to internal adversity, and hence might utilise visual speech
cues to guide more effective perceptual learning. It is unclear, however, whether Vs
adaptation was at the level of the internal or the external adversity. One observation
suggests that it could be at the internal level: after the training, the Vs subgroup
reached a comparable level to the baseline state of the English subgroups who are
internal-adversity free.
Given these results, the audiovisual training framework will be used in the
evaluation of the visual speech enhancement methods in Chapters 5 and 6, with
some modifications. Table 4.3 illustrates the stimuli and training modalities that
will be used by the audiovisual training framework in Chapters 5 and 6. In Chapter
5, a new audiovisual stimuli, AVL, will be created by applying the lipstick effect to
AV stimuli, and the training framework will be adapted to introduce three training
modalities: A, V and E1. In Chapter 6, the audiovisual training framework will be
adapted to introduce two new stimuli: AVE and AVLE that are created by applying
the exaggeration effect to AV and AVL stimuli, respectively. The audiovisual training
framework will then be modified to introduce four training modalities: A, V, E2 and
E3.
4.5 Summary
This chapter presented a framework for visual speech enhancement in this thesis.
Two methods of enhancement were introduced: appearance based and kinematics
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Audio Vocoder
Video
AO
Align AV
Lipstick
Exagg
AVL
AVE
Exagg AVLE
Stimulus Training
AO A Auditory training
AV V Audiovisual training
AVL E1 Enhanced audiovisual training - lipstick effect
AVE E2 Enhanced audiovisual training - exaggeration effect
AVLE E3 Enhanced audiovisual training - lipstick and exaggeration effect
Table 4.3: Training stimuli and modalities.
based methods. The lipstick effect will be implemented as an appearance-based
enhancement method. According to Lander and Capek’s [173] observations of talkers
who wore real lipstick, this effect can improve lip-reading. For kinematics based
enhancement, the effect of visual speech exaggeration will be implemented; this effect
was found to be effective by Theobald et al. [309] on inexperienced lip-readers. The
two methods will also examine the extent to which visual speech enhancement can be
applied; the first method will preserve the synchrony between the audiovisual signals
whereas the second could compromise that harmony.
Since access to a controlled CI users’ group for the testing stage is limited, it
was vital to look for an alternative perception chain model that may predict CI
users’ performance under the proposed enhancements. Normal hearing non-native
listeners were selected as ‘proxy’ listeners, due to similarities in perception with CI
users including the internal adversity effect, the increased degradation of perception
under external noise sources, and the increased sensitivity to visual cues. Auditory
training was chosen as a context to test the effect of visual speech enhancement.
Studies have shown that exposure to audiovisual speech during auditory training can
improve auditory speech perception. Given that, an audiovisual training framework
was designed to test the effect of visual speech enhancement on improving the visual
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speech benefit in training stimuli, and to test the after-training effect on auditory
speech perception. A pilot study that evaluated the framework and examined the
characteristics of the non-native Saudi group was presented. The observations from
this pilot study suggested the effectiveness of the framework in showing the listeners’
training gains. Consistent with previous results, the audiovisual training listeners
achieved the highest training gain. A gap between native and non-native listeners was
found, which could be analogous to the gap between normal hearing native listeners
and the CI users [281].
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Appearance Based Enhancement
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an appearance based enhancement method, which
automatically applies a lipstick effect on a talker’s lips in a video to support speech
perception. The aim of this effect is to increase the saliency of the visual speech.
Evidence from the literature suggests that the saliency of the visual signals can be
affected by some facial appearance characteristics that decrease the mouth area’s
visibility [154, 210, 279] (see Section 4.2). A clear view of the mouth region is crucial
to the quality of visual speech, because the lips, teeth, and tongue provide half of the
overall visual speech information gathered from the face [210, 297]. In this chapter,
the effect of lipstick on the mouth region is addressed by automatically simulating
a talker wearing lipstick in audiovisual stimuli. According to Lander and Capeks’
[173] observations of talkers who wore real lipstick, this is an effect that can improve
lip-reading. The lipstick effect in this chapter is applied directly to the video frames,
using image processing techniques to exclude any psychological variables that result
from wearing real lipstick.
This effect’s impact on the intelligibility of the CI simulated speech using
the audiovisual training framework is tested. This is compared with the
unaltered-audiovisual and audio-only stimuli. The evaluation study will address two
main points:
1. Can the lipstick effect increase the benefits of visual speech for improving the
intelligibility of CI simulated speech?
2. Can the lipstick effect increase the audiovisual training gain?
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 will present a tool that extracts
facial features associated with speech; Section 5.3 will present the implementation
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Visage Intel Realsense Luxand
Outer: 10; Inner : 8;
Image
Outer: 12; Inner: 10;
Live stream
Outer: 8; Inner: 6;
Image
FA Yu et al. dlib
Outer:14; Inner: 12;
Video
Outer: 12; Inner: 6;
Image
Outer: 12; Inner: 8;
Image
Table 5.1: A comparison of facial landmark tracking systems. Outer = number of
points in the outer mouth contour; Inner = number of points in the inner mouth
contour; Processing level = image based or video based. Orange shape: tracked
landmarks; Black shape: manual annotation of the mouth
stages of the lipstick effect; and Section 5.4 will present the evaluation of the lipstick
effect using the audiovisual training framework (which was introduced in Section 4.4).
5.2 Visual Speech Tracking
The first step in visual speech enhancement is to extract the visual speech information,
i.e., facial landmarks associated with the produced speech. An automatic system to
track facial features can be used to perform this function. The automation of facial
features tracking is an active research area [207, 341]; however, the development of
an automatic tracker is considered to be outside the scope of this thesis. As a result,
a number of tracking systems and SDKs were tested in order to select a suitable
tracker. The tested systems were: visage SDK [4]; Intel RealSense SDK [3]; Luxand
SDK [75]; dlib toolkit [165] which employs the ensemble regression tree method of
Kazemi and Sullivan [157]; Yu et al.’ s [339] method in localising feature points using a
deformable shape model; and Faceware Analyser (FA) [2, 262]. Table 5.1 summarises
the differences between the tracking systems in terms of the number of lip landmarks
and the processing level (image-based or video-based). For each method, the tracked
landmarks (in orange) are superimposed on a manual annotation of the lips contour
(in black) in the input frame to examine the tracking accuracy. FA was chosen based
on the number of landmarks that encode the lip region and the level of accuracy
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Figure 5.1: The set of facial landmarks extracted by Faceware Analyser [2].
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Figure 5.2: Lipstick-effect block diagram.
provided by the software. The tracker module in FA is based on an Active Appearance
Model (AAM) [58], which uses a statistical model for the shape and the appearance
(texture). It is also used to track facial landmarks in a series of images by finding
a linear map between changes in shape and texture in a training image set during
a training phase. FA applies a feature locater update model to the training images,
which is derived in steps as follows [262]:
1. A set of training data is defined: in selected video frames (training images), the
facial landmarks are annotated;
2. At each frame, a facial features displacement vector, which adjusts the model
to the annotated points and the associated texture change vector are generated;
3. A regularised linear regression that maps between the feature displacement
vector and the texture change vector is trained.
The features locater model is then used to track facial features beyond the training
set. Since AAM may fail to address talker variability as it only produces a generic
tracker, FA offers the ability to personalise the tracking for a given talker. This is
achieved through a calibration step, in which the optical flow between each video
frame and a selected frame of that talker in neutral expression is used to customise
the feature locater update model [262].
As a result of the tracking process, FA exports 65 normalised landmarks (lips:
26, jaw: 3, cheeks: 8, nose: 3, eyes: 10, eyebrows: 10) per frame to an XML file.
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The individual video frames are also extracted by FA. Figure 5.1 shows an example
of a video frame tracked by FA. Table 5.2 provides a description of the landmarks
illustrated in Figure 5.1.
5.3 The Lipstick Effect
Figure 5.2 gives an overview of the lipstick effect’s implementation. The AV stimuli
(Table 4.3) were processed as a batch using FA, generating an XML file and a folder
containing JPEG image frames per stimulus. Each XML file was parsed to extract
the locations of facial landmarks of interest in all video frames: the 26 landmarks of
the mouth included 12 landmarks for the inner mouth region and 14 landmarks for
the outer region (see Figure 5.1). The kth video frame may then be associated with
two mouth shape vectors:
in lipk =
[
x in1 y in1 · · · x in12 y in12
]T
(5.1)
where in lipk is a vector of 24 coordinates of the 12 inner mouth contour points
presented in the format ( x ini, y ini) where 1 ≤ i ≤ 12, and
out lipk =
[
x out1 y out1 · · · x out14 y out14
]T
(5.2)
where out lipk is a vector of 28 coordinates of the 14 outer mouth contour points
presented in the format ( x outj, y outj) where 1 ≤ j ≤ 14.
Smoothing the Mouth Contour A new set of points b in lipk and b out lipk
were generated by fitting Be´zier curves to smooth the contours of in lipk and
out lipk. Be´zier curves are parametric curves that approximate the input points
(control points). A Be´zier curve passes through the first and the last control points,
and appears within the convex hull of all control points [329]. A Be´zier curve bz,
which approximates a set of n points p can be expressed as:
bz(t) =
n∑
i=1
bi,n(t) pi, t ∈ [0, 1] (5.3)
where bi,n is the Bernstein basis polynomials of degree n expressed as:
bi,n =
(
n
i
)
ti(1− t)n−i,
(
n
i
)
=
n!
i!(n− i)! , i = 1 · · ·n (5.4)
For the outer lip contours, four Be´zier curves are constructed from the lip points
(the order of the points is shown in Figure 5.1): a curve to approximate points from
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Figure 5.3: (a) Colour blending (b) Luminance blending and (c) The effect of the
average filter on smoothing the inner and outer contour after colouring the lips.
1 to 4; a curve to approximate points from 4 to 10; a curve to approximate points
from 10 to 13; and a curve to approximate points 13, 14 and 1. Points in all four
curves are collectively represented in b out lipk. For the inner lips, two curve are
constructed: one curve for the upper lip points and one curve for the lower lip points.
Points in these two curves are represented in b in lipk.
Colour and Luminance Blending Lip regions bounded by b in lipk and
b out lipk were extracted. Colour blending was applied to each pixel within the
area of convex hull of b out lipk- the convex hull of b in lipk. Luminance blending
was also applied to improve colour blending under different lighting conditions [276].
This was accomplished by identifying the luminance component in each pixel, Y', in
Y'CbCr space, adjusting its value in accordance with the image lighting conditions,
and then converting the results to the RGB space using the following equations [123]:Y ‘Cb
Cr
 =
 0.299 0.587 0.114−0.1687 −0.3313 0.5
0.5 −0.4187 −0.0813
RG
B
 (5.5)
RG
B
 =
1 0 1.4021 −0.34414 −0.71414
1 1.772 0
Y ‘Cb
Cr
 (5.6)
Figure 5.3a and b show the effect of colour and luminance blending. Luminance
blending also creates a realistic effect for lipstick, which makes the the surface of the
lips appear shiny by clustering the lip regions into a number of intensity clusters
based on lip colour (Figure 5.4). Luminance blending is then applied to these
clusters in gradual levels –– clusters with lighter colours receive a stronger luminance
effect and vice versa. The clustering of the lip surface is an iterative process; the
clustering stop-criteria is when adding more clusters has a minimal effect on the
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Figure 5.4: segmenting the lips into clusters based on the colour level.
shiny appearance of the lips. Evaluating the minimal effect was based on a subjective
decision; Grid videos of the selected talker were grouped based on the lightening
conditions during the capture process. Sample videos from each group were taken to
identify the ideal number of lip clusters for each group. Figure 5.5a shows a matte
(flat) lipstick effect using a uniform intensity level of luminance, whereas Figure 5.5b
shows the effect of shiny lipstick using eight luminance levels.
Lip Contour Smoothing After applying colour and luminance blending, the inner
and the outer lip regions were stitched back to the talker’s face. A 3×3 average filter
was also applied to smooth the inner and the outer lips contours (Figure 5.3c). Figure
5.6 shows the lipstick effect on viseme classes extracted from videos of one speaker
from the Grid dataset [14]; the first column represents the original viseme shape,
while the second column represents the viseme after applying the lipstick effect. This
figure shows that applying the lipstick on the mouth region results in more definite
mouth shapes and a more prominent appearance of the internal articulators, such as
the teeth and the tongue. In the following section, the impact of the lipstick effect
on visual speech in audiovisual training is evaluated using the audiovisual training
framework.
5.4 Evaluation Study
5.4.1 Audiovisual Training Framework
The audiovisual training framework (Section 4.4) was used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the lipstick effect. The framework follows the same methodology
of the evaluation study (Section 4.4.1). This includes the use of the Grid corpus
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Figure 5.5: (a) Matte lipstick: a uniform level of luminance is applied (b) Shiny
lipstick: eight levels of luminance are applied.
to provide the training stimuli, training methodology (an AO pre-test, 3 training
sessions, an AO post-test) and baseline training modalities: A training that uses AO
stimuli and V training that uses AV stimuli. The audiovisual training framework was
adapted to introduce a third training modality, E1 training, which uses audiovisual
stimuli with the lipstick effect (AVL). AVL stimuli were produced by applying the
lipstick effect to AV stimuli frames. Figure 5.7 and Table 5.3 summarises the training
methodology and modalities used to evaluate the effectiveness of the lipstick effect.
The recognition scores of subjects attending A and V training will be used to evaluate
the effect of the lipstick, i.e., the recognition scores of subjects attending E1 training.
The allocation of subjects into training groups was done automatically by the training
tool in the registration stage to ensure randomisation [160].
5.4.2 Subjects
The experiment took place at the female campus of King Saud University in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia. Forty-six non-native Saudi listeners (IELTS score ∈ [5.5,6]) were
recruited in the experiment. All subjects were in the age range 18—40 (Mean =
24 years, SD = 4.5 years). Ethics permission for this study was obtained by following
the University of Sheffield Ethics Procedure. Thirteen subjects were assigned to the A
training group; 19 subject to the V training group; and 14 subjects to the E1 training
group.
5.4.3 Results
Figure 5.8a shows a comparison of the three subgroups across all training sessions.
Table 5.4 summarises these results and Table 5.5 summarises the statistical
significance tests results. Generally, introducing the visual signal enhances the mean
intelligibility of the vocoded speech (calculated across the three training sessions in
Figure 5.8a): the A subjects identified 43% of the AO stimuli, whereas the V subjects
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Figure 5.6: Viseme classes extracted for the Grid data sets [14]. The first column
represents the original viseme mouth shape while the second column represents the
viseme mouth shape after applying the lipstick effect.
Audio Video
AO stimuli, A training
CI simulated Grid audio
-
AV stimuli, V training Grid video
AVL stimuli, E1 training Grid video with lipstick effect
Table 5.3: Stimuli and training modalities.
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24 AO
Pre-test
20 AO,
6 AO
20 AO,
6 AO
20 AO
- - -
24 AO
Post-test
Register 24 AO
Pre-test
20 AV,
6 AO
20 AV,
6 AO
20 AV
- - -
24 AO
Post-test
24 AO
Pre-test
20 AVL,
6 AO
20 AVL,
6 AO
20 AVL
- - -
24 AO
Post-test
13
19
14
Figure 5.7: The training method consisted of an audio-only pre-test followed by three
training sessions then an audio-only post-test session for determining the training
gains. The numbers of subjects for each route through the training process are shown
in red.
identified 55% of AV stimuli and the E1 subjects identified 64% of the AVL stimuli.
A one-way ANOVA test showed a significant difference between the mean recognition
scores for the three groups, A, V and E1 (F (2,43) = 5.36, p = .008) . A post-hoc test,
Tukey HSD [315], showed a significant difference between the A and E1 groups (p =
.006). No significant difference was found between V and E subjects (p = .3), and
between the A and V subjects (p = .1). The error bars suggest a significant difference
between A and (E1,V) scores in Session 1 scores and E1 and (A,V) in Session 3 scores.
Unlike the other groups, the training profile of the E1 group features a sharp increase
in recognition scores across sessions. Subjects who underwent the E1 training did not
report any problem that can be sourced from the unnaturalness of the lipstick effect;
a number of subjects in fact have thought the talker is wearing a real lipstick.
Figure 5.8b shows the mean recognition score that the A, V and E1 subjects
attained in their AO pre- and post-training tests, as well as the mean training gain
that subjects achieved in identifying audio-only speech stimuli after they received
auditory training. A one-way ANOVA test showed no significant difference between
A, V and E1 subjects in AO pre-test scores (F (2, 43) = 1.24, p = .3). The scatter
plots in Figure 5.9 show all subjects’ recognition scores in the AO pre- and post-tests.
These plots show good adaptation to the CI simulated speech after training for all
subjects, but in variable magnitudes. A one-way ANOVA test showed a significant
difference (F (2, 43) = 3.77, p = .03) between the recognition percentage means in the
post-tests of A, V and E1 subjects. A post-hoc test, Tukey HSD, gave a significant
difference between A and E1 subjects’ mean scores in the post-training AO test (p
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A V E1 Vsubset E1subset
Pre-test 14% 19% 25% 14% 13%
Post-test 46% 56% 70% 54% 71%
Training gain 32% 37% 50% 40% 58%
Table 5.4: The AO pre- and post-test mean recognition score and the training gain
for A, V and E1, Vsubset, and E1subset subjects.
= .02). No significant difference was found between the V and E1 subjects (p = .2),
and between A and V subjects (p = .4). Figure 5.8c shows a significant difference in
E1 subject recognition scores between milestone 1 and 2.
The comparison between V and E1 subjects’ scores suggests an increase in the
benefit of visual speech on improving speech intelligibility during and after the
training when using the lipstick effect. It is a valid comparison between the two
subgroups given their comparable training starting points (session 1 scores – Figure
5.8a) and their pre-test abilities (Figure 5.8b).
However, A subjects attained the lowest pre-test recognition mean score compared
with the V and E subjects, which complicates the comparison of the effect of the
training modality on the training gain between the three subgroups. A possible
solution is to use subsets of the E1 and V subjects that match the pre-test ability of
the A subjects as closely as possible. This can be done by sorting the list of subjects
from the corresponding group based on the pre-test results, and then removing those
of highest ability such that the pre-test abilities of the remaining subjects in the list
are equivalent to the A subjects’ pre-test ability. Using Figure 5.9, V subject numbers
15 and 16 were removed to create Vsubset, and E1 subject numbers 1, 2, 9, 10, 12
and 13 were removed to create E1subset.
Figure 5.10b shows the mean recognition scores for the pre and post-tests for
A, Vsubset and E1subset subjects. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 summarise these results. A
one-way ANOVA test shows a significant difference in post-test mean recognition
percentage for A, Vsubset and E1subset subjects (F (2,35) = 3.32, p = .04) and
in training gain (F (2,35) = 5.04, p = .01). A post-hoc test, Tukey HSD, gave a
significant difference between A and E1subset subjects mean recognition percentage
in the post-training AO test (p = .037) and in training gain (p = .009). No
significant difference was found between Vsubset and E1subset subjects in mean
post-test recognition scores (p = .23) and training gain (p = .085). Also, no significant
difference was found between A and Vsubset subjects in mean recognition percentage
(p = .5) and training gain (p = .4).
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Figure 5.8: All data results for the A, V, E1 subjects:(a) sentence recognition during
training; (b) audio-only pre- and post-test mean recognition scores and training gains
(posttest− pretest); (c) training impact on audio-only sentence recognition (learning
milestones). Errors bars =/- standard error.
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Figure 5.9: The mean recognition scores for the AO tests before and after training
for A, V and E1 subjects.
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Figure 5.10: Subset results for the A, V, E1 subjects:(a) sentence recognition during
training; (b) audio-only pre- and post-test mean recognition scores and training gains
(posttest− pretest); (c) training impact on audio-only sentence recognition (learning
milestones). Errors bars =/- standard error. 81
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Sentence recognition during training
V > A E1 > A E1 > V
0.1 0.006 0.3
Vsubset > A E1subset > A E1subset > Vsubset
0.1 0.007 0.2
Post-test mean recognition scores
V > A E1 > A E1 > V
0.4 0.02 0.2
Vsubset > A E1subset > A E1subset > Vsubset
0.5 0.03 0.23
Table 5.5: Summary of the results of statistical analyses (p-value) between two
training modalities. Symbols: > mean scores by first training’s subjects is garter
than mean scores by second training’s subjects.
Vsubset and E1subset showed comparable results to V and E1 subjects in speech
intelligibility scores (Figure 5.10a). Overall, Vsubset subjects identified 55% of
audiovisual speech stimuli whereas E1subset subjects identified 67% of the enhanced
audiovisual stimuli. A one-way ANOVA test showed a significant difference between
the recognition mean percentage for A, Vsubset and E1subset subjects (F (2,35) =
5.45, p = .009). A post-hoc test, Tukey HSD, showed a significant difference between
the intelligibility scores of the A and E1subset subjects (p = .007). No significant
difference was found between the Vsubset and E1subset subjects (p = .2), and between
A and Vsubset (p = .1). Error bars suggest no significant difference between all groups
across sessions. Figure 5.10c confirms the same finding as shown in Figure 5.8c which
found a significant difference in E1 subject recognition scores between milestone 1
and 2.
Confusion matrices (Figure 5.11) were produced to understand the possible sources
of confusion the subjects had while identifying the letter keywords during the training
and AO post test. Letters that were not uniformly presented across the subgroups
were omitted from the matrices. The E1 subjects (mean recognition score: training:
70%; testing: 75%) were less confused than the V (mean recognition score: training:
60%; testing: 65%) and A subjects (mean recognition score: training: 50%; testing:
55%). A one-way ANOVA test between A, V and E1 subjects’ mean letter recognition
scores in AO post-test confirmed a significant difference (F (2,63) = 4.18, p = .019).
The post-hoc test, Tukey HSD, showed a difference between the A and E1 subjects
(p = .01). No significant difference was found between the V and E1 subjects (p =
.2), between the A and V subjects (p = .4), and between the A, V and E1 subjects
in letter recognition scores in the training.
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Figure 5.11: Confusion matrix of letter-recognition scores during (top) training and
audio-only post-testing (bottom) for A, V, E1 subjects. Each cell is divided into 3
sub-cells: A, V, and E1 (from left to right). Colour shades represents the scale of
recognition/confusion mean rate (the darker the shade, the higher the response to
this cell).
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Across the letters, introducing the visual signal helped the V subjects to achieve
higher scores (63% and 66% in training and test, respectively) in the recognition of
letters that are constructed from diphthongs [a, e, i, u] compared with A subjects
(53% and 52%). This is also true for E1 subjects (72% and 82.5%). A significant
difference was found between E1 and A subjects in diphthong recognition (F (2,14) =
5.16, p = .01). No significant difference was found between the V and E1 subjects (p
= .2), and between the A and V subjects (p = .2). Also, no significant difference was
found in identifying letters with plosive or fricative sounds across the subjects.
Introducing the visual signal in auditory training was found to impede learning
of visually similar letters such as G and T, and P and B in the study reported in
Section 4.4. This effect was also examined in this study. V subjects showed higher
confusion rate in identifying P (confusion rate = 60%) and G (confusion rate = 48%).
E subjects were slightly less confused than V subjects in identifying P (confusion rate
= 46%) and G (confusion rate = 32%). This may indicate that the enhanced visual
cues become more salient and distinguishable for the E1 subjects.
5.4.4 Discussion
This study had a two-fold aim: to investigate the usefulness of applying an
enhancement to visual speech used in audiovisual training; and to evaluate the effect of
the lipstick enhancement. The main observation and discussion points are as follows.
The Impact of Visual Speech Using Sumby and Pollacks’ [296] metric, the visual
contribution to speech recognition under noisy conditions can be quantified as follows:
CV =
CAV − CAO
1− CAO (5.7)
where CAO and CAV are the normalised recognition scores of AO and AV,
respectively. Similarly, the visual contribution of the lipstick effect can be expressed
as follows:
CV L =
CAVL − CAO
1− CAO (5.8)
where CAVL is the normalised recognition score of AVL. CV and CV L can be calculated
from the intelligibility scores in the last training session (Figure 5.8a and 5.10a). They
show that applying the lipstick effect has increased the visual speech contribution in
enhancing the intelligibility of CI simulated speech from 0.19 to 0.45 in all data, and
0.15 to 0.37 in the subset data. The results here confirm Lander and Capeks’ [173]
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Figure 5.12: Internal and external articulator enhancement: applying the lipstick
effect in conjunction with increasing the luminance blending of the teeth and the
tongue. (a) teeth extraction by thresholding then segmentation; (b) lipstick only; (c)
lipstick and teeth effect.
findings on the effect of lipstick on supporting speech-reading. They argued that the
effect of the lipstick might be from the talkers making exaggerated mouth movements.
However, the findings in this chapter confirm the effect of the lipstick on improving
speech intelligibility.
The Impact on the Training Gain Consistent with previous findings [28, 250],
and the results from Section 4.4.1, introducing visual speech in auditory training
(i.e., V and E1) has increased the training gain. E1 and E1-subset subjects, however,
achieved the highest training gain amongst all subgroups, with significant difference
from the A group, and also a significant improvement in letter recognition compared
with the other subsets. Such findings suggest stronger auditory discrimination
abilities for the E1 and E1-subset subjects. This may mean that enhancing the visual
speech has helped to improve the role of visual signals in guiding the perceptual
learning of auditory-only skills. The training milestones results also support this as
they show a fast learning effect in the E1 and E1-subset subjects.
Increased Attention or Increased Visual saliency? Lander and Capek argued
that the lipstick’s effect may have resulted from increased ‘selective attention’ towards
the talker’s lips and suggested using an eye-tracking method to measure the time that
listeners spent on looking at the mouth area. However, humans are reportedly unable
to maintain selective attention on a task for more than 20 minutes [59]. The training
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in this study took on average one hour per subject and the E1 group’s training profile
showed a steep improvement, reaching its maximum at the last training session. Given
the short attention span in humans and the long training duration, the increase in
the visual speech benefit on speech intelligibility may have resulted from an increased
visual speech saliency from applying the lipstick effect, rather than an increase in
selective attention towards the talker’s mouth. Another observation that may support
the hypothesis of increased visual saliency is that visually similar phoneme pairs with
high confusion rates for the un-enhanced visual speech became less confused when
the lipstick effect was applied. This suggests that the lipstick effect may have offered
extra cues that helped the listeners to discriminate between pairs that are intrinsically
similar.
The Usefulness of Visual Speech Enhancement The impact of the lipstick
effect on increasing the benefit of visual speech and the training gain suggests the
great potential of visual speech enhancement that preserves synchrony between the
audio and the visual speech signals. These enhancements could be applied to enhance
audiovisual speech intelligibility on different platforms such as TV and YouTube.
Future work could investigate the effect of increasing the saliency of the internal
articulators such as the teeth and the tongue (Figure 5.12).
5.5 Summary
This chapter presented the implementation and evaluation of the appearance based
visual speech enhancement –– the automatic lipstick effect. First, FA presented as a
tool for extracting facial features associated with visual speech. The implementation
stages for the lipstick effect were then introduced. The impact of the lipstick effect
was evaluated using the audiovisual training framework. The evaluation produced two
sets of results: data from all subjects, and data from selected subjects who showed
comparable pre-test abilities. Both sets of results confirmed the lipstick effect’s
positive impact on increasing the benefit of visual speech on speech intelligibility, and
on improving the training gain of audiovisual training. These findings support the
usefulness of the visual speech enhancement in audiovisual training and encourage the
investigation of more enhancement methods. In the next chapter, the implementation
and evaluation of the impact of a kinematics based enhancement (an exaggeration
effect) will be presented.
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Kinematics Based Enhancement
6.1 Introduction
Speaking style is a determining factor in the quality of visual speech [154, 279].
According to Lindblom’s hypo-hyper (H&H) theory of speech production [187], talkers
make articulatory energy modifications from hypo- to hyper-articulated speech in
order to adapt to the demands of the listening situation. This may create a variety of
speaking styles that exert different energy magnitudes in order to move the external
articulators (Figure 6.1) [83]. H&H theory provided the motivation to investigate the
transition from hypo- to hyper-articulated speech as a method for enhancing visual
speech.
Given a video that features a talker speaking normally, the enhancement method
presented in this chapter depends solely on the visual speech kinematics data
presented in the input video, with no a priori knowledge about the hyper-articulation
style of the talker. This kinematics enhancement method uses, with modification,
Theobald et al.’s [309] exaggeration method that amplifies a talker’s mouth shapes
and appearance to produce a more pronounced speaking style. Theobald et al. tested
the visual perception of the exaggerated visual stimuli and found improved lip-reading
performance among inexperienced lip-readers. In this chapter, the effect of visually
exaggerated audiovisual stimuli on audiovisual perception is examined.
Whilst the kinematics based enhancement approach increases the saliency of visual
speech, it may compromise the harmony between the audio and visual aspects in
speech. This is because in the kinematics based enhancement, the exaggeration effect
on the audiovisual stimuli is only applied to the visual speech signal, whereas the
audio speech signal remains un-exaggerated.
This chapter will address the following questions:
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Figure 6.1: The transition from hypo- to hyper-articulation in the Jaw Lip viseme
model (JALI), which simulates visual speech by aggregating functions related to jaw
motion and lip motion [83]. This shows that distinct speaking styles exert different
articulatory-energy modifications. (Permission to use this image has been granted by
Edwards [83].)
 Can listeners adapt to the conflict between the audio speech and the exaggerated
visual speech when they are presented together?
 Can the exaggeration effect increase the CI simulated speech intelligibility?
 Can the exaggeration effect increase audiovisual training gain when applied to
audiovisual training stimuli?
Section 6.2 will present the implementation of the exaggeration effect. Section
6.3 will present the evaluation that investigates the impact of the exaggeration effect
on the visual benefit of audiovisual speech and on the training gain when using the
audiovisual training framework.
6.2 The Exaggeration Effect
6.2.1 Modeling Exaggerated Mouth Shapes
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a nonparametric technique to reduce the
dimensionality of input data by finding the orthogonal axes of variation using
eigenvectors and their eigenvalues. The eigenvectors and the eigenvalues are
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generated from the covariance matrix of the data; the eigenvectors correspond to
the directions of the most variance, whereas the eigenvalues quantify the variance for
the associated eigenvectors. Principal components (PCs) can then be described as
a weighted sum of variables (eigenvectors) given their contributions in making the
variance in the data [137].
Modelling the exaggeration of the mouth shapes in a given video can be achieved
by extrapolating the mouth shapes’ Principal Components (PCs). Eigenvectors can
be considered as the main building blocks, or gestures, that make up mouth shapes.
Such gestures have variable contributions in making each mouth shape for each
video frame, which explains the variation in the mouth shape data. Describing a
mouth shape in terms of its basis gestures and their contributions can offer a shape
parametrisation that can be used to guide a controlled extrapolation of the mouth
shapes.
Using FA (Section 5.2), mouth shape data (26 landmarks of the inner and outer
lips) were extracted from AV stimuli along with other face data (30 landmarks of
eyebrows, eye corners, pupil, and nose) – see Figure 5.1. To correct for small variations
over time in the talker-camera distance in a video, the mouth coordinates were
normalised and translated to produce a zero-centred mouth space prior to applying
PCA. The points were normalised by dividing the mouth landmarks in a frame k by
dk, where dk is the Euclidean distance between the midpoint of the inner corners
of the eyes and the tip of the nose, since these are assumed to be unaffected by
the articulation. To create the zero-centred mouth model space, the normalised
mouth landmarks in frame k were translated by t to be aligned with the centre
of the normalised mouth landmarks in the first frame, where t is formed from the
2D distance between the mouth centres. The kth video frame can then be associated
with two vectors: a mouth shape vector of 52 elements, expressed as:
lipk =
[
x l1 y l1 · · · x l26 y l26
]T
(6.1)
and a face shape vector of 60 elements, expressed as:
facek =
[
x f1 y f1 · · · x f30 y f30
]T
(6.2)
The set of eigenvectors generated by a covariance matrix of a given training
set can be used to approximate any of that set [57, 309]. A set of eigenvectors
can be generated by the covariance matrix C of mouth shapes from a given video
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(lipm, lipm+1, · · · lipm+n), where n = all video frames - silence frames1, and m is
the index of the first non-silence frame in the input video sequence. C is defined as:
C =
1
n
n+m∑
k=m
(lipk − lip)T (lipk − lip) (6.3)
where lip is the mean mouth shape in the corresponding video, defined as
lip =
∑n+m
k=m lipk
n
(6.4)
A weighted sum of the eigenvectors is then used to approximate any mouth shape,
lipk, in that video as follows:
lipk ≈ lip+ P bk (6.5)
where P is the matrix of h eigenvectors (basis gestures) with the highest eigenvalues.
h is the number of basis gestures that can account for 90-99% of the lip variance; and
h ≈ 5 based on tests made on selected videos. P (where each column represents a
basis gesture), can be expressed as:
P =

p1,1 p2,1 · · · px,1
p1,2 p2,2 · · · px,2
...
...
. . .
...
p1,52 p2,52 · · · px,52
 (6.6)
and bk is an h-dimensional vector, expressed as:
bk =
[
bk,1 bk,2 · · · bk,h
]T
(6.7)
and given by:
bk = P
T (lipk − lip) (6.8)
where bk defines the contribution of each basis gesture in the representation of
lipk, which can be seen as a measure of the distance between lip and lipk [309].
Figure 6.2 shows the first five modes of variation of a talker’s mouth shape in a
selected AV stimulus (ID = bwwa2p). Each mode of variation was constructed by
adding a weighted basis gesture (i.e., multiplied by its contribution) to the mean
shape. Varying the contribution of the basis gesture consequently modifies the mouth
shape. The first and the second modes represent the increase/decrease in the vertical
and the horizontal mouth aperture, respectively. The third and fourth modes address
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(1) (2)
(3) (4)
(5)
Figure 6.2: The first five modes for a mouth shape model in a selected AV stimulus
(ID= bwwa2p), each constructed from a basis mouth gesture. The change in the
mouth shape size corresponds to the change in the basis gesture contribution: changes
from the mean by +(blue)/-(red) 3 standard deviations.
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24 24
25 25
26 26
27 27
28 28
29 29
30 30
31 31
Figure 6.3: The exaggeration effect on frames 24-31 selected from AV stimulus ID =
bwaa2p. Left column: plain shapes; right column: exaggerated shapes.
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(a) Plain
(C) plain basis gestures
(b) Exaggerated
(d) exaggerated basis gestures
Figure 6.4: Frame 28: (a) Plain and (b) Exaggerated mouth shapes and (c, d) their
basis gestures, respectively.
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the increase/decrease in the lower and the upper lip movement, respectively. The
fifth mode represents the increase/decrease in mouth rounding.
Multiplying bk with a scalar, para > 1, can extrapolate (i.e., exaggerate) lip shape
as follows:
newlipk ≈ lip+ paraP bk (6.9)
To project newlipk from the zero-centred model space back to its location in the
video frame, newlipk is translated by t
−1 and then scaled by dk. Figure 6.3 shows
the impact of exaggeration on selected frames from an AV stimulus (ID = bwwa2p).
Figure 6.4 shows plain and exaggerated basis gestures of frame 28 in the selected AV
stimulus.
Frames were re-animated by applying a 2D piecewise linear warping method using
the estimated exaggerated mouth shapes newlipk to apply the exaggeration effect.
The following section outlines the image warping process.
6.2.2 Image Warping
Image warping is applied in order to produce the exaggeration effect on the video
frames. Image warping is a transformation that maps points from one plane to
another. It can be either parametric such as translation, bilinear and polynomial
transformation, or non-parametric such as piecewise affine transformations [115]. A
piecewise affine transformation approach was favoured in this work since it shows
better performance in considering local distortions than the parametric methods.
The main steps that constitute the piecewise image warping method are:
1. The selection of control points that represent the image points before and
after the target transformation is applied. The selected control points are
characterised as being the centre of the gravity in the image points [118].
2. The convex hulls of the selected control points are partitioned into triangles
using a triangulation algorithm.
3. A correspondence (mapping function) between a source triangle in convex hull
1 and a destination triangle in convex hull 2 is inferred and used to guide the
interpolation of the destination triangle pixels in the image.
1n≈ 51; the number of frames in Grid videos ≈ 64 frames and the average of silence frames ≈ 13
frames
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Figure 6.5: Triangulation of the control points in Frame 28.
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Figure 6.6: Triangulation of the control points of frame 28 without using the rings;
Gray: basline, Black: exag.
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Figure 6.7: Triangulation of the control points of frame 28 using the rings; Gray:
basline, Black: exag.
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Figure 6.8: Transformation from (a) Cartesian to (b) Barycentric coordinate system,
and vice versa. Adapted from [232].
Two sets of control points are selected to feed the warping process: the baseline
set, baseline, and the exaggerated set, exag; both contain the image control points
before and after the exaggeration,respectively, and can be expressed as:
baseline =
[
lipk facek ring frame corners
]T
(6.10)
exag =
[
newlipk facek ring frame corners
]T
(6.11)
where lipk, facek, and newlipk are defined by Equations 6.1, 6.2 and 6.9,
respectively. ring is a vector of points that form the perimeter of an ellipse delimiting
the mouth region (Figure 6.5a and b). The frame’s image corners were added to ensure
that triangulation is applied to all image pixels. The convex hull of a control point set
was partitioned into triangles using the Delaunay Triangulation (DT) method. The
fundamental property that guides DT is the empty circle rule: the circumcircle of
each triangle in the triangulation should be empty with no points inside [322]. Figure
6.5 illustrates the triangulation of the control point sets (image corners were excluded
from the control point sets in this image to provide a close up look at the face mesh).
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the impact of including ring in the control points. ring
helped to create a region of interest where the exaggeration is applied and restricted.
It also controlled the undesired propagation of the exaggeration effect as a result of
the triangulation of the face area and the image background.
Inverse warping was then applied. Points inside a source triangle ∆v1v2v3 ∈ exag
where v1 = (x eg1, y eg1), v2 = (x eg2, y eg2) and v3 = (x eg3, y eg3) were mapped
to their corresponding points in a destination triangle ∆v′1v
′
2v
′
3 ∈ baseline where
v′1 = (x bl1, y bl1), v
′
2 = (x bl2, y bl2) and v
′
3 = (x bl3, y bl3); eg denotes exaggerated
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v2
v1
v3
p
F3
F1
F2
Figure 6.9: Barycentric coordinates.
coordinates and bl denotes baseline coordinates. This mapping function transforms
source points from the Cartesian coordinates system to the Barycentric coordinates
system, which is a universal coordinate system that describes points inside triangles
using common features that can be preserved across triangles irrespective of their
geometry (Figure 6.8). Using Barycentric coordinates means every point in a triangle
is treated as a geometric centroid of three masses placed at the triangle vertices.
These masses (λ1, λ2 and λ3) are referred to as BC coordinates. BC coordinates of
point p = (x eg, y eg) in ∆v1v2v3 ∈ exag (Figure 6.9) can be defined as
λi =
F1
F1 + F2 + F3
, i ∈ [1, 2, 3] (6.12)
where F1, F2, and F3 are the areas of the sub triangles ∆pv2v3, ∆pv3v1 and
∆pv1v2 respectively. An important property of Barycentric coordinates is
3∑
1
λi = 1, λ1, λ2, λ3 ≥ 0 (6.13)
Using Barycentric coordinates, p = (x eg, y eg) can then be defined as[
x eg
y eg
]
=
[
λ1x eg1 + λ2x eg2 + λ3x eg3
λ1y eg1 + λ2y eg2 + λ3y eg3
]
(6.14)
Using Equation 6.13, Equation 6.14 can be re-written as[
x eg
y eg
]
=
[
λ1x eg1 + λ2x eg2 + (1− λ1 − λ2)x eg3
λ1y eg1 + λ2y eg2 + (1− λ1 − λ2)y eg3
]
(6.15)
and then to [
λ1 λ2
]T
= T−1(x eg − x eg3) (6.16)
where
T =
[
x eg1 − x eg3 x eg2 − x eg3
y eg1 − y eg3 y eg2 − y eg3
]
(6.17)
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Given this, λ1, λ2 and λ3 can be expressed as
λ1 =
(y eg2 − y eg3)(x eg − x eg3) + (x eg3 − x eg2)(y eg − y eg3)
det(T )
(6.18)
λ2 =
(y eg3 − y eg1)(x eg − x eg3) + (x eg1 − x eg3)(y eg − y eg3)
det(T )
(6.19)
λ3 = 1− λ1 − λ2 (6.20)
where det(T ) is the determinant of matrix T given by
((y eg2-y eg3)(x eg1-x eg3)-(x eg2-x eg3)(y eg1-y eg3)). λ1, λ2 and λ3, the
Barycentric coordinate of point p, can then be used to infer the corresponding
p′ = (x bl, y bl) in triangle ∆v′1v
′
2v3 ∈ baseline as
p′ = λ1v′1 + λ2v
′
2 + λ3v
′
3 (6.21)
After mapping all points bounded by a source triangle ∈ exag to their
corresponding points in a destination triangle ∈ baseline, a bilinear interpolation
that re-samples and interpolates pixels in the destination triangle is applied. For
a pixel P = f(x bl, y bl), Qaa = f(x bla, y bla), Qab = f(x bla, y blb), Qba =
f(x blb, bla) and Qbb = f(x blb, y blb), which are the nearest four pixels to P , are
used to interpolate the value of P (Figure 6.10). To achieve this, R1 (the weighted
average of Qaa and Qba) and R2 (the weighted average of Qab and Qbb), are calculated
as follows:
R1 =
x blb − x bl
x blb − x blaQaa +
x bl − x bla
x blb − x blbQba (6.22)
R2 =
x blb − x bl
x blb − x blaQab +
x bl − x bla
x blb − x blaQbb (6.23)
P can be then derived using the following equation
P =
y blb − y bl
y blb − y blaR1 +
y bl − y bla
y blb − y blaR2 (6.24)
Note that for an RGB image, this process is repeated for every colour channel.
Algorithm 1 outlines the major steps in the image warping process. Figure 6.11 shows
exaggerated frames using para = 1.5 and 2 against the baseline frame. Figure 6.13
shows the visual exaggeration effects on viseme (visual phonemes) classes extracted
from videos of one speaker from the GRID dataset [14]; the first column represents
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Algorithm 1 Piecewise Inverse Image Warping
1: function Delaunay triangulation (V)
Input: V : a set vertices
Output: Triangulation: the set of triangles that make up the triangulation; each
triangle is represented by its vertices indices V
2: Select va ∈ V where va(y) is the maximum . The rightmost point in Pt
3: Select vb, vc /∈ Pt such that the triangle vavbvc contains V
4: Triangulation = vavbvc . Initialise the triangulation
5: for each v in V do
6: for each T in Triangulation do
7: if v is inside T ’s circumcircle then
8: buffer = add new edge(buffer, TEdges) . Add T ’s edges to buffer -
9: Delete (T )
10: buffer← Unqiue(buffer) . Remove duplicated edges
11: for each Edge in buffer do
12: add new triangle(Triangulation, Edge, v)
13: for each T in Triangulation do
14: if v−1, v−2 are vertices of T then
15: Delete (T )
return Triangulation
1: function Image warp(I,xy,uv)
Input: I: input frame image; xy: baseline control points; uv: exaggerated control
points
Output: J : Exaggerated frame image is generated
2: TRI = Delaunay triangulation(xy)
3: J = I;
4: for each T in TRI do
5: Vxy = xy(T ) . Get baseline triangle vertices —–
6: Vuv = uv(T ) . Get exaggerated triangle vertices
7: initialise list
8: for each p inside T do
9: λ = Barycentric coordinate(p, Vuv)
10: p′ = λ.(Vxy)
11: list← p′
12: bilinear interpolation(J, list)
return J
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x bla x bl x blb
y bla
y bl
y blb
Qaa
Qab Qbb
Qba
R1
R2
P
Figure 6.10: Bilinear interpolation; four points are used to compute the interpolation
value P at (x bl, y bl).
the original viseme shape, while the second column represents the viseme after
exaggeration by para = 2. In order to create a lipstick effect on the exaggerated
video, a similar process as detailed in Section 5.3 was applied to the exaggerated
videos (Figure 6.12).
6.2.3 Limitations
The teeth area is stretched as a result of the exaggeration effect (Figure 6.13). This
stretching effect could be considered desirable, as it creates the illusion of showing
more teeth and gums when the mouth aperture increases vertically or horizontally.
However, when a talker has prominent teeth, this stretching may create an uncanny
valley effect [229]. To exclude the teeth area from the exaggeration effect, teeth
detection is required. To achieve this, K-means clustering [199] was used to segment
the inner mouth area into colour clusters to locate the teeth area. K-means clustering
partitions n data elements pi (pixels intensity colours) into k clusters by finding the
positions of clusters that minimise the Euclidean distance between the data points
within-cluster as follows:
arg min
c
k∑
n=1
∑
x∈ci
d(pi, µi) = arg min
c
k∑
n=1
∑
pi∈ci
||pi− µi||22 (6.25)
where ci is a set of points in clusteri, µi is the mean of the points in ci, and ||pi−µi||22
is the square of the Euclidean distance of data in ci. The K-means clustering algorithm
begins by assigning µi to random values. The algorithm then runs iteratively over
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Figure 6.11: Frame warping after estimating exaggerated mouth shapes: (a) the
original frame (frame 28); (b) and (c) frames under two levels of exaggeration effect
(para = 1.5 and 2, respectively)
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Figure 6.12: (a) A frame in the V stimuli; the corresponding frames in (b) E2 and (c)
E3; para = 2 was used in the exaggeration effect applied to E and Elipstick
two steps: the assignment step and the update step. In the assignment step, data
point x is assigned to a ci with the nearest mean. In the update step, µi is updated
to match the mean of ci as follows:
µi =
∑
j∈ci pij
|ci| ,∀i (6.26)
where |ci| is the size of ci. The iteration of these steps is terminated when the
convergence criteria is satisfied: no change is recorded for the assignment step [197].
To enable the Euclidean distance between pixels to be quantified, the frame
image was converted from RGB colour space to CIE 2 lαβ colour space prior to
applying K-mean’s clustering. CIE space describes colours that can be perceived by
the human eye as tristimuli XYZ values, where Z defines luminance and XY defines
the chromaticities of Z. The CIE lαβ color space is derived from the XYZ color space,
however, CIE lαβ is more perceptually uniform to human visual perception (i.e., the
Euclidean distance between two colours is strongly correlated with the perceived color
differences) [310]. The CIE lαβ colour space dimensions are ’l’ for luminance, ’α’ for
colour value in the red-green axis, and ’β’ for colour value in the blue-yellow axis.
Converting a frame image from RGB colour space to lαβ colour space involves
three steps [257]. First, a conversion from RGB in nominal range [0,1] to XYZ
tristimuli values is applied as follows:XY
Z
 =
.5141 .3239 .1604.2651 .6702 .0641
.0241 .1228 .8444
 ∗
RG
B
 (6.27)
In the second step, the frame image is converted from XYZ colour space to LMS
colour space. LMS space represents a colour as the response of light by the three
classes of human eye cones. The first class, L, responds to long light wavelength;
2Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage- International Commission on Illumination.
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Figure 6.13: Viseme classes extracted for the Grid dataset [14]. The first column
represents the original viseme mouth shape while the second column represents the
viseme mouth shape after applying the exaggeration effect (para = 2). The British
English Example Pronunciation dictionary was used for the phoneme notation.
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the second class, M, responds to light of medium wavelength; and the third class,
S, responds to light with short wavelength [142]. This conversion step is applied as
follows: LM
S
 =
 0.3897 0.6890 −0.0787−0.2298 1.1834 0.0464
0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
 ∗
XY
Z
 (6.28)
The final step is to convert the frame image from LMS space to lαβ colour space
as follows:  lα
β
 =

1√
3
0 0
0
1√
6
0
0 0
1√
2
 ∗
1 1 11 1 −2
1 −1 0
 ∗
LM
S
 (6.29)
Colour data in αβ space is then submitted to the clustering equation, Equation 6.25.
For each frame, three clusters’ RGB images were extracted: one containing the teeth,
one containing the lips, and one containing the tongue and the gum region. In order
to automate the process of selecting the right cluster that contains the teeth, all the
resulted clusters’ RGB images were converted to gray scale images. The cluster with
a gray scale image that contains the brightest pixel intensity levels, i.e. the teeth
region, was selected. Edge detection was then applied to that cluster to identify
the teeth area contour in frame k, teethk. The edge detection method used Sobel
[287] operators to estimate the gradient components of the given image. The warping
method is then applied after updating Equation 6.10 and 6.11 to include teethk so
that the teeth area is excluded from the exaggeration as follows:
baseline =
[
teethk lipk facek ring frame corners
]T
(6.30)
exag =
[
teethk newlipk facek ring frame corners
]T
(6.31)
Figure 6.14 shows the detection results. Figure 6.15 shows the exaggeration
result, with and without consideration of the teeth area during the warping process.
Although the effect of ‘prominent teeth’ looks significantly improved at the single
image level, a very noticeable jitter in the teeth area is observed in the video, even
after smoothing the teeth tracking points. This suggests that, for better results, a
video tracking method that takes into consideration mouth motion is required. As
such jitter may contribute in creating an uncanny valley effect, the talker teeth in the
exaggerated frames remained unadjusted.
The following section presents a study that tested the impact of using the
exaggeration effect on the audiovisual stimuli used in auditory training. The
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Figure 6.14: Detecting and extracting the teeth area.
audiovisual training framework, with adaptations, is used to test this impact of
exaggeration on improving the intelligibility of CI simulated speech during and after
the auditory training.
6.3 Evaluation study
6.3.1 The Audiovisual Training Framework
The audiovisual training framework (Section 4.4) was used to provide the evaluation
for the effectiveness of the exaggeration effect. The framework follows the same
methodology as the evaluation study (Section 4.4.1). This includes the use of the
Grid corpus to provide the training stimuli, training methodology (an AO pre-test,
3 training sessions, an AO post-test) and baseline training modalities – A training
that uses AO stimuli and V training that uses AV stimuli. The audiovisual training
framework was adapted to introduce two more training modalities:
 E2 training that uses AVE stimuli – one level of exaggeration (para = 2) was
applied on the AV stimuli to create AVE stimuli, where subscript E denotes
Exaggerated;
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Figure 6.15: (a) Baseline frame (b) Exaggerated frame (c) Exaggerated frame with
restriction of the teeth area.
 E3 stimuli that uses AVLE – one level of exaggeration (para = 2) was applied
on AVL stimuli (Section 5.3) to create AVLE stimuli, where subscripts L and
LE denote Lipstick and Exaggerated with lipstick applied, respectively.
Figure 6.16 and Table 6.1 summarise the training methodology and modalities
used to evaluate the exaggeration effect. The recognition scores of subjects attending
A and V training will be used to evaluate the effect of the exaggeration and the
combined effect of the lipstick and exaggeration, i.e., the recognition scores of subjects
attending E2 and E3 training.
Another modification to the audiovisual training framework is the process of
assigning subjects to subgroups. As noted in Section 5.4, the random allocation
of subjects created subgroups with variable baseline levels. To resolve this issue, the
assignment of a subject S to a training subgroup was done automatically when the
subject finished the pre-test so as to establish a similar baseline across all subgroups
(Figure 6.16). This was done as follows: Assume that the subject’s pre-test score is
Spre−test. The training software finds a subgroup X (X = A, V, E2, or E3) such that
adding Spre−test to the set of X pre-test scores minimises, makes no change, or makes
the minimum increase to the standard deviation between the means of all subgroups’
pre-test scores. After the assignment, all subjects resumed training and testing in
a similar way to the lipstick experiment (Section 5.4); individuals were trained in
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Figure 6.16: The training method consisted of an audio-only pre-test followed by three
training sessions then an audio-only post-test session for determining the training
gain. The numbers of subjects for each route through the training process are shown
in red.
one of four alternative conditions: (1) audio only, (2) audiovisual, (3) exaggerated
audiovisual, or (4) exaggerated audiovisual with simulated lipstick applied, and were
then tested again using audio-only stimuli.
6.3.2 Subjects
The experiment was conducted at the female campus of King Saud University in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The subjects were 71 female non-native Saudi listeners (with
minimum IELTS score = 5.5), each in the age range 18–40 years (mean = 24 years;
standard deviation [SD] = 4.5 years). Ethics permission for this study was obtained
by following the University of Sheffield Ethics Procedure. As a result of the automatic
assignment of participants to groups, the participants were split into four groups: A
(16 subjects), V (15 subjects), E2 (21 subjects), and E3 (19 subjects).
6.3.3 Results
Figure 6.17 summarises the main results of this experiment. Figure 6.17a shows
a comparison of the four groups across all training sessions. Between groups,
one-way ANOVA testing for the groups showed a significant difference between the
V and E2 groups during the second training session (F (3, 67) = 3.38, p = 0.02).
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Audio Video
AO stimuli, A training
CI simulated Grid audio
-
AV stimuli, V training Grid video
AVE stimuli, E2 training Grid video with exaggeration effect
AVLE stimuli, E3 training Grid video with exaggeration and lipstick effect
Table 6.1: Stimuli and training modalities. subscripts E, LE denote Exaggerated and
Exaggerated with Lipstick applied, respectively.
No significant difference was found between other groups in all training sessions.
Within groups, repeated-measure ANOVA showed a significant difference between
sentence-recognition scores in the E2 training sessions (F (2, 40) = 9.987, p = 0.000).
A post-hoc pairwise comparison found a difference between sessions 1 and 3 (p =
0.012) and sessions 2 and 3 (p = 0.000). A significant difference was also found
between the sentence-recognition scores in the E3 training sessions (F (2, 36) = 3.38,
p = 0.02); the post-hoc test demonstrated a difference between sessions 1 and 3
(p = 0.038). No significant difference was found between the sentence-recognition
scores in all sessions of the A and V training. Subjects who underwent the E2 and
E3 training described the modified form of speech as having incongruent audiovisual
signals. More energy was observed in the visual signals than in the audio signals
(i.e., the video cues were more salient than the audio cues). This situation made
audiovisual signals unintelligible at the start of the training.
Figure 6.17b shows the mean sentence-recognition scores that the A, V, E2,
and E3 subjects attained in their audio-only pre- and post-training tests as well
as their mean training gains in auditory recognition. All subgroups were formed
with comparable pre-test scores (as a result of the automatic assignment process).
The V subjects achieved the highest post-test sentence recognition and training
gains, although a one-way ANOVA test showed no significant difference between
their sentence recognition scores in post-testing (F (3, 67) = 1.6, p = .19) among
the A, V, E2, and E3 subjects. A Levene’s test [182] indicated unequal variances in
training-gain scores (F = 2.6, p = .041), while Welch ANOVA testing reported no
significant difference in training gains among all groups (F (3, 35) = 0.00, p = 1.00).
Figure 6.17c shows the scores for the stimuli used in the 6 AO of sessions 1 and 2
for all subgroups, which were used as Learning Milestones to track the audio-only
skills for all subgroups throughout the training. As Figure 6.17c shows, no significant
differences were found in the session 1 post-testing among all groups (Milestone 1;
F (3, 67) = 0.14, p = .93), while a significant difference was found between the A and
V groups in session 2 post-testing (Milestone 2; F (3, 67) = 2.91, p = 0.04, post-hoc
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Figure 6.17: Results for the A, V, E2, and E3 subjects: (a) sentence recognition
during training; (b) audio-only pre- and post-test mean identification scores and
training gains (post-test results - pre-test results); (c) training impact on audio-only
sentence recognition (learning milestones). Errors bars =/- standard error.
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Figure 6.18: Confusion matrix of letter-recognition scores during audio-only training
(top), post-testing (bottom) for A, V, E2 and E3 subjects. Each cell is divided into
4 sub-cells: A, V, E3 and E2 (in clockwise order). Colour shades represents the scale
of recognition/confusion mean rate (the darker the shade, the higher the response to
this cell).
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Tukey HSD test p < .05). Only the V subjects showed significant improvements in
their recognition scores between Milestones 1 and 2 (p = .002). This suggests that
using unmodified visual signals in the training may help speed up the V subjects’
learning curve for auditory-only skills.
Confusion matrices (Figure 6.18) were also produced in order to understand the
possible sources of confusion the subjects experienced in letter keywords recognition
during the training and audio-only post-testing. Letter recognition was found to be
the most challenging task for all subjects due to the need to select from a larger
set with high variance (25 letters), and letters having shorter duration in terms of
phonemes, and thus less information, as opposed to colours (4) and digits (10). During
the training, the introduction of either modified or original visual signals improved
the subjects’ recognition of letters that contained vowel sounds (as well as bilabial,
labiodental, and velar consonant sounds) compared to the audio-only training regime.
Modified visual signals (E2 and E3 stimuli), however, improved the vowel recognition
by 10% and the recognition of letters containing alveolar consonants by 7%. The A
subjects’ high confusion rates were observed in the pairs (A /eI/, E /i:/), and in (N
/en/,M /em/) and (T /ti:/, D /di:/- G /dZi:/). These high rates may have indicated
low abilities in processing vowels, nasality, and voicing cues that were distorted by
the vocoder. High confusion rates were also observed among the V subjects for pairs
(G /dZi:/, J /dZeI/) and (I /ai:/, E /i:/) which are visually similar letters. The E2
subjects’ high confusion rates were observed for the pairs (A /eI/, O /oU/) and (P
/pi:/,B /bi:/); this was likely the result of over-exaggerated mouth shapes.
After the training and during the audio-only post-testing, the V subjects
outperformed all the other groups auditory recognition of vowel letters, since they
recognised 54% of the vowels compared with the A, E2, and E3 subjects, which scored
30, 41, and 46%, respectively. No significant difference in consonant recognition was
found among the groups. The A subjects showed confusion between the (G /dZi:/,
T /ti:/), (V /vi:/, O /oU/), (O /oU/, A /eI/) and (P /pi:/, B /bi:/) pairs; the V
subjects with (C /si:/, T /ti:/), (T /ti:/, G /dZi:/) and (V /vi:/, E /i:/); and the E2
and E3 subjects with the (P /pi:/, B /bi:/) and (Q /kju:/,T /ti:/) pairs.
6.3.4 Discussion
Chapter 5 examined the effectiveness of automatically enhancing the appearance
of a talker’s lips in order to maximise the benefit of visual speech for improving
the intelligibility of CI simulated speech in audiovisual training. This chapter has
gone further by investigating the impact of exaggerating a talker’s mouth kinematics
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in audiovisual speech. Because visual signals are a correlate of audio signals in
audiovisual speech, exaggerating the visual signal alone in audiovisual speech can
create incongruent inputs for listeners. Given this situation, the study reported in
this chapter investigated the subjects’ ability to adapt to audiovisual mismatches after
exaggerating visual speech. The study also investigated whether or not applying the
exaggeration effect to audiovisual speech would improve the benefits of the visual
signal. The main observation and discussion points are as follows.
Audiovisual Training Consistent with previous findings [15, 28, 156, 250], the
introduction of unmodified audiovisual speech during auditory training was found to
improve the training gains in the auditory and audiovisual perception of CI simulated
speech. Visual speech facilitation for speech-in-noise intelligibility [296] played a key
role in improving the non-native subjects’ audiovisual recognition rates for the CI
simulated speech during the training. Using visual speech in training improved the
subjects’ auditory adaptation processes to spectrally distorted speech; the subjects
were found to have significantly improved between learning milestones. This situation
could reflect the impact of effective rapid perceptual learning.
Audiovisual Conflict After-effect After exposure to the audiovisual speech with
the exaggeration effect (E2 and E3), evidence was found of an audiovisual conflict
after-effect. The subjects were sensitive to the conflict between the articulation energy
and the vocal effort in the modified videos during the early training stages. They also
underwent a recalibration process during audiovisual speech integration in order to
overcome this conflict. This situation was supported by the adaptation profile of
the modified audiovisual speech groups (Figure 6.17a), which showed a dramatic
increase in the audiovisual recognition rate during session 3. The increase reached
a comparable level to that of the group that received congruent audiovisual speech
signals (the V group), which indicates that the conflict impact became negligible to
the E2 and E3 subjects after exposure. There is a difference, however, observed in the
pace of the adaptation process between the E2 and E3 subgroups; the E3 subgroup
seemed to adapt faster as reflected by the increase in the recognition scores between
sessions 1 and 2 in Figure 6.17a. This suggests that the lipstick filter may have an
impact on accelerating the adaptation process in the E3 subjects.
Impact of the Exaggeration on Audiovisual and Auditory Recognition
The exaggeration of the visual speech signal also improved the audiovisual recognition
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of vowels and alveolar consonants, which are included in 44% of the Grid letters. For
the remainder of the Grid letters, the exaggeration of the visual signal showed a
comparable benefit to the unmodified visual speech. However, it did not improve the
subsequent auditory recognition. Those subjects who were trained with exaggerated
speech attained training gains in auditory recognition that were comparable to the
gains of those who had been trained with auditory-only speech. This situation
indicates that the subjects did not make use of the modified visual signals to facilitate
their auditory adaptation to the spectrally distorted speech. A hypothesis is that the
recalibration process the subjects underwent in order to adapt to the audiovisual
conflict during the training was responsible for this. The recalibration process may
have introduced additional cognitive load to the subjects, which in turn slowed
down their auditory perceptual learning. It is thus difficult to judge whether or
not modifying the audiovisual speech by exaggerating the visual signal can maximise
the training gains in auditory recognition, since the subjects needed to undergo a
recalibration process in order to adapt to the modified signals before they commenced
the training.
Improving the Exaggeration Effect Hyper-articulated speech is a more
sophisticated phenomena than just a process of exaggeration. It is govern by rules,
theory and frameworks that describe and regulate this effect. One important theory
that describes the energy behaviour in hyper-articulated speech is the Hyper- and
Hypo- articulation (H&H) theory, which suggests that hyper-articulation energy is
not constant, but variable across time. In the presented exaggeration method, visual
signals were amplified by a constant value for all speech segments, which contradicts
the H&H theory. This suggest that, in order to accurately simulate the effect of
exaggeration, understanding the mouth behaviour in real hyper-articulated speech
is essential. There are many examples of hyper-articulated speech that can be
addressed, including clear speech, infant-directed speech, non-native directed speech,
and speech induced noise or Lombard speech [192]. Lombard speech is a convenient
example of hyper-articulated speech, and can be chosen as a subject of an analysis
study that characterises visual hyper-articulated speech. This is because Lombard
speech can easily be induced in a controllable manner compared with other forms of
hyper-articulated speech [283, 284]. One of the main obstacles in conducting such an
analysis study is the lack of Lombard speech datasets. In Chapter 7, a new Lombard
audiovisual dataset is presented, along with an analysis study that examines visual
Lombard speech from different perspectives.
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6.4 Summary
This chapter presented the implementation and evaluation of a kinematics based
visual speech enhancement approach (the automatic exaggeration effect). The results
of the evaluation study suggest that the subjects who attained the ability to adapt to
the mismatch between visual and audio signals did so as an after-effect of exposure
to the exaggeration of the visual signal of audiovisual speech. As audiovisual conflict
became negligible to subjects’ after exposure, the results suggest some potential in
applying enhancement effects on the visual signal alone in audiovisual speech, even
if such an enhancement may create incongruent audiovisual inputs, as this effect has
improved the subjects’ audiovisual recognition of certain phoneme classes.
The exaggeration effect, however, did not produce similar improvements in the
subjects’ subsequent auditory recognition. Their adaptation to the audiovisual
conflict during the training may have played a role in impeding their use of the
visual signal in improving their subsequent auditory-only skills. The next chapter will
examine visual speech enhancement in the real-life phenomenon of hyper-articulated
speech, that is Lombard speech.
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Visual Lombard speech analysis
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, a kinematics based enhancement approach that automatically
exaggerates a talker’s speaking style was presented. This technique simply amplified
mouth movement. In contrast, this chapter will investigate Lombard speech [192],
a real-life example of exaggerated or hyper-articulated speech. Lombard speech is
accompanied by a set of acoustic, phonetic and articulatory adaptations that are
associated with increased intelligibility [13, 63, 92, 161] (See section 2.5.4). For this
study, visual Lombard speech has been chosen as a case study for understanding
visual speech enhancements in real life since it can be easily induced and controlled
due to its reflexive nature. Global adaptations of visual Lombard speech have received
considerable attention in the literature (see Section 2.5.4). However, very few studies
have focused on adaptations at the phoneme level [100, 102]. This chapter therefore
presents a study of adaptations of visual Lombard speech at the utterance level and
phoneme level within different contexts. The results of this study provide an increased
understanding of visual speech enhancements associated with hyper-articulation and
could be used to model the kinematics of the articulatory features observed in
visual Lombard speech. The results could therefore improve the exaggeration effect
described in Chapter 6.
To undertake this analysis, Lombard speech data that is recorded in a controlled
environment are needed. One thing that holds back research on Lombard speech is
the lack of suitable datasets that fulfill this requirement (see section 2.5.4). Therefore,
an audiovisual dataset of Lombard speech based on the widely used audiovisual Grid
corpus [54] was recorded under a high SNR level whereas listeners were exposed
to low SNR via headphones. This dataset offers a plain (non-Lombard) reference
for each recorded Lombard sentence. It also features two synchronised views of the
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talker – a front view and a side view – which enables the visual Lombard speech
to be characterised from different angles. The video recordings were made using
head-mounted cameras to stabilise the talker’s head pose throughout the recording
and therefore allow precise comparison of the Lombard and plain utterances.
This chapter is organised as follows. The audiovisual Lombard dataset is presented
in Section 7.2. The audiovisual equipment used in the dataset recording is presented
in Section 7.2.3 The dataset collection procedure is presented in Section 7.2.4. The
post-processing of the dataset into a format suitable for analysis is presented in Section
7.2.5. Finally, an analysis of the visual Lombard speech is presented in Section 7.3.
7.2 A Corpus of Audiovisual Lombard Speech
with Front and Profile Views
7.2.1 A Population of Talkers
The talkers that participated in the experiment were 55 native speakers of British
English (both male and female) who were all staff or students at the University
of Sheffield, each in the age range 18 – 30 years. The hearing of the talkers was
screened using an on-line pure tone audiometric test [249]. Participants were paid for
their contributions. Ethics permission for this study was obtained by following the
University of Sheffield Ethics Procedure.
7.2.2 Sentence and Masker Design
The recording sentences conformed to the Grid corpus [54] syntax (see Section 4.4.1).
A sentence in the Grid syntax, such as ‘bin blue at A 2 please’, consists of a six-word
sequence with the following structure: <command: 4> <color: 4> <preposition: 4>
<letter: 25> <digit: 10> <adverb: 4>. The number of choices for each keyword is
indicated by the number in the angled brackets (Table 4.2). Three of these words –
colour, letter and digit – were chosen as ‘keywords’ and the remaining were used as
‘fillers’.
The original Grid [54] corpus was collected from 34 talkers reading 34,000
sentences selected from 64,000 possible combinations of the Grid word sequences.
For the new Lombard Grid corpus, 55 talkers uttered sets of sentences selected from
the pool of the remaining 30,000 Grid word sequence combinations; i.e., those that
were not used in the original Grid corpus. The sets used in this thesis are listed
below.
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Figure 7.1: The spectra of (a) the speech corpus and (b) the generated SSN noise
 55 actual sentence sets : These sets were called ‘actual’ sentence sets since the
talkers’ utterances made from these sentences were meant to appear in the
dataset. Each talker was assigned to a unique actual sentence set of size 50
sentences. Thus, there was a total of 55 × 50 sentence sets.
 One ‘warm up’ sentence set : This 50-sentence set was read by all the talkers,
and the utterances made from this set were discarded in the final production
stage. The sentences in this set were used to attune the talker’s articulation
during the transition from one experimental condition to another (e.g. from
Lombard speech to plain speech).
An actual set featured a uniform representation of Grid keywords as follows:
 Twelve to fourteen instances of each colour. The distribution of colour instances
followed two patterns: Two colours appeared 12 times and the other two colours
appeared 13 times, or three colours appeared 12 times and the fourth colour
appeared 14 times.
 Two instances of each letter;
 Five instances of each digit;
 A good coverage of the Grid filler words.
Speech-shaped noise (SSN) was used as a noise masker. The talkers were exposed
to the SSN via a pair of headphones. This method was chosen because it provided
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Figure 7.2: The recording helmet.
sufficient energetic masking of noise to induce Lombard speech [193, 194]. The SSN
was created by filtering white noise to match the long-term spectrum of a speech
corpus that included 1,000 Grid corpus [54] sentences of a selected talker (Grid corpus
ID = 1). Linear predictive coding [241] was used as a filter which provided the spectral
envelope of that speech corpus. Figure 7.1 illustrates the spectra of both the SSN
and the speech corpus used to generate this noise.
In previous Lombard-related studies, maskers used to induce Lombard speech
were presented at various levels, such as 80 dB SPL [164, 284, 301], 85 dB SPL
[92, 152], and 89-96 dB SPL [194]. For this study, 80 dB SPL1 was chosen as the
masker noise level to minimise the impact of vocal and auditory fatigue on the talkers
who would be exposed to high sound pressure levels.
7.2.3 Recording Equipment
Audio
The recordings were made in a single-walled acoustically isolated booth (Industrial
Acoustics Company – IAC). The speech material was collected at a sampling rate of
180 dB SPL is within the acceptable ranges for the daily exposure according to the Health and
Safety Executive Organisation. 2
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48,000 Hz and a sample format of 24 bits using a C414 B-XLS AKG microphone
placed 30 cm in front of the talker and digitised using the MOTU 8-pre 16×12
Audio Interface. The talkers wore Sennheiser HD 380 pro headphones. The SSN
masker was mixed with the audio signal of their speech to give self-monitoring
feedback at a level that compensated for headphone attenuation. The reason for the
self-monitoring feedback was to reduce the potential increased speech modification
resulting from wearing closed headphones [102]. The level of playback of the talker’s
speech was carefully adjusted so that their perceptions of talking with and without
the headphones were comparable. The level of the masker pressure was calibrated
against an SPL meter (see Section A.1 for further details). The collection of the
talker’s speech was controlled by a computer (Computer A – a Mac Mini; processor:
2.6 GHz Intel Core i5; memory: 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3) connected to the audio
interface using Audacity software [308]. The masker presentation was controlled by
another computer (Computer B – a MacBook Pro; processor: 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5;
memory: 8 GB 1867 MHz DDR3; USB 3.1) which was also connected to the audio
interface.
Video
In addition to the audio recordings, simultaneous audiovisual recordings were made
using a bespoke helmet rig system worn by the talkers (Figure 7.2). The system
included two webcams that captured front and profile views of the talkers. The
system consisted of a lightweight bicycle helmet with two Logitech HD Pro USB
Webcam C920s3 connected to a GoPole4 Arm Helmet Extension (8 inches) fitted to
the helmet using 3M adhesive mounting tape. The first armature was attached to
the front of the helmet and was connected to the front webcam using a GoPro5 pivot
arm. The second armature was fitted to left side of the helmet and was connected
to the side webcam using double-sided adhesive tape. A dumbbell weight (0.5 g) was
attached at the rear of the helmet to counterbalance the weight of the front camera.
Another weight (0.5 g) was connected to an arm attached the right side of the helmet
to counterbalance the weight of the side camera. The talkers wore a soft hat to
cushion the helmet. This also helped to fix the helmet on the talker’s head. After the
helmet was placed on the talker’s head, a pair of headphones were fitted behind the
talker’s head and then attached to the helmet using two self-locking nylon cable ties.
3Cameras’ mounts were removed to reduce weight.
4https://www.gopole.com/
5https://gopro.com/
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Block 1
Break
Block 2
Talker A P P L L P L P P L L
Talker B L L P P L P L L P P
Table 7.1: Recording schedules: P is a plain session, and L is a Lombard session.
For each session, a talker reads a prompt list of 5 warm-up sentences followed by 10
actual sentences.
The audiovisual recordings from the webcams were collected using two
computers; the webcams were connected to the machines via USB 2.0 extension
cables. The audiovisual stream from the front webcam was collected using the Photo
Boot app running on Computer B at 480p (720 x 480) and in full frame at a variable
frame rate fluctuating around 24 frames per second (mean FPS = 23.93; mean bitrate
= 2817.82 kb/s)6. The app encoded the video stream using the built-in H.264 encoder
and the audio stream using the AAC encoder at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz. The
video stream from the side webcam was collected using Logitech software installed on
Computer C (HP Envy; processor: Intel Core i7-4702MQ; memory: 16 GB; USB
3.0) at 480p (864 x 480) and in full frame at 30 FPS. The Logitech software encoded
the video stream using the WMV encoder and the audio stream using wmav2 at a
sampling rate of 48,000 Hz. Four light sources were placed in different locations to
produce uniform illumination across the talker’s face, and a plain white background
was placed behind and at the right side of the talker’s seat. Figure 7.3 shows example
frames from recorded videos collected from the front and side cameras.
Prior to collecting the dataset, a pilot study was conducted to examine variables
that could regulate the effect of the Lombard speech (see Appendix A.3 for more
details). In this study, the impact of the recording duration, the number of masker
presentation levels and the talker’s task during the recording were analysed. The
results of this pilot study informed the design of the collection procedures presented
in the following section.
7.2.4 Collection
In this dataset, each talker produced 150 sentences by reading 10 prompt lists. The
prompt lists were generated as shown in Figure 7.4: the actual sentence set (Section
7.2.2) given to each talker was shuﬄed and broken down into five prompt lists for
the plain recording and then reshuﬄed and broken down into five prompt lists for
6Videos of the front camera were in variable frame rate as a result from the preemptive
multitasking nature of the Macbook machine.
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Figure 7.3: Selected samples from the dataset. Top to bottom talker ID: 55, 44, 46
and 32, respectively.
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start of each list
add 5 warm up
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Figure 7.4: The preparation of the prompt lists.
the Lombard recording at 80 dB. This generated 10 prompt lists that were artificially
balanced: 5 plain lists and 5 Lombard lists. The warm-up set was split into 10
unique subsets; each fed a prompt list with 5 warm-up sentences. In total, a prompt
list contained 15 sentences: 5 warm-up sentences followed by 10 actual sentences.
A talker read one prompt list in a session. A session could be a plain session
(with no masker presented to the talker), in which the talker read a plain prompt list,
or a Lombard session (with the masker presented), where the talker read a Lombard
prompt list. The recording was done in 2 blocks of 5 sessions (10 sessions in total:
5 plain and 5 Lombard). The order of the sessions was governed by the recording
schedule that was randomly assigned to each talker. Two example recording schedules
are shown in Table 7.1.
The audio and the video recording followed the same procedure described in
Section 7.2.3. Figure 7.5 illustrates the collection setting. The talker’s task was
to read the sentences to the researcher who acted as a listening partner. Having a
listening partner in the recording setup was necessary because the Lombard effect
is not only triggered as an unconscious reaction to noise, but also by the need to
maintain intelligible communication in noise [193].
The talkers were seated inside the booth facing Screen 1 in Figure 7.5 on which
the prompt lists were presented, and the listener was seated outside the booth. Based
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Figure 7.5: The recording procedure.
on the results of the pilot study presented in Appendix A.3, which found a possible
psychological effect on the talker due to being able to see the listener, face-to-face
interactions were prohibited by placing a white paper screen on the window separating
the talker from the listener. The listener listened to the talker’s speech presented at
60 dB SPL via a pair of Panasonic RP HT225 headphones connected to the audio
interface. The presentation of the sentences and the listener’s messages to the talker
were controlled by a MATLAB script running on computer B (see Section 7.2.3).
The script controlled two interfaces: one for the talker which presented sentences
and the listener’s messages (Screen 1) and one for the listener which controlled the
presentation of the sentences/messages (Screen 2).
The talkers were instructed to talk at a normal pace and in a natural style, and
were given 5s to read each sentence. To aid this process, the talkers were prompted
by a progress bar on Screen 1 with a duration of 5s. If the talker misread the prompt,
the listener presented the same sentence again. In the Lombard sessions, the listener
asked the talker to repeat an utterance every 5 to 7 sentences by indicating that
she could not hear the talker. The purpose of this step was to maintain the public
Lombard loop which is driven by the communication need [176].
Overall, the talkers uttered a collection of 8,2507 warm-up and actual sentences;
these included 4,125 Lombard sentence and 4,125 plain references.
7In the final production stage, the number of the collected utterances exceeded 8,250 as they also
included repeated and misread utterances.
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Figure 7.6: The segmentation framework for the recording data used in the analysis.
Symbols: A: audio, AV: video, Ut: utterance. Subscripts: Mic: audio source is
the microphone, F: video source is front camera, S: video source is the side camera,
CAM F: audio source is the front camera, CAM S: audio source is the side camera,
mic-α: the microphone audio is shifted by α, mic-β: the microphone audio is shifted
by β.
7.2.5 Post-processing
The collected raw data was post-processed into a suitable format to facilitate the
intended analysis in Section 7.3. Figure 7.6 describes the post-processing procedure.
The audio collected from the microphone, Amic in Figure 7.6, was used to guide the
segmentation for the videos. The following describes the segmentation steps for the
front videos, AVF :
1. Step 1: align the microphone audio with the video audio. The audio of the front
video, ACAMF , was extracted using FFMPEG [22] scripts. Amic was aligned with
ACAMF using a cross correlation function [255]:
(Amic ? ACAMF )[α] =
∞∑
m=−∞
A?mic[m]ACAMF [m+ α] (7.1)
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where Amic and ACAMF are the input signals, α is the lag (displacement) between
the input signals, and A?mic is the complex conjugate of Amic. This function was
implemented by calculating the product of the Fourier transform of ACAMF
and the conjugated Fourier transform of Amic. The lag α is then identified as
the maximum of the cross correlation output in which the two signals are best
aligned. Amic is shifted by the value of α to produce Amic,α which replaces
ACAMF in AVF creating the video sequence Amic,αVF .
2. Step 2: segment Amic,αVF into utterances. Segmentation was achieved by
thresholding the signal energy and spectral centroid extracted from an amplified
version of Amic,α to detect speech segments in Amic,α [109, 110] (Figure 7.7). The
output from this process defined the onset time for each utterance presented
in the input audio track. The segmentation of an utterance started 30s before
the onset of the utterance. This 30s margin was included to accommodate
anticipatory visual speech cues (this is due to the natural asynchrony between
the auditory and the visual speech signals – i.e., the onset of the mouth
movement and the onset of the acoustic production of a speech are not aligned).
Four seconds is the duration of a segment, which includes the utterance frames,
bounded by some silence frames. This segmentation re-encoded the front video
using the FFMPEG encoder x264 that created H.264 videos, making the frame
rate of the segmented videos a fixed rate (24 fps). All utterances produced in
response to the listener’s repeat requests were discarded.
A similar process was repeated to segment the side videos AVs, creating
synchronised front and side utterances. The profile video encoding is similar to the
original raw data (encoded using WMV2). The segmentation also copied the original
encoding of the audio stream in the input video. All segmented videos are of 4s
duration; each front video has 96 frames, while each side video has 120 frames. The
analysis in this chapter only considers the front videos.
In summary, and after discarding warm-up sentences, the speech materials in this
dataset consist of 5,500 segmented full-face videos, 5,500 segmented profile videos
and 5,500 segmented audio signals each representing a single sentence. There are
2,750 unique utterances spoken in a Lombard condition and 2,750 corresponding
non-Lombard reference utterances (i.e., the same sentence spoken by the same
speaker).
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Figure 7.7: Filtering energy and spectral centroids by using thresholds to detect
speech segments.
7.3 Phonetic Analysis for Visual Lombard Speech
In this section, the impact of the visual Lombard effect at the phoneme level is
examined. This is done by characterising the change in phonemes’ visual spaces
using a function of visual articulatory geometric measurements associated with the
production of each phoneme.
7.3.1 Speech Corpus
Lombard utterances and their reference plain sentences taken from four male (IDs:
S14, S46, S47, and S55) and four female (IDs: S7, S21, S32, and S44) talkers, who
were chosen at random, were used to provide the pool of phoneme frames for analysis.
Each talker’s data consisted of 25 pairs of sentences in plain and Lombard conditions;
50 utterances in total. All letters in the alphabet (except for W) were present in
the selected sentences for each talker to give phonetic variation in the pool; 31% of
speech sounds were vowels and 69% were consonants. The plain video utterances
for each talker were concatenated using an FFMPEG script into one video track;
a similar process was also done to the Lombard video utterances. The purpose of
this step was to facilitate the facial landmark annotation and training process in the
Faceware Analyser (FA) tool (see Section 5.2). Word and Phone level transcriptions
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Figure 7.8: Visual articulatory features: A for lip aperture; S for lip spreading; r for
lip rounding and J for jaw vertical position.
of the audio tracks of the combined videos were extracted using a web-based set-up
of the Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner [171], which is a python-based interface to
Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) [338]. Phonemes in the forced alignment were
presented in Arpabet notation – Table 7.2 maps between Arpabet and IPA notations.
The transcriptions were manually refined using Pratt [32], and were aligned to their
associated video frames using a MATLAB script. The same script labels each frame
that falls within a phoneme boundary into either an onset frame (1st frame), a final
frame (nth frame where n = number of frames in a phoneme instance), or a mid frame
(ith frame where 1 < i < n). All silence frames were excluded from the pool. About
31% of the speech sounds in this pool are vowels Figure 7.9 illustrates the duration (in
video frames) of phonemes in the analysis pool. Consistent with the acoustic analysis
of phonemes reported in [193], all phonemes are characterised by longer duration
under Lombard conditions. To facilitate the acoustic analysis, audio-only utterances
in the same condition of a talker were end-pointed to remove silence frames, and the
resulting utterances were combined using an FFMPEG script into one track (i.e every
talker was associated with one plain audio track and one Lombard audio track).
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Figure 7.9: The number of frames in plain and in Lombard utterances. Upper row:
vowels; Bottom row: consonants; Left column: phoneme category; Right column:
individual phonemes.
7.3.2 Acoustic and Articulatory Features
Two acoustic features were estimated from the audio-only utterances tracks. Using
Praat [32], the average power magnitude (RMS) of all the samples and the average of
the valid F0 estimates were calculated. Four geometric articulatory measurements
used in previous literature [101–103, 306] were calculated from facial landmarks
extracted from videos using FA (Figure 7.8). These included the following:
 Lip horizontal aperture, or the spreading (S), which is the horizontal distance
between the right and left lip corners (mouth landmarks 4 and 10 in Figure
5.1).
 Lip vertical aperture (A), which is the vertical distance between the top and
the bottom middle of the inner mouth contour (mouth landmarks 25 and 19 in
Figure 5.1).
 Lip rounding (R), which is obtained by R = 1 − e, where e is the eccentricity
of an ellipse fitted to the outer lip contour (mouth landmarks 1 to 14 in Figure
5.1) given by e =
√
1− a2
b2
, where a and b are the lengths of the semi-major
axis and the semi-minor axis of the ellipse, respectively, and 0 ≤ e ≤ 1. The
eccentricity of a circle = 0, therefore, the closer the value of e to 0, the rounder
the shape of the mouth.
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Arpaebt IPA Arpabet IPA Arpabet IPA Arpabet IPA
AO O AW aU B b L l
AE A AY aI F f N n
AH 2 EY eI M m R r
EH E OW oU P p S s
IH I W w V v Z z
IY i
Y j
T t
TH T
UW u D d
Table 7.2: Arpabet notation vs. IPA notation.
 The vertical jaw location (J) which is given by the y-value of jaw landmark 2
in Figure 5.1.
To extract the associated facial landmarks, a talker-dependent FA tracker was
trained using a training set which included 70 manually annotated mouth (26 points
each) and jaw (3 points each) shapes. For some talkers, the helmet may have slightly
displaced backwards as a result of the talkers’ movement during the recording, which
could affect the camera-talker distance. To correct for this, all landmarks were divided
by the Euclidean distance between the midpoint of the inner corners of the eyes and
the point making the tip of the nose, which are not affected by articulation. All visual
articulatory features for a talker were normalised by their corresponding minimum
and maximum mouth movements that talker made in the recording (Table 7.3). Based
on this, the visual articulatory measurements are on a [0 - 1] scale.
7.3.3 Utterance Level Analysis
Acoustic Analysis
Figure 7.10 presents a summary of the acoustic analysis conducted on the power
amplitude and F0. Consistent with previous research [152, 193], a significant
difference in RMS energy and in mean F0 between plain and Lombard conditions
is noted as shown by the non-overlapping standard error bars (Figures 7.10a, b, f and
g). A related-sample t-test suggests a significant difference in RMS energy (t = 7.8,
p = 0.0005) and in mean F0 (t = 7.5, p = 0.0006) between plain and Lombard
conditions. A shift towards higher energy bands in the Lombard power amplitude
histogram (Figure 7.10c) is observed with a similar shape to the plain histogram. The
Lombard F0 data histogram (Figure 7.10h) features a flattened and skewed histogram
towards high frequency bands.
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Figure 7.10: Acoustic analysis across all talkers (All), all male talkers (M) and all
female talkers (F): (a) RMS energy (b) gain in RMS energy under Lombard conditions.
Histogram of power amplitude taken from (c) all talkers, (d) male talkers, (e) female
talkers. (f) F0 data, (g) gain in F0 under Lombard conditions. Histogram of F0 data
taken from (h) all talkers, (i) male talkers, (j) female talkers.
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Figure 7.11: Part 1: visual articulatory features across all talkers, all male talkers and
all female talkers: (a) horizontal mouth aperture (S) (b) gain in S under Lombard
conditions. Histogram of S taken from (c) all talkers, (d) male talkers, (e) female
talkers. (f) vertical mouth aperture (A), (g) gain in A under Lombard condition.
Histogram of A data taken from (h) all talkers, (i) male talkers, (j) female talkers.
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(k) J data distribution in female talkers
Figure 7.12: Part 2: visual articulatory features across all talkers, all male talkers
and all female talkers: (a) rounding (R) (b) gain in R under Lombard conditions.
Histogram of R taken from (c) all talkers, (d) male talkers, (e) female talkers. (f)
vertical jaw position (J), (g) gain in J under Lombard condition. Histogram of J
data taken from (h) all talkers, (i) male talkers, (j) female talkers.
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S A R J
min max min max min max min max
S7 266.10 324.86 0 66.81 0 .057 405.69 446.3
S14 268.32 338.86 0 47.52 0 .036 419.76 450.33
S21 277.03 348.60 0 48.62 0 .032 414.96 435.40
S32 82.352 116.65 0 43.10 0 .41 373.24 398.52
S44 236.89 312.73 0 44.16 0 .04 384.96 416.92
S46 122.46 135.95 0 37.68 0 .21 404.01 427.15
S47 268.32 344.16 0 27.36 0 .02 398.44 429.50
S55 111.02 168.57 0 46.75 0 .24 419.23 442.94
Table 7.3: In pixels, the minimum and the maximum gestures each talker made in
the recording. These values were used to normalise the articulatory measurements
for each talker.
A gender-difference in acoustic change under Lombard conditions is also noted,
a similar finding to Junqua [152]. Figure 7.10a shows that female talkers are
characterised with a higher baseline plain RMS energy than male talkers; the mean
F0 is always higher for female talkers due to the difference in biological structure of
the vocal cords in both genders [285]. Male talkers, however, show a relatively higher
gain in RMS energy (diff = 0.68 dB) and a significantly higher mean F0 (diff = 10.2
Hz, 2 semitones). A similar data behaviour reflected by the double-peaks shape of the
histograms in Figures 7.10d and e is observed in male and female talkers, with a slight
shift towards higher energy bands in male talkers under Lombard conditions. The
histograms of F0 data (Figure 7.10i and j) in male and female talkers are different as
a result of the classic gender difference in F0 values. They are both, however, skewed
towards higher values under Lombard conditions.
Articulatory Analysis
Figures 7.11 and 7.12 provide a summary of the articulatory analysis conducted on
the horizontal mouth aperture (spreading)(S), vertical mouth aperture (A), mouth
rounding (R), and vertical jaw position (J). Consistent with previous research [63, 91,
100], a significant difference in these measures between plain and Lombard condition
is noted as reflected by the non-overlapping standard error bars (Figures 7.11a and f
and Figures 7.12a and f). A related-sample t-test suggests that there is a significant
difference in these measures between plain and Lombard conditions across all talkers.
For example, a related-sample t-test reported a significant difference in mouth opening
(t = 6.29, p = 0.0004). The histograms of the articulatory measures (Figure 7.11c and
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Monophthong vowels AE, AH, AO, EH, IH, IY, UW
Diphthong vowels and Semi vowels AW, AY, EY, OW, W, Y
Labial consonants B, F, M, P, V
Coronal consonants D, L, N, R, T, TH, S, Z
Table 7.4: Phoneme categories.
h and Figure 7.12c and h) show a shift in the Lombard histograms as data migrates
to higher energy bands.
A gender difference in articulatory change under the Lombard condition is
observed. Figures 7.11a and f suggest that male talkers (in this sample) are more
articulate than females in the baseline plain conditions as shown by the magnitude
of mouth opening and spreading. Female talkers seem to produce more energetic
rounding cues in the baseline condition than male talkers (Figure 7.12a). No
significant difference is noted between male and female talkers in jaw energy in plain
conditions (Figure 7.12f). This is consistent with Tang et al.’s work [306] which
found greater visual speech modifications by male talkers in plain and clear speech
than by female talkers. In Lombard conditions, however, female talkers made greater
modifications in S, A, and R magnitudes, and therefore produced more pronounced
speech than male talkers. In fact, male talkers produced less spreading movement
in the Lombard conditions than in the plain conditions. Moreover, both the male
and female talkers made comparable energy gains in jaw movements. Figures (7.11 –
7.12)d, e, i and j illustrate a shift to higher values in the histograms of the male and
female talkers in all articulatory measures (except for the S data in the male talkers).
7.3.4 Phoneme-level Analysis
Figure 7.13 shows the global change in articulatory measures for vowels and
consonants by illustrating the data histograms in the plain and Lombard conditions.
A shift towards higher energy bands in the Lombard histogram data for vowels was
observed in all measures (Figures 7.13a, b, c and d). Consonants featured a similar
shift in mouth spreading and jaw movement (Figures 7.13e and h), but there was no
prominent change in mouth opening and rounding data (Figures 7.13f and g) under
the Lombard conditions.
Interactive visual analytics software was developed to visualise the articulatory
measures at the phoneme level. The software mapped the phoneme stream with their
articulatory measures using the phonetic alignment of the utterances’ audio tracks
and the facial landmarks XML file extracted from the utterance videos (see Appendix
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Figure 7.13: Global modification in articulatory measures in vowels and consonants
under Lombard condition. Grey histogram: plain, black histogram: Lombard.
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A.4 for more information about the design of the software). To simplify the analysis,
phonemes were grouped into four categories based on their place of articulation (Table
7.4). All occurrences of all phonemes in these categories were considered in this
analysis, and each articulatory measure of a phoneme occurrence was equal to the
mean of that articulatory measure taken from the three centre frames.
Figure 7.14 shows the articulatory measures of monophthongs (the remaining
figures for each category can be found at Appendix A.4 (Figures A.8-A.11). In both
the plain and Lombard conditions, variability in articulatory measures is observed
for each phoneme (Figures A.8-A.11); this can be seen in the differences between the
minimum and maximum values. This variability can be attributed to a number of
things. First, these phonemes were extracted from different contexts (words), which
increases the variation due to the co-articulation effect. A second aspect is related to
the hypo- and hyper-articulation (H&H) theory [187], in which the energy of speech
production fluctuates from a hypo to a hyper style over time. This can make some
contexts more energetic than others. Such variability, however, was observed less
in the phonemes in the Lombard conditions: the plotted points of the articulatory
measures in Figures A.8-A.11 become closer to each other and created small clusters
that featured an equal or a very comparable value, and in some phonemes, all points
converge, reducing the standard deviation and hence the variation among these points.
Table 7.5 summarises Figures A.8-A.11 by characterising the articulatory
modifications in phonemes under the Lombard conditions using five different indices,
four of which were generated by subtracting the means in the plain conditions (P)
from the means in the Lombard conditions (L):
 the spreading index, ∆S = SL − SP ;
 the opening index, ∆A = AL − AP ;
 the rounding index, ∆R = RL −RP ;
 the jaw index, ∆J = JL − JP ;
 and the fifth is the hyper-articulation index, HI = |∆S|+ |∆A|+ |∆R|+ |∆J |.
Using these indices, Figure 7.15 orders the phonemes from the least energetic to
the most energetic under the Lombard conditions. As expected, all vowels were
characterised as having the most energetic behaviour under the Lombard conditions.
The majority of monophthongs and diphthongs featured the highest modifications
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Figure 7.14: Articulatory modifications in monophthong vowels taken from all talkers.
(a) horizontal mouth aperture; (b) vertical mouth aperture (c) rounding (d) jaw
displacement. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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Phone ∆S ∆A ∆R ∆J HI Phone ∆S ∆A ∆R ∆J HI
Monophthong vowels
AE 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.31 EH 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.24
AH 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.13 IH 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.09
AO -0.03 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.25
UW 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.15
IY 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.16
Diphthong vowels and Semi vowels
AW 0.01 0.09 0.05 0.10 0.25 OW 0.01 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.25
AY 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.18 W 0.01 0 0.01 0.05 0.07
EY 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.19 Y 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.14
Labial consonants
B 0.06 0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.19 V 0.03 0 0 0.06 0.09
F 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.13
P 0.07 0 -0.01 0.05 0.13
M 0.07 0 -0.01 0.05 0.13
Coronal consonants
D 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.10 T 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.18
L 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.15 TH 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.17
N 0.04 0.04 0 0.03 0.11 S 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.015
R 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.19 Z 0.04 0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.07
Table 7.5: A summary of the articulatory modifications for phonemes under Lombard
conditions. Five indices that characterise the change: spreading index (∆S), the
opening index (∆A), rounding index (∆R), jaw index (∆J) and hyper-articulation
index (HI).
Figure 7.15: Phonemes on a visual energy scale using the absolute values of spreading
index (∆S), opening index (∆A), rounding index (∆R), jaw index (∆J) and
hyper-articulation index (HI).
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in mouth opening, mouth rounding and jaw movement. Consonants, however, had
larger mouth-spreading modifications. Labial consonants had no change or decrease
in the opening and rounding of the mouth, but they did increase the mouth spreading
and the jaw’s vertical y-position as a result of the increased pressure on the lower-lip
under the Lombard conditions. The degree of mouth opening and rounding in the
coronal consonants seemed to be sensitive to the coarticulation effect and was more
likely to be inherited from a neighbouring vowel. This increase in spreading may have
enhanced the visibility of the internal articulators (teeth and tongue), which in turn
offered additional cues to facilitate contrasting these sounds.
A more detailed perspective on the phoneme articulatory measures was also
considered in this analysis by looking into the plain and Lombard behaviour of
phonemes within the same context (i.e., the same word). Letter keywords in the
talkers’ utterances were selected as the source of the phonemes pool for this analysis.
Figure 7.16 illustrates the letter I, which consists of one diphthong (AY), across
all talkers. Instead of showing all the figures of the 25 Grid letters, 8 letters were
chosen such that their phoneme building blocks could be considered as samples
from the phoneme categories illustrated in Table 7.4. The chosen letters are: {E}
(monophthongs vowels), {A, I, O} (diphthong vowels); {B} (a labial consonant + a
monophthongs vowel); and {T, N, C} (coronal consonants + a monophthongs vowel).
The figures of these letters can be found in Appendix A.4 (Figures A.12 - A.19).
There are many observations about the plain and Lombard behaviour within
a similar context. First there was a relation between the A, R and J data for all
letters. This was expected since phonemes with increased mouth rounding and/or jaw
displacement are always accompanied with mouth opening. A negative correlation
between S and the {A, R, J} data in all vowel letters is also observed. Second, the
shape of the phoneme trajectory in the same context is relatively comparable across all
talkers. For example, in Figure 7.16b, an arch-shape to the trajectory of the phoneme
stream of the letter I across talkers is observed. Individual differences between talkers
are also noticed, which explains the more deformed phoneme trajectory shapes in some
talkers. One source for these individual differences could be linked to the H&H theory.
Talkers seem to be selective in the amount of energy they exert during the production
of the phoneme stream; some talkers, for example {S7, S14, S21, S32}, showed a
hyper-articulation effect on all phoneme frames, which contributed in preserving the
plain trajectory shape in the Lombard data; other talkers, for example {S44, S46,
S47} exert the energy at the onset and/or final frames only and, interestingly, show
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a hypo-articulation effect for the middle frames. Lastly, one talker {S55}, shows a
hypo-articulation effect on all frames.
Speaking style may also have an effect on inducing inter-speaker variability, as
the talkers seem to give more weight to certain articulatory gestures than others. For
example, S44 in Figure 7.16 is observed to give a higher weight to mouth spreading
rather than opening across the letters, while S46 does the opposite. The coarticulation
effect might also have had an impact on talker variability (to better understand this
coarticulation effect, see table A.2 in Appendix A.4, which shows the sentence list
from which the letters were extracted).
7.3.5 Discussion
Previous research [63, 100, 102, 103, 163, 164] has addressed the global articulatory
modifications in Lombard speech and has found such modifications to be correlated to
the vocal effort under the Lombard conditions. The current study has examined the
impact of the Lombard effect at the utterance and phoneme levels by characterising
the visual spaces of phonemes using visual articulatory geometric measurements. The
study has also included an analysis of the impact of Lombard speech by looking at
articulatory changes at the phoneme level with consideration for key aspects such as
inter-speaker variability, gender and the H&H theory.
Global Modifications
The results regarding global modifications of the acoustic and articulatory properties
of Lombard speech are in line with previous research. The impact of gender differences
on the global acoustic changes were also consistent with previous research, as the
male talkers tend to produce stronger acoustic modifications under the Lombard
conditions than the female talkers. The study also found a gender difference impact
on articulatory modification in Lombard speech. Surprisingly, the female talkers
in this sample tend to produce stronger articulatory modifications than the male
talkers. This may suggest that the gender difference impact on Lombard speech is
mainly driven by the mechanism of hyper-articulation: male talkers perform acoustic
hyper-articulation, while female talkers perform visual hyper-articulation. This can
also be considered as evidence that visual modifications under the Lombard conditions
are not just correlated to acoustic adaptations and may have an independent
communication enhancement goal.
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Figure 7.16: The articulatory modifications across talkers when uttering the Letter I
in plain and Lombard conditions. (a) horizontal mouth aperture; (b) vertical mouth
aperture (c) rounding (d) jaw displacement. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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Phoneme-level Modifications
The results of the articulatory measures for phonemes reveal that vowels are
characterised by stronger global articulatory changes than consonants under the
Lombard conditions. This analysis (Figures A.8-A.11) also shows a reduced sparsity in
the plotted articulatory data of the Lombard phonemes. This suggests that Lombard
phonemes may have some consistent behaviours, such as the way they are produced,
and may become less sensitive to factors that induce articulatory variability, such as
the coarticulation effect. This might be considered further evidence for the role of
articulatory changes under the Lombard conditions for enhancing communication.
By analysing phonemes within a similar context, inter-speaker variability can
be seen in articulatory modifications across talkers. H&H theory may explain such
variability as each talker behaved differently in their exertion and preservation of
articulation energy under the Lombard conditions. This suggests that the impact
of H&H theory needs to be carefully considered and modeled, not just acoustically,
but also from an articulatory perspective, especially in the field of audiovisual speech
recognition.
Articulatory Modification Approximation under the Lombard effect
Given the previous observations regarding the sources of talker variability in visual
articulatory modifications in Lombard speech, approximating these articulatory
modifications given the articulatory features of plain speech may need to consider
the coarticulation effect, the H&H effect, and the speaking style of a talker, or the
persona of the talker. Therefore, the articulatory features (Section 7.3.2), lph lk , in
the ith frame of the Lombard phoneme ph l that appeared in the kth context of m
distinct contexts 8 of ph l in Lombard speech corpus, can be expressed as:
lph lk(i) ≈ pph pk(i) + am (7.2)
where pph pk(i) =
[
Sph pk(i) Aph pk(i) Rph pk(i) Jph pk(i)
]T
is a set of
articulatory features extracted from the ith frame of the plain phoneme ph p that
appeared in the kth context of m distinct contexts of ph p in the plain speech corpus,
8A context is a word in this analysis. For example, phoneme /b/ appeared in four contexts in
the collected corpus: ‘bin’, ‘blue’, ‘by’ and ‘B’.
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and am represents the articulatory modification, which can be expressed as
am =

∆Sphk ∗ hS(i) ∗ spS
∆Aphk ∗ hA(i) ∗ spA
∆Rphk ∗ hR(i) ∗ spR
∆Jphk ∗ hJ(i) ∗ spJ
 (7.3)
[
∆Sphk ∆AphK ∆RphK ∆JphK
]
are approximations of the articulatory
changes for phoneme ph l within the kth context. Such approximation can be inferred
in a similar way to the process explained in Section 7.3.4 – Table 7.5, however,
within the desired context. Such approximation will help to characterise the effect
of co-articulation under the Lombard conditions. These articulatory changes can be
then scaled (grow or shrink) by the H&H effect, h, and the speaking style (talker
persona) effect, sp.
A possible way to address the H&H behavior of a talker under Lombard
conditions is by observing the trajectory paths of the articulatory features of php and
phl in the k
th context in a training set (for example, the trajectory paths constructed
from the articulatory features at the Lombard and plain phoneme AY frames in the
context ”I”, Figure 7.16). In this observation, the difference between the articulatory
features of php and phl frames is calculated and frames with zero-crossing values
will be labeled as points of hypo/hyper change. Such data can be used to guide a
supervised regression that predicts frames of hypo/hyper change in a given contexts.
Based on that, h(i) can be expressed as:
h(i) =

−1, when the nearest zero corssing frame is negative,
0, if i is a zero corssing frame,
1, defalut, or when the nearest zero corssing frame is postive
Addressing the speaking style of a talker can be achieved by assigning a weight for
each articulatory gestures made by that talker. To learn articulatory gestures’ weights
for a given talker, a data reduction techniques, such as the principal component
analysis, can be applied to the articulatory features of the talker in the plain
recordings. sp can then represent the weight of each articulatory gestures given
by their normalised eigenvalues.
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Future Work
This analysis has offered increased understanding of the mechanism of
hyper-articulated speech. Indeed, hyper-articulation is more sophisticated than just a
simple amplification or translation of the phoneme spaces [101, 104]. The automatic
exaggeration method presented in Chapter 6 should therefore be revisited using a
data-driven method that makes use of the dataset presented in Section 7.2, as well
as the analysis findings. This work could include modelling the correlation between
the speaking styles in plain and Lombard conditions, the coarticulation effect under
the Lombard conditions and the H&H effect on visual speech. Moreover, this dataset
could be used for further study of the correlation between acoustic and articulatory
changes in Lombard speech in order to answer questions about the extent to which
visual speech can be exaggerated without creating an audiovisual conflict (Chapter
6). An alternative path to counter potential audiovisual conflict would be to use the
dataset to model the acoustic and phonetic adaptations under the Lombard conditions
to exaggerate the auditory speech in addition to the exaggerated visual speech. The
modelling of the previous mentioned effects may also feed into a model of automatic
audiovisual speech recognition systems under noisy conditions in which these effects
are considered.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, a novel bi-view audiovisual Lombard speech dataset collected under
high-SNR level (whereas listeners were exposed to low SNR via headphones) was
presented. The dataset, which is an extension of the popular Grid corpus, features
two synchronised views of the talker, a front view and a profile view, and offers a plain
reference to each Lombard sentence. Initial analysis of this dataset showed prominent
acoustic, phonetic and articulatory speech modification in Lombard speech. Acoustic
and articulatory phoneme analysis for selected talkers were presented. Gender
differences in acoustic and articulatory modification under Lombard conditions were
observed. Difference in articulatory energy under Lombard conditions between vowels
and consonants, and within consonant categories was also characterised. Variability
in articulatory modifications was found when looking into phoneme behaviour within
the same context, and hypothesised to be linked to the talker’s speaking style, the
impact of co-articulation and the theory of H&H.
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Conclusions
8.1 Summary of Thesis
This thesis has investigated visual speech enhancement methods to improve auditory
and audiovisual perception. The proposed enhancement methods were tested on
non-native normal-hearing listeners. The non-native normal hearing listeners were
treated in this thesis as ‘proxy’ listeners to CI users, i.e., the speech perception chain
model of non-native listeners when listening to CI simulated speech was used as a
predictor of the performance of the CI users. This is because the potential users
of these enhancements are CI users. Using normal hearing listeners in conjunction
with CI simulation is an approach used by CI researchers [78, 282] since finding
a homogeneous CI user group is difficult due to the variation in CI perception.
Non-native listeners were selected, in particular, since they and CI users show similar
behaviour in perception as they experience internal adverse conditions and show high
sensitivity to visual speech cues when listening to native speech.
Two methods of enhancement have been proposed in this thesis: an appearance
based and a kinematics based approach (Figure 8.1); each addresses a defining
feature of visual speech: static and kinematics features. The appearance based
method modifies the appearance of the talker’s lips by applying an automatic lipstick
effect that colours the talker’s lips in order to increase the saliency of the visual
speech. The kinematics method applies an exaggeration effect on the talker’s speaking
style by amplifying the motion of the mouth. Both methods were tested using
the audiovisual training framework introduced in Chapter 4. This was used to
test the effect of each enhancement on the listeners’ audiovisual perception during
the training and the auditory perception after the training. Audiovisual training
was used as a platform to test the enhancement following a study that correlates
audiovisual training with improved post-training auditory perception [28]. A pilot
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Figure 8.1: (a) the lipstick effect; (b) the exaggeration effect. Each figure shows a
talker face before and after applying the effects.
study, introduced in Chapter 4, that evaluated the audiovisual framework suggested
the effectiveness of this framework in showing training gains by the listeners.
Chapter 5 covers the appearance based enhancement approach (the lipstick
effect). The evaluation produced two sets of results: data from all subjects, and
data from selected subjects who showed comparable pre-test abilities. Both sets of
results confirmed the lipstick effect’s positive impact on improving the auditory and
the audiovisual perception of CI simulated speech for the non-native listeners. Such
results indicate the usefulness of applying enhancement of visual speech in audiovisual
training and encourage investigating more enhancement methods that can modify the
static features of visual speech to increase its saliency.
Chapter 6 presented the kinematics-based enhancement approach (the
exaggeration effect). The results of using the kinematics-based enhancement in
audiovisual training suggest that after exposure to visually exaggerated speech,
listeners had the ability to adapt to the conflicting audiovisual signals. In addition,
subjects trained with enhanced visual cues achieved better audiovisual perception for
a number of phoneme classes than those who were trained with unmodified visual
speech. There was no evidence of an improvement in the subsequent audio-only
listening skills, however. The subjects’ adaptation to the conflicting audiovisual
signals may have slowed down auditory perceptual learning and impeded the ability
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of the visual speech to improve the training gains.
Chapter 7 described the collection and the analysis of a bi-view audiovisual
Lombard Grid corpus. This dataset is an extension of the audiovisual Grid corpus
[54]. It was collected using a bespoke head mounted camera system. It features two
views of the talker in a fixed head-pose, and provides a plain (non-Lombard) reference
to each Lombard sentence. The dataset includes 55 talkers that uttered a total of
8,250 utterances: 4,125 Lombard, 4,125 plain utterances. The dataset is processed
into a format suitable for analysis.
Chapter 7 also presents an investigation of a real example of kinematics based
enhancement in visual speech, by conducting visual Lombard speech analysis of
selected talkers from the dataset. The behaviour of visual phonemes in different
contexts and across talkers was examined. The analysis has reported a number of
findings. First, there was a gender-difference in global modifications in the Lombard
visual speech; female talkers produced stronger Lombard speech modifications than
male talkers. Second, the visual phoneme behaviour in different contexts seemed to
be more consistent and less disparate in the Lombard conditions than in the plain
conditions, suggesting a reduced effect of co-articulation in the Lombard conditions.
In the same context, variations in visual phoneme behaviour might be linked to the
effect of H&H theory [187], in which a talker varies the production energy based on
communication demand.
8.2 Future work
Future work would investigate the employment of the enhancement methods, the
lipstick and the exaggeration effect, in other training applications such as speech
therapy. The lipstick effect can increase the saliency of the talker’s mouth shapes.
The exaggeration effect can illustrate the combination of key gestures that constitute
the mouth shape of a sound, and hence teach trainees to correctly produce that sound.
Another possible application is in language training applications. The training profiles
(session 1 to session 3) of the non-native subjects in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, show the
great potential of such enhancement for improving this group’s listening skills.
Another direction for future work is transforming the lipstick effect into a
real-time augmented reality solution that can be incorporated into a number of
platforms to aid audiovisual perception. Examples of applications that might
introduce the lipstick filter include television, YouTube, and video conferencing
programs, in which enhancing the visual signal can be analogous to increasing the
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volume of the auditory signal. Another possible application is to enhance real-life
communication by incorporating the lipstick effect into wearable devices used by
the listener, such as Google Glass, that track-then-apply the lipstick effect on the
interlocutor’s lips to enhance the listener’s audiovisual perception. Since the current
implementation of the exaggeration effect was beneficial in improving the perception
of a number of phonemes, it can be introduced alone or combined with the lipstick
effect in similar applications when such phonemes are encountered.
Another study could extend the visual Lombard speech analysis conducted in
Chapter 7 by including all talkers in the collected dataset in order to examine more
phoneme contexts. The bi-view audiovisual Lombard dataset is also expected to
serve studies in different fields, such as automatic audiovisual speech recognition,
perception studies, computer vision and animation, and behavioural-related studies.
It can be used alone, or in conjunction with the Grid corpus, to serve such studies. An
example of a study that could use this dataset would model the exaggeration effect by
learning from the visual modifications in Lombard speech. Factors that contribute to
the variation observed in Lombard speech, mentioned in Chapter 7, would be taken
into account, including the talker’s speaking style, the effect of co-articulation and the
H&H theory. Phonetic and auditory modifications would also be modelled in order
to counter the conflict effect observed in visually-exaggerated audiovisual speech.
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Visual Lombard speech analysis
In this Appendix, further details on some aspects of the dataset recording and the
subsequent analysis (Chapter 7) are presented. These include measuring the sound
pressure level (Section A.1), and previous prototypes of the recording helmet (Section
A.2). A pilot study conducted to inform the dataset collection procedure is also
presented in Section A.3. The design of the visual analytics software for visual speech
analysis, the Phoneme Viewer, is presented in Section A.4.
A.1 Measuring Sound Pressure level
This section highlights the process of measuring the sound pressure level of the noise
masker used in the recording experiment. The sound pressure levels have been
measured using a Cirrus Optimus Yellow Class 2. An acoustic coupler, which is
needed to seal the headphone during measurement, to avoid noise escape, was not
provided with the meter set. So, hand made couplers were used.
The sound pressure level for the room was 26.9 dB SPL. The pair of headphones
Figure A.1: Acoustic couplers used in the SPL measurements: (a) a cardboard
coupler; (b) a plastic coupler.
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used for the experiment was a Sennheiser hd 380 pro (used by listener in the dataset
recordings), connected to a laptop (Computer B in Section A.3). The volume of the
laptop was set to 100% and a MATLAB routine was instead used to control the sound
volume. The headphones played a sine wave tone generated at 1kHz. The meter took
a 3s recording of the headphones’ sound, and the average SPL was computed. The
sound volume was reduced using the MATLAB routine until a reading of 80 dB by the
SPL meter was recorded. The sound volume was then recorded and used to present
the masker in the recording experiment. (detailed in Chapter 7).
Prior to conducting the measurement experiment, two handmade acoustic
couplers were tested (Figure A.1): a cardboard and a plastic coupler. On average,
when using the cardboard coupler the SPL reading were higher by 4 dB than when
using the acoustic coupler. Given these results, the cardboard coupler was used for
the subsequent measurement.
A.2 The Recording Helmet
Figure A.2 shows a number of tested prototypes for the helmet used in collecting
the recordings in Section 7.2. The aim was to design a lightweight helmet with a
stable camera arm that remains fixed during the recording and captures the talker’s
entire face to facilitate the automatic facial tracking. The early models used a
Go-Pro camera that was later replaced with webcams to reduce the weight on the
talker’s head. Objective evaluation tests were made on the collected videos using
these prototypes to check the best talker-camera distance for precise automatic facial
tracking. The prototypes were also tested on a number of subjects in order to
select the right helmet size for the recording experiment and the maximum tolerable
duration a talker to wear the helmet.
A.3 Pilot Study
Prior to collecting the dataset, a pilot study was conducted to examine variables
that could regulate the effect of the Lombard speech (see Section 2.5.4 for more
information). The pilot study investigated the following:
 The proposed recording duration is three blocks of five sessions. In each session,
the talker should read a prompt list of 15 sentences: 5 warm-up followed by
10 actual sentences. The pilot study examined whether or not the talkers
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Figure A.2: Recording helmet prototypes.
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Actual set
n = 50
Randomise
——-
Randomise
——-
Randomise
——-
Split plain set
→ L1,2,3,4,5
– n = 10
for each list
Split 70 dB set
→ L6,7,8,9,10
– n = 10
for each list
Split 80 dB set
→ L11,12,13,14,15
– n = 10
for each list
add 5 warm up
sentences to the
start of each list
add 5 warm up
sentences to the
start of each list
add 5 warm up
sentences to the
start of each list
Figure A.3: Preparation of the prompt lists.
undergoing such prolonged recording would show vocal and auditory fatigue,
especially in the later sessions;
 The effect of incorporating two masker levels, 80 and 70 dB SPL, in the recording
procedure on the intensity of the articulatory modifications made by the talkers;
 Having a listener in the recording setup is important, because the Lombard
effect is triggered as an unconscious reaction to noise, and by the need to
maintain intelligible communication in noise [193]. A communication task was
found to induce stronger audiovisual speech modifications than a reading task
[102, 193]. Thus, the proposed communication protocol involved an interactive
task in which the listener would listen to then respond to the recited sentences.
Face-to-face is the communication modality chosen for this protocol. This is
based on studies that reported increased visual speech saliency under such
modality [91, 92]. The pilot study examined this communication protocol effect.
The results of this pilot study outline the dataset collection’s procedure by
selecting the number of recording sessions, the number of masker presentation levels,
and the design of the communication protocol between the talker and the listener.
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A.3.1 Method
Four male native speakers of British English from the staff and students at the
University of Sheffield participated in this pilot study; three of them participated as
talkers, each in the age range 18 – 23 years, and one 40-year-old participated as the
listener. The subjects’ hearing was screened using an on-line pure tone audiometric
test [249]. Participants were paid for their contribution. Ethics permission for this
study was obtained by following the University of Sheffield Ethics’ Procedure.
Each talker took part in 15 recording sessions: five plain sessions with no masker
presented; five sessions in which the masker was presented at 70 dB SPL, and another
five sessions in which the masker was presented at 80 dB SPL. These sessions were
organised in three blocks of recording (five sessions per block) to offer breaks for
the talkers and the listener after each block. In each session, the talker uttered a
prompt list of 15 sentences: five warm-up sentences followed by ten actual sentences.
The order of the sessions, however, was different from one talker to another. Figure
A.3 illustrated the creation of the prompt lists for the recording sessions: the actual
sentence set designated to a talker was shuﬄed and decomposed into five prompt lists
for the plain recording, then re-shuﬄed and decomposed into another five prompt lists
for the Lombard recording at 70 dB, and re-shuﬄed again and decomposed into five
prompt lists for the Lombard recording at 80 dB. Five sentences from the warm-up
set were then added to each prompt list.
Figure 7.5 illustrates the collection setting. The audio and the video recording
followed the same procedure as in Section 7.2.3. Each of the talkers was seated inside
the booth and read sentences which appeared on the screen, while listening to the
SSN masker. The listener was seated outside the booth facing a talker through a
glass window. The listener maintained face-to-face contact while listening to the
talker’s speech presented at 60 dB SPL via a pair of headphones connected the audio
box. Using a machine connected to the screen inside the booth, the listener provided
feedback in which he entered the colour, the letter, and the digit in each sentence
uttered by the talker using a labeled keyboard. Recording software controlled the
presentation of the sentences at the talker’s side and the collection of the feedback
from the listener. At random points during the recording, the software prompted
the listener to deliberately make errors while entering the keywords or ask the talker
to repeat the sentences. The feedback on the error type (i.e., which keyword was
misheard) or the repeat request by the listener appeared on the talker’s screen.
The talker responded to this alert by re-reading the sentence to the listener. The
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purpose of this step was to maintain the public Lombard loop which is driven by the
communication need [176].
A.3.2 Results and Discussion
The vertical mouth aperture the talkers made during the speech production was used
as a measure for the intensity of the visual Lombard speech. Faceware Analyser
(FA) (Section 5.2) was used to extract the mouth landmarks from the videos that are
necessary to compute the vertical mouth aperture for each frame (Landmark number
19 and 25 in the mouth region, Figure 5.1). The variance from the mean of the vertical
mouth aperture made for each condition and at each session was then calculated.
Figure A.4 shows the vertical mouth aperture variance for each session. The
results from Figure A.4 suggests a clear fatigue effect at the third block of the
recordings for all talkers. Even for the 80 dB masker, the talkers showed a weaker
Lombard response compared with the early blocks. For example, Talker 1 showed a
weaker change in vertical mouth aperture in block3- session2,4 compared with block2-
session4 and block1- session4. The number of errors made by the listener and the
weight of these errors appears at the top of each Lombard session bar in Figure A.4.
The weight of the error, as shown in Table A.1, is based on the error type. For
example, when the listener reports an error in one keyword, the talker is informed of
the error location in the uttered sentence (i.e., which Grid keyword the listener had
misheard). The effort made by the talker when they re-read the misheard sentences
is hypothesised to be directed to the location of the error, i.e., selective improvement
to the sentence. On the other hand, when the listener makes a mistake in three
keywords or requests the talker to repeat a sentence, the talker might try to make
an overall improvement to the sentence intelligibility and hence induce more salient
visual speech modification. Therefore, the intensity of the articulatory modification
is a function of not only the masker SPL level, but also the number of errors that
the listener made and the types of the errors. For example, Talker 1 in Figure A.4
showed stronger change in vertical mouth aperture for 70 dB SPL (block1- session2,5-
error weight = (11, 17) , respectively) than under 80 dB SPL (block1- session1,4, error
weight = (10, 11), respectively).
Figure A.5 shows the variance of the articulatory modification for each condition.
Consistent with previous findings [164, 284, 301], talkers showed salient visual speech
modification at 80 dB SPL, while they responded differently to the 70 dB SPL masker.
For example, Talker 1 showed a nearly linear response to the increase in the SPL level;
Talker 2 showed a comparable effect under 70 and 80 dB; and Talker 3 showed very
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Error type one keywords Two keywords Three keywords Repeat request
Weight 1 2 3 3
Number of error a b c d
Error weight a 2b 3c 3d
Session x errors ( [a+b+c+d], [a+2b+3c+3d])
Table A.1: Calculating the error weight based on the error type in session x.
poor modification response under 70 dB. Such results are driven by the variability in
Lombard effect response between talkers [152].
Implications on the Collection Design Given the results of this pilot study, a
number of points will be reflected in the dataset collection procedure’s design:
 Given the results in Figure A.4, the recording duration was shortened from
three blocks to two blocks to control the effect of the auditory and vocal fatigue
on the talkers' production.
 Given the variations in visual speech modification made by the talkers in
response to the masker presented at 70 dB SPL (Figure A.4), the number of
pressure levels presented in the experiment was reduced into one level, that is
80 dB SPL.
 The communication protocol needs to be revisited and modified; the talkers
reported that seeing the listener informing errors have induced some negative
feelings such as frustration and embarrassment. To control the psychological
effects that may result from seeing the listener, a white screen was placed on the
booth’s window to limit face-to-face interaction. To control speech modification
levels, talkers should refrain from knowing the error type, as it might have a
direct effect on the hyper-articulation energy. The number of the errors made
by the listener should be also uniform across all Lombard sessions.
A.4 Phoneme Viewer
An interactive MATLAB software named Phoneme Viewer, was developed to visualise
the articulatory features of phonemes extracted from the utterances pool. The class
diagram in Figure A.6 illustrates the structure of the software. The software utilises
the phonetic alignment of the utterances to extract and label phonemes frames. To
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Figure A.4: The effect of the recording duration and the communication task on
the variation of vertical mouth aperture. (number of Errors, Errors weight) by the
listener at each session is displayed on each session bar.
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Figure A.5: The effect of the masker pressure level on the variation of vertical mouth
aperture.
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Figure A.6: Phoneme Viewer class diagram.
elaborate on the labeling process, consider a phoneme X that occurs n times in
an utterances group; in each occurrence, phoneme X is expressed by a stream of
frames that illustrates the time-line of phoneme X ’s production. The tool labels each
phoneme frame according to it’s position in the corresponding stream (i.e., as an onset
frame in the production, as a middle frame, or as the final frame in the stream).
The software provides two cases to visualise the phonemes. The first case (Figure
A.7- top) is concerned with visualising phonemes at the utterance level across all
talkers irrespective of the context in which they were presented in. The second case
(Figure A.7- bottom) looks into the behaviour of phonemes in a similar context, a
word in this case, between the talkers.
In the utterance level view, the software enables four different views of the data
from all occurrences of a selected phoneme:
 ‘All’: considers all frames;
 ‘Mean mid’: considers the average articulatory features of the three mid frames;
 ‘Mid’: considers all mid frames;
 ‘Onset’: considers only the onset frames;
 ‘Final’: considers only the final frames.
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Figure A.7: Visual analytic app interface.
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Figure A.8: Monophthong vowels. Blue: plain, red: Lombard
The desired phonemes can be selected from the right pane of software.
Upon selection, the four articulatory measures (explained in Chapter 7) of the
selected phonemes are displayed in the four centre plots in plain and in Lombard
conditions. Two different visualisation methods are provided: a line plot and a
jitter plot. The software also enables the data extremes (outliers) to be removed
using the Interquartile Range Rule by setting minimum and maximum values for the
presented data using the first and third quartiles, and then removing all extremes
less than the minimum and greater than the maximum. A statistics summary that
includes the mean, the standard deviation, and the minimum and maximum values
of the plotted phonemes data can be also added to the plot area.
In the second visualisation case, i.e., the word level view, common words that
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Figure A.9: Diphthong and semi-vowels. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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Figure A.10: Labials: bilabial and labiodental consonants. Blue: plain, red:
Lombard.
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Figure A.11: Coronal: dental, alveolar and palato-alveolar consonants. Blue: plain,
red: Lombard.
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have been articulated by all takers can be selected from a drop-down list. Upon
selection, the articulatory measures taken from all phoneme frames from the selected
word are plotted in plain and Lombard conditions against their talkers. This view
enables the comparison of articulation behaviour across talkers. Table A.2 shows the
sentence list from which the letters were extracted from each talker. This illustrates
each letter’s neighbors.
The software uses the Arpabet phoneme notation [168]. Table 7.2 maps between
the Arpabet notation and the IPA notation. The software saves all plots to figures
that can easily be imported to the Latex environment. In the following section, figures
featuring utterance level and word level visualisation are presented.
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Letter S7 S14
A bin red in A 7 now lay green by A 4 now
E lay red in E 5 soon set green with E 5 now
I bin green by I 4 soon bin white by I 2 again
O bin white at O 2 now bin white with O 2 soon
B lay green by B 4 again bin white with B 5 now
N place green at N 3 please lay white with N 9 again
T place white with T 2 again bin white in T 2 please
C place blue in C 0 soon set blue at C 1 now
Letter S21 S32
A bin red in A 9 please lay red by A 7 please
E set white with E 4 now lay blue at E 7 again
I bin green at I 6 now set white at I 8 now
O set blue with O 8 please bin green at O 3 please
B lay green by B 4 now bin green in B 6 now
N place green at N 3 again place white with N 1 now
T place green at T 5 now lay red in T 7 please
C place blue at C 7 soon set blue in C 6 please
Letter S44 S46
A bin blue at A 5 soon lay white with A 5 please
E place green in E 6 soon place red at E 6 please
I bin red at I 2 please bin white at I zero now
O set blue in O 6 please set blue by O 1 now
B bin blue by B 3 again set white at B 9 soon
N bin blue in N 4 please lay white with N 2 soon
T lay green in T 4 soon set blue by T 2 soon
C set red in C 7 soon set red with C 4 again
Letter S47 55
A lay red in A 1 please bin red at A 8 please
E lay red in E 6 now place white at E 2 again
I set red with I 7 soon set red in I zero please
O bin white in O 7 now set red in O one again
B bin blue at B 6 please lay green with B 7 please
N bin blue at N 7 please place blue in N 5 now
T lay white by T 5 soon lay white in T 4 now
C bin red by C 1 again lay white with C 1 again
Table A.2: Sentence lists of the selected letters.
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Figure A.12: Letter E. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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Figure A.13: Letter A. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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Figure A.14: Letter I. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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Figure A.15: Letter O. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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Figure A.16: Letter B. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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Figure A.17: Letter T. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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Figure A.18: Letter N. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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Figure A.19: Letter C. Blue: plain, red: Lombard.
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